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2Abstract
The post-human genome sequencing project era has seen an influx of genome sequencing 
projects established to investigate the structure, composition and characteristics of plant 
genomes. While the genome sequences of smaller plant genomes (ie. Rice) are currently 
available, there has been a lack of progress on the study of large, complex genomes such as 
barley (Hordeum vulgare) and wheat (Triticum aestivum), due to the difficulties in their 
sequencing and assembly. The aim of this study is to assemble and annotate targeted regions of 
chromosome 3B from Triticum aestivum cv. Chinese Spring (CS) and Hope. This study also 
aimed to complete a comprehensive, inter- and intra-species comparative analysis using 
Bioinformatics tools and strategies, in order to define structural and functional elements within 
the genome
Genome sequences totalling 2.7Mb from two different loci of chromosome 3B in two different 
cultivars (ctg11 from the short arm of CS, ctg1034 from the long arm of CS and three assembled 
sequences over the equivalent ctg11 region of Hope) were assembled using a novel ‘two-phase’ 
process that integrated information from a genome sequence assembler and a Triticeae-specific 
transposable element database. Through comparative genomics analysis a gene island was 
identified within a highly repetitive, heterochromatic region on 3BL that was highly conserved 
over four other cereal genomes (Brachypodium distachyon, Oryza sativa, Sorghum bicolor and 
Zea mays). Chromodomain-containing long terminal repeats from the gypsy family of 
retrotransposons were identified adjacent to the gene island and may suggest an involvement in 
the targeted insertion of transposable elements at the loci, protecting the gene-island from 
3dynamic evolutionary change. Characterisation of the ctg11 (Sr2 region) genome sequence on 
3BS, identified a large ~60kb mitochondrial genome insert and three members of the multi-gene 
beta-expansin family, with sequence analysis indicating local duplication within the sequence 
and rearrangements when compared to the equivalent region in a different wheat cultivar. In 
silico and real-time transcription analysis of the individual gene was also confirmed. Within the 
equivalent ctg11 in Hope, a germin-like protein (GLP) cluster was identified and characterised 
that distinguishes between the two wheat cultivars. The genes in this GLP cluster were 
identified to belong to a sub-gene family that conferred broad level basal resistance in transient 
over-expressed systems in rice and barley. 
The main outcome of this study was the development of a novel strategy of genome sequence 
assembly by utilising the complex component of the wheat genome that made assembly 
difficult: transposable elements. The complex genome sequence assembly methodology outlined 
in this thesis is suitable to be used as a model for future sequence assembly studies. The 
assembly of large pseudomolecule sequences (among the largest and most complete ever 
assembled in the wheat genome) enabled the Bioinformatics analysis of a representative sample 
of wheat chromosome 3B, providing valuable in silico outputs for future functional analyses and 
allowing an in-depth intra- and inter-species comparative analysis with related genomes.
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10List of Figure Legends
General Introduction and Chapter 1
Figure 1.1: The conventional genome sequence assembly and annotation methodology 
employed in this study (on the left hand side). On the right hand side of the figure are general 
thesis questions investigating whether or not this conventional methodology is applicable to 
complex genomes such as hexaploid wheat.
Figure 1.2: Timeline of key dates in wheat agriculture. 
Figure 1.3: Fertile Crescent region of the present-day Middle East. This region is believed to be 
the birthplace of modern agriculture and the starting point of wheat domestication and 
cultivation (taken from Salamini et al 2005).
Figure 1.4: Evolutionary history of polyploid wheat species. The shaded circles represent the 
cultivated forms of wheat. The broken lines represent the other possible origins of the AB 
Genome during formation of the hexaploid (Sabot et al. 2005)
Figure 1.5: Structural characteristics of hexaploid wheat chromosome 3B. Indicated on the left 
hand side of the figure are regions within the chromosome. On the right hand side of the figure 
are the chromosome 3B deletion bins (Saintenac et al. 2009).
11Figure 1.6: Chromosome 3B consensus map showing all identified QTLs on the chromosome. 
This figure was taken from the CMap (Youens-Clark et al. 2009) map viewer 
(http://ccg.murdoch.edu.au/cmap/ccg-live/). 
Figure 1.7: The structures of two types of Non-LTR Retrotransposons, LINEs and SINEs 
(Schmidt 1999).
Figure 1.8: The ‘inner circle’ of cereal genomics, where segmental rearrangements have shaped 
the formation of cereal genome sequences from the ancestral genome. Triticeae (wheat/barley), 
maize, sorghum and rice species are circled from the outside in, with related segments shown in 
parallel (taken from Bolot et al. 2009).
Figure 1.9: Integrated physical map at the telomeric end of chromosome 3BS and colinearity 
with rice. The figure shows the comparison of the wheat chromosome 3B genetic map (A), 
physical map contigs with their relative sizes (B) and its synteny with rice chromosome 1 (C) 
(Taken from Paux et al. 2008).
Chapter 2
Figure 2.1: Two-phase genome sequence assembly and pseudomolecule construction 
methodology developed within this thesis chapter.
12Figure 2.2: ‘Phase 1’ genome sequence assembly by utilising shotgun reads for contig ordering 
and rearrangement.
Figure 2.3: ‘Phase 2’ ordering of assembled BAC contigs into ‘pseudomolecule’ sequences 
using TEs and their element-specific target site duplications (TSDs). 
Figure 2.4: Graph showing the relative positions of all 16 Chinese Spring wheat BAC clones on 
the 1.3Mb ctg11 pseudomolecule sequence.
Figure 2.5: Pair-wise sequence comparison of the initial assembly of ctg11 compared to the 
assembled BAC 036-I14 compiled from 454-technology sequencing. 
Figure 2.6: Comparison of the two assembled 036-I14 BAC sequences from different 
sequencing technology methods (Sanger and 454-technology). Ctg38 is annotated on the figure 
spanning the 3’ inversion boundary.
Figure 2.7: Gel electrophoresis containing the 18F+21R producing a 5kb PCR product 
confirming the 5’ junction of the of the ctg11 inversion.
Figure 2.8: Genome Sequence annotation of ctg1034 showing the 15 wheat BAC clones that 
were used in the assembly of the genomic sequence.
13Figure 2.9: Gap closure of a genomic sequence gap in Hope contig 1. Primer sequences 
designed on either side of the gap were sequenced using BAC DNA and the product was 
compared to the genomic sequence in the top example. If the sequence product was identified at 
either side of the gap, the sequence was edited and closed (bottom example).
Figure 2.10: Sequencing trace file output from a PCR product produced in the gap closure of 
ctg11 using 4Peaks (http://mekentosj.com/science/4peaks/). Large stretches of guanine (G) 
bases (indicated on the figure) cause a premature end to the sequence.
Chapter 3
Figure 3.1: Location of ctg1034. The bin 3BL-7 is characterised by the SSRs Xgwm299, 
Xgwm2152, Xgwm547, Xgwm247, Xgwm340, Xgwm181, Xfwm4, Xcfa2170, Xbarc84, 
Xpsr170, XksuG62 (Sourdille et al. 2004) and the two ISBP markers (Sc3-119 and Sc3-120) 
could be assigned to this deletion bin. Lane 1-8 on the electrophoresis gel on the left-hand panel 
of the figure indicates the analysis of Sc3-119 and Sc3-120 with the deletion bins of 
chromosome 3B (lane 1: 3BS-8, lane 2: 3BS-9, lane 3: 3BS-1, lane 4: 3BL-10, lane 5: 3BL-7, 
lane 6: Halberd and lane 7: Cranbrook). Genetic mapping using the Cranbrook x Halberd 
population (McFadden et al. 2007) confirmed the long arm location on 3B. The genetic map 
(middle panel) shows a small part of the map (complete map, Cran*Hal 3B Feb09, is available 
at http://ccg.murdoch.edu.au/cmap/ccg-live/).
Figure 3.2: Predicted protein domain structure from the C-terminal integrase chromodomain 
14found in the gypsy LTR retrotransposable element named Latidu. The structure was predicted 
using sequence alignment with the characterised CLR4 chromodomain (1G6Z; Horita et al. 
2001) from RCSB Protein Data Bank (Kouranov et al. 2006).
Figure 3.3: The ‘classical’ protein structure of two characterised chromodomains are shown in 
(A) along with the multiple sequence alignments of four families of chromodomains (B); 
chromodomains, shadow chromodomains, group I and II LTR retrotransposons chromodomains; 
and how they also contain 3 beta-sheets and one alpha-helical secondary protein structures 
(taken from Novikova 2009).
Figure 3.4: Multiple amino acid sequence alignments of the three syntenic and colinear gene 
island genes; TaEP1 (A), TaCRP1 (B) and TaZFN1(C). Each of the wheat, Brachypodium and 
maize genes were annotated in this study, while the Sorghum bicolor (v1.0 annotations from 
http://www.phytozome.net/sorghum) and rice (Ouyang et al. 2007) annotations. Annotated on 
the TaCRP1 alignment (B) is the signal peptide and cysteine-rich domain structures outlined in 
Silverstein et al. (2007). The Clustal colour format is used 
(http://ekhidna.biocenter.helsinki.fi/pfam2/clustal_colours).
Figure 3.5: Genome annotation figure of the maize chromosome 3 genomic BAC AC217295.3 
showing all six genes and Transposable elements. Dot-matrix diagram comparing the Maize 
Chromosome 3 BAC AC217295.3 60-130kb (horizontal axis) with Sorghum bicolor 
Chromosome 3 (71051-71068kb) using the DOTTER dotplot program is also shown.
15Figure 3.6: Pair-wise sequence comparison of the wheat and Brachypodium gene island regions 
against the wheat and rice gene island regions. The wheat genes (TaEP1, TaCRP1 and TaZFN1) 
are annotated on the figure and the arrows indicate the proposed insertion-deletion (InDel) 
events resulting in sequence movement between the species. Wheat contained an ~500bp InDel, 
while Brachypodium and rice showed ~200bp and ~6-7kb InDels respectively.
Figure 3.7: Plot of the distribution of smRNAs from the cereal small RNA database (CSRDB). 
The bars on the figure indicate the number of smRNAs found along a 50kb sliding window.
Figure 3.8: A gene island sequence summary figure next to a deduced evolutionary tree from 
analysed genome sequences homologous to the wheat chromosome 3BL ctg1034 gene island. 
The red triangles indicate proposed InDel events identified in this study (such as those identified 
in Figure 3.6). A pair-wise sequence comparison between the maize and Sorghum located 
beneath the sequences shows the InDels between the two sequences from the start of the 
cysteine-rich peptide gene (CRP1) to the end of the Zinc finger protein (ZFN1) region.
Figure 3.9: Conservation of sequence between the each of the five syntenic copies of EP1 in 
wheat, Brachypodium, rice, Sorghum and maize (in that order from top to bottom) using the 
ACT comparative sequence viewer. The yellow coloured blocks are the conserved exons. The 
red colour is all other conserved sequence with the intense colour being for the highest identity 
match.
16Figure 3.10: Conservation of sequence between the five syntenic copies of CRP1 in wheat, 
Brachypodium, rice, Sorghum and maize (in that order from top to bottom) using the ACT 
comparative sequence viewer. The yellow coloured blocks are the conserved exons. The red 
colour is all other conserved sequence with the intense colour being for the highest identity 
match.
Figure 3.11: Conservation of sequence between the five syntenic copies of ZFN1 in wheat, 
Brachypodium, rice, Sorghum and maize (in that order from top to bottom) using the ACT 
comparative sequence viewer. The yellow coloured blocks are the conserved exons. The red 
colour is all other conserved sequence with the intense colour being for the highest identity 
match.
Figure 3.12: MSU (formerly TIGR) rice genome annotation of the rice chromosome 1 genome 
sequence over the gene island region (Ouyang et al. 2007). Highlighted on the figure is the 
proposed 6-7kb rice InDel that was absent when compared to the wheat sequence (Figure 3.6).
Chapter 4
Figure 4.1: Genomic location, bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clone map and sequence 
annotation of a 357kb sub-sequence of the hexaploid wheat (Triticum aestivum cv Chinese 
Spring) ctg11 genomic sequence from chromosome 3B containing three beta-expansin genes. 
Nucleotide sequence comparison between the TaEXPB11cs2 and TaEXPB11wy cDNA sequence 
17(isolated from the Wyuna cultivar; Weichel et al. 2006) are shown.
Figure 4.2: Dot-matrix plot of 4kb of the genomic sequence surrounding TaEXPB11cs2 
(horizontal axis) against 4kb of the two other beta-expansin genes (TaEXPB11cs1 and 
TaEXPB11c3) found within the ctg11 Chinese Spring assembled genome sequence. Annotated 
on the figure are the exon regions of each gene. The blue box indicates a small 269bp CACTA 
DNA transposon located near the TaEXPB11cs3 gene fragment.
Figure 4.3: Nulli-tetra lines for the group 3 chromosomes in Chinese Spring genetic stock lines 
analysed for occurrence of TaEXPB11cs1 (left panel) and TaEXPB11cs2 (right panel). For the 
chromosome assignment of TaEXPB11cs1, PCR products assaying exon 1 with one of the 
primers located in the insertion that characterises TaEXPB11cs1 (see Material and Methods) 
were analysed on 2% agarose gels and stained with SYBR Green. The molecular markers are a 
100 bp ladder (Axygen) and the product size of just over 1000 bp was as expected from the 
genome sequence (1027 bp). For the chromosome assignment of TaEXPB11cs2 (right panel), 
SNPs in exon 1 that differentiated the genes on chromosome 3A, 3B and 3D were assayed by 
direct sequencing of PCR products from primers that amplified a common section of this exon. 
All possible nulli-tetra combinations were assayed and the sequences compared to the respective 
sequence from the TaEXPB11wy, TaEXPB11hp and TaEXPB11cs2 genes (top of figure) in 
order to assign SNPs to particular chromosomes in the nulli-tetra combinations.
Figure 4.4: Pair-wise sequence comparison of the TaEXPB11 genomic sequences of Wheat 
18cultivar Chinese Spring and an example of the short ‘survey’ sequences (spelt-red) carried out in 
this study on different wheat cultivars and spelt species. The three exons of TaEXPB11cs2 are 
indicated below the figure (pale blue boxes, exon 1, 2 and 3 from left to right).
Figure 4.5: Gel analysis show samples from the RT-PCR (2% agarose gel) analysis of the 
internal control GADPH (top panel) and the first exon of TaEXPB11cs2 (lower panel). Material 
was analysed 7, 10, 15, 20 and 25 days post anthesis and included maternal tissue from the 
developing grain (M), endosperm (En) and embryonic (E) tissues of the wheat variety 
‘Cranbrook’.
Figure 4.6: ClustalW Multiple sequence alignment of two full-length beta-expansin genes 
found in wheat genomic sequences of chromosome 3B (TaEXPB11cs1 and TaEXPB11cs2) 
compared to the TaEXPB11 cDNA, rice homolog OsEXPB7 and maize Zea M 1 using the 
ClustalX program (Thompson et al. 2002). The blue (domain 1) and red (domain 2) lines above 
the sequence indicate the different domains and the signature EXPB motifs (the ‘HFD’ and 
conserved cysteine residues) are indicated below the sequence. The Clustal colour format is 
used (http://ekhidna.biocenter.helsinki.fi/pfam2/clustal_colours).
Figure 4.7: Protein model of the TaEXPB11cs2 gene located within the chromosome 3BS ctg11 
region. Box A containing the blue/green wide ribbon is the lipoprotein A (RlpA)-like double-psi 
beta-barrel family domain (Domain 1) and box B, with the thinner red/orange ribbon, is the 
Pollen_allerg_1 grass type-2 pollen allergen domain (Domain 2). The red box located on the 
19edge of Domain 2 is the location of the 9bp insertion found in the spelt wheat varieties with the 
sequence comparison located beneath the figure.
Chapter 5
Figure 5.1: Comparison of the genetic and physical map of the ctg11 region on chromosome 
3BS of Triticum aestivum indicating the BAC clones from both Chinese Spring (A) and Hope 
(B) cultivars (R. Mago et al. in preparation). 
Figure 5.2: Genome annotation figure of the three Hope assembled pseudomolecule contigs and 
their relative sequence lengths.
Figure 5.3: Pair-wise sequence analysis of CS ctg11 (from 1-100 kb) on the horizontal axis 
against Hope contig1 (92,064 bp) on the vertical. On each axis the sequence annotation is 
shown. 
Figure 5.4: Pair-wise sequence analysis of CS ctg11 (from 100-450 kb) on the horizontal axis 
against Hope contig 2 (290,884 bp) on the vertical. On each axis the sequence annotation is 
shown.
Figure 5.5: Pair-wise sequence analysis of CS ctg11 (from 500-750 kb) on the horizontal axis 
against Hope contig 3 (207,617 bp) on the vertical. On each axis the sequence annotation is 
shown.
20Figure 5.6: Pair-wise sequence alignment of Hope contig2 (230-290kb) against itself compared 
to the sequence annotation at the top of the figure (annotation to scale). Marked on the figure are 
the three different conserved blocks, containing one or more GLPs, that show high similarity. 
Flanking the three conserved blocks are TEs such as gypsy (yellow) and copia (red) LTR 
retrotransposons and CACTA DNA transposons (in blue).
Figure 5.7: Multiple sequence alignment of the wheat germin, germin-like and oxalate oxidase 
proteins located within NCBI GenBank compared with the four full-length germin-like genes 
found in this study. ClustalX was used to align all nine wheat amino acid sequences. The Clustal 
colour format is used (http://ekhidna.biocenter.helsinki.fi/pfam2/clustal_colours).
Figure 5.8: Phylogenetic tree (using un-weighted pair-group averages or UPGA with 1000 
bootstraps) containing the Hope GLP genes (TaGLP1-4) along with germin gene sequences 
from rice (Manosalva et al. 2008) and barley (Zimmermann et al. 2006). The germin subfamilies 
indicated on the figure are characterised in Druka et al. (2002). 
Figure 5.9: Crystallised structure of the manganese-containing (six manganese ions defined by 
green spheres) complex of germin proteins (top structure in the figure) that has a homohexamer 
structure made up of a trimer of dimers (bottom molecule in the figure). Each colour indicates a 
different dimer of germin proteins that make up the complex. Figure is taken from the structural 
characterisation study in Woo et al. (2000).
21Figure 5.10: Comparison of the germin protein monomer (PDB accession: 1FI2) from Woo et 
al. (2000) on the left with the TaGLP1 protein structure identified in this study on the right. 
Both molecules were visualised using iMol (http://www.pirx.com/iMol/). 
Figure 5.11: Summarised genomic sequence comparison between the syntenic ctg11 regions of 
the CS and Hope wheat cultivars. The three assembled Hope contigs are separated by sequence 
gaps (GAP1 and GAP2) that are of unknown sizes.
Chapter 6
Figure 6.1: Enhanced figure of the standard genome sequence assembly and annotation 
methodology (right hand side) introduced within the general introduction (Figure 1.1), with 
more emphasis placed on pseudomolecule construction and sequence analysis. The red arrows 
indicate the use of TE annotation in sequence assembly (‘phase 2’ assembly of 
pseudomolecules). On the left hand side are the research themes covered in the thesis and the 
contributions to them. Assembly of pseudomolecules was detailed in chapter 2 while chapters 
3, 4 and 5 detailed the genome sequence analysis and annotation.
22List of Table Legends
Chapter 1
Table 1.1: Table showing the QTLs, their defining markers located on physical contigs located 
within the chromosome 3B physical map. ‘NC’ indicates that no contig was identified that 
contained the marker but was located on a 3B neighbour map of co-segregating markers that are 
anchored to contigs (Paux et al. 2008).
Table 1.2: New transposable element classification system designed in Wicker et al. (2007) for 
all eukaryotic TEs. This system is based on the original two-class system separating 
retrotransposons and DNA transposons (Finnegan, 1989).
Table 1.3: Characteristics and pathogenicity of the wheat rusts (adapted from Table 10.12 from 
Anderson and Garlinge et al 2000; Pictures taken from GrainGenes http://wheat.pw.usda.gov).
Table 1.4: Genome project database statistics taken from NCBI Entrez Genome Project 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/static/gpstat.html) taken on 25/04/2009.
Chapter 2
Table 2.1: BAC clones used to assemble the chromosome 3B ctg11 genomic sequence. 
23Table 2.2: CAP3 Genome assembler run’s using the 454-technology sequencing data of ctg11 
BAC 036-I14 from BGI, China. Seven different assembly parameters within the program were 
tested.
Table 2.3: Primer sequences designed for the analysis of the 5’ and 3’ junctions of the 60kb 
inversion region identified in 036-I14 from 454-technology sequencing.
Table 2.4: Primer designed for the closure of sequence gaps in ctg11
Table 2.5: Primer sequences for gap closure re-run from Table 2.4.
Table 2.6: 15 BACs used in the assembly of the ctg1034 pseudomolecule.
Table 2.7: First group of primers designed for the closure of gap sequences in ctg1034
(* Products showing poor quality sequence repeated in Table 2.9).
Table 2.8: Second group of primers designed for the closure of gap sequences in ctg1034 
(* Products showing poor quality sequence repeated in Table 2.9).
Table 2.9: Repeated primer sequences for gap closure (see Table 2.7 and 2.8).
Table 2.10: First group of primers designed for closure of gaps located within Hope contig 1.
24Table 2.11: Second group of primers designed for closure of gaps located within Hope contig 1.
Table 2.12: First group of primers designed for closure of gaps located within Hope contig 2.
Table 2.13: Second group of primers designed for closure of gaps located within Hope contig 2.
Table 2.14: Primers designed for closure of gaps located within Hope contig 3.
Chapter 3
Table 3.1: TE Annotation of chromosome 3BL ctg1034 pseudomolecule.
Table 3.2: LTR dating analysis of complete LTR retrotransposons located within ctg1034.
Table 3.3: Confirmation of the LTR dates of a nested insertion.
Table 3.4: Gene and EST analysis of the ctg1034 ‘gene-island’ genes.
Table 3.5: Wheat and Rice UniGene EST expression profiles of the three genes located within 
the ctg1034 gene island. Barley EST profiles are also shown on the basis of BLASTN homology 
searches against the NCBI EST dataset. The eleven tissues are shown on the horizontal table 
axis along with the total tissue-specific ESTs located within the pool. 
25Table 3.6: Characteristics of three wheat genes identified to be syntenic and colinear genome 
sequences to the Rice, Brachypodium and Sorghum bicolor genome sequences.
Table 3.7: Gene Annotation of Maize Chromosome 3 BAC AC217295.3.
Chapter 4
Table 4.1: RT-PCR primers used for expression analysis of TaEXPB11cs2-domain 2 and a 
GAPDH control.
Table 4.2: Gene-coding sequence annotation of 357,000bp sub-sequence of ctg11 Assembled 
genomic BAC sequence containing the three EXPB11 genes.
Table 4.3: Mitochondrial genes regions located in the NUMT segment within the ctg11 
sequence and the number of EST sequences found (Zhang et al. 2009 Submitted; Appendix I).
Chapter 5
Table 5.1: Gene annotation of the assembled Hope contig 1.
Table 5.2: Gene annotation of the assembled Hope contig 2.
Table 5.3: Gene annotation of the assembled Hope contig 3.
26Table 5.4: Gene-coding regions common between Hope and CS and their genomic locations in 
both cultivars.
Chapter 6
Table 6.1: NCBI GenBank sequence database contents of the four major agricultural crops: 
wheat, barley, rice and maize (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov; 17/08/2009).
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General Introduction 
Wheat is an important world food crop contributing >60% of the total calories consumed in the 
world daily. The temperate environment that wheat is able to be grown in means that it takes up 
more area of land that any other agricultural crop (Gill et al. 2004). In order to feed an 
exponentially increasing world population, crop yields need to be improved and research must 
be carried out to protect crops from abiotic-stress (extreme environmental conditions such as 
drought) and biotic-stress (attack from fungi, parasites and viruses that cause plant diseases).
Genome sequencing, enabling the identification of important agronomic genes, is an important 
step in improving crop characteristics and yields. Research into plant species such as Oryza 
sativa (rice), Sorghum bicolor and Arabidopsis thaliana have all benefited from a fully 
sequenced genome and their small and compact genomes allowed them to be sequenced 
relatively quickly and easily. Sequencing the wheat genome on the other hand has been impeded 
by its extremely large genome size (~16Gb; 37 times larger than the entire rice genome 
sequence), hexaploid genome structure and its high complexity (due a high proportion of 
repetitive sequences caused by transposable elements (TEs)).
32The main aim of the study was to examine the sequencing, assembly and annotation of the 
wheat genome using Bioinformatics and comparative genomics analysis. It employed a strategy 
that utilised the complexity of the genome to produce high quality, finished sequence for 
analysis, which can be used as a model for future wheat genome sequencing projects. 
Figure 1.1: The conventional genome assembly and annotation methodology employed in 
this study (on the left hand side). On the right hand side of the figure are general thesis 
questions investigating whether or not this conventional methodology is applicable to 
complex genomes such as hexaploid wheat.
33This PhD thesis followed a conventional genome assembly and annotation methodology 
(outlined in Figure 1.1) and investigated whether this process is applicable for a complex 
genome. BAC clones were sequenced over targeted regions of chromosome 3B and assembled 
using a novel assembly technique. They were then annotated and analysed using Bioinformatics 
tools and comparative genomics analyses. Two regions of chromosome 3B (one from the long-
arm and one from the short-arm) were targeted for this project using two different hexaploid 
wheat cultivars (Chinese Spring and Hope). 
This PhD thesis starts in chapter 1 where current literature is reviewed in order to provide 
background on the content. Information regarding modern wheat domestication, structural 
characteristics of wheat genome sequences, comparative genomics analysis and Bioinformatics 
tools and processes are all thoroughly reviewed. Chapter 2 then outlines the general 
methodology of genome sequencing, pseudomolecule construction and gap closure used in this 
study. BAC sequencing data is outlined in this chapter and issues encountered are discussed 
along with wheat genome sequencing strategies. 
After the assembly of the genome sequences, chapter 3, 4 and 5 then detail the annotation and 
analysis of the three targeted regions sequenced. Chapter 3 details the complete annotation of 
ctg1034 from chromosome 3BL and characterises a gene island located within a high proportion 
of transposable elements. Comparative analysis of the genes and gene island locus was 
performed using four closely related, publicly available genome sequences (Brachypodium 
distachyon, rice, maize and Sorghum bicolor). Chapter 4 details the annotation of three beta-
34expansin genes located on the ctg11 physical contig from chromosome 3BS. A thorough 
characterisation of the beta-expansin gene is detailed in this chapter and an intra-species 
comparison with other wheat species and cultivars is examined. Intra-species genome sequence 
comparison was used in Chapter 5 to examine the differences between the sequenced hexaploid 
wheat cultivar Hope against the syntenic ctg11 region studied in Chapter 4. A cluster of germin-
like proteins (GLPs) differentiating the two cultivars was then thoroughly characterised. Finally 
in Chapter 6, the thesis findings are summarised along with a discussion of aims that were 
achieved and the prospect of future analyses. 
Chapter 1: Literature Review
1. Modern Wheat Domestication
The success of the human species to proliferate and maintain a stable society over history is due 
to modern agriculture. Over 12,000 years ago there was a major shift in the make up of human 
communities whereby people abandoned their hunter-gatherer lifestyles and cultivated plants 
(Salamini et al. 2002). While there is evidence that hunter-gatherers used wild grasses like 
barley and wheat (along with fruit and berries etc) since as early as 21 000 – 18 500 BC, the 
cultivation of cereals, including farming techniques such as clearance and soil preparation, was 
a dramatic change in behaviour (Fuller, 2007).  The storage of harvested seed allowed non-
farming specialists to settle in communities, which enabled the development of cultural 
activities. 
35Figure 1.2: Timeline of key dates in wheat agriculture. 
This dramatic shift in human cultural activities has been called the Neolithic Revolution (Figure 
1.2) and these initial farming practises were accomplished in the ‘fertile crescent’ of the Middle 
East (Salamini et al. 2002). The ‘fertile crescent’ region (Figure 1.3), which spreads from 
modern Israel in the south-west, north to south-eastern Turkey, the surrounding banks of the 
rivers Tigris and Euphrates and the western flanks of Iran, was defined by a climate of hot, dry 
summers and cool, wet winters. The wheat and barley species in these areas had evolved from a 
common ancestor to rice and maize approximately 55-70 million years ago (Kellogg, 2001).
36Figure 1.3: Fertile Crescent region of the present-day Middle East. This region is believed to 
be the birthplace of modern agriculture and the starting point of wheat domestication and 
cultivation (taken from Salamini et al 2005).
The early farmers utilised wild grasses that were relatively high yielding, had nutritional value 
and were easy to transport and store (Feuillet et al. 2008). The wild wheat species growing in 
the region were Einkorn (Triticum boeoticum) and Emmer wheats (Triticum dicoccides) and the 
agricultural selection of advantageous traits in these species, together with subsequent 
cultivation, domesticated the species. Over an extended period of time this process led to the 
highly domesticated bread wheat species Triticum aestivum (Tanno and Willcox, 2006). The 
first traits to be selected for were heads with stable spikelets that did not shatter when threshed 
and were based on mutations (Tanno and Willcox, 2006; Dubcovsky and Dvorak 2007). The 
shattering of the seed head was a wild species adaptation that allowed the plant to disperse as 
much seed as possible (Fuller, 2007). 
Domestication of wheat and barley continued further (and still does today) through selection for 
grain size and quality, yield, disease resistance and adaptation to climatic conditions such as 
37drought. The green revolution (Figure 1.2), which started in Mexico in 1944, transformed the 
genetic improvement of crops through scientific research as well as utilising the true global 
nature of ‘modern varities’ that were bred to specific regional conditions (Evenson and Gollin 
2003). 
2. Structure of the Wheat Genome: Chromosome 3B 
Characteristics
In this thesis regions of hexaploid wheat (Triticum aestivum) chromosome 3B were targeted for 
studies into the composition of the wheat genome. Chromosome 3B is the largest of all 
chromosomes found in hexaploid wheat (~1Gb) with it being over twice the size of the entire 
rice genome. There has been a large amount of research published on this particular 
chromosome making it an ideal model for genome sequencing studies. This section reviews 
literature on the structure and composition of chromosome 3B.  
2.1 Genome structure of polyploid wheats
The diploid genome of the Einkorn wheat species (Triticum boeoticum or Triticum urartu) was 
cultivated and led to the domesticated species Triticum monococcum that we see today. Wild 
Emmer wheat (Triticum turgidum ssp dicoccoides), on the other hand, has a tetraploid genome 
structure (AABB) with its polyploidy genome structure brought about by hybridisation events in 
the field (Figure 1.4) with an Aegilops species.  
38Figure 1.4: Evolutionary history of polyploid wheat species. The shaded circles represent the 
cultivated forms of wheat. The broken lines represent the other possible origins of the AB 
Genome during formation of the hexaploid (Sabot et al. 2005)
The B genome donor has been reported to be Aegilops speltoides (S genome) however recent 
studies have showed that the evolutionary relationship between B and S genomes are not as 
close as previously reported (Salse et al. 2008). The cultivation and domestication of wild 
emmer then led to modern emmer (Triticum turgidum ssp dicoccum) and durum (Triticum 
turgidum ssp durum) species (Figure 1.4). Durum wheat is an important crop and is used 
extensively around the world in the production of pasta.
The hexaploid or bread wheat (Triticum aestivum) is a highly domesticated allohexaploid 
species containing three ancestral genomes designated A, B and D. These genomes each have 
seven chromosome pairs (2n = 6x = 42, AABBDD) (Francki et al. 2002). This species was most 
39likely produced when a wild emmer species or durum wheat hybridised with the wild grass 
Aegilops tauschii (the DD genome donor), a species found further east of the fertile crescent 
(southern Caspian Sea basin) around 8-10,000 ago (Figure 1.4; Salamini et al. 2002). There are 
also reports that Ae. tauschii may have been a weed of the early cultivated tetraploids and 
hybridised within the field (Salamini et al. 2002). The hexaploid wheat genome is extremely 
large (~17,000Mb) and is 120 and 40 times the size of Arabidopsis and rice respectively 
(Bennett, 1995).
2.2 Structure and composition of hexaploid wheat chromosome 3B
Hexaploid wheat chromosome 3B is the largest chromosome in wheat. While the hexaploid 
bread wheat genome is 17Gb, chromosome 3B itself is 995Mb (Paux et al. 2008). Chromosome 
3B alone is almost three times larger than the entire ~370Mb, rice (Oryza sativa) genome (Rice 
Annotation Project 2007). An international effort conducted in conjunction with the 
International Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium (IWGSC) published the physical map of 
chromosome 3B in 2008 (Paux et al. 2008).
The structure of hexaploid wheat chromosome 3B (Figure 1.5), like all chromosomes, is defined 
by a centromere dividing the short and long arms of the chromosome. A regional centromere 
that describes hexaploid wheat chromosome 3B contains specific repetitive DNA, which are 
usually associated with heterochromatin (Pluta et al. 1995). The centromeres play important 
roles in replication and cell division. Telomeres located at the termini of each chromosome arm 
act as a protective cap of repetitive DNA to ensure no essential coding DNA is lost from 
incomplete replication (Capkova Frydrychova et al. 2008). C-banding regions across the 
40chromosome are identified by staining techniques and identify inactive, heterochromatic regions 
within the chromosome structure (Schubert et al. 1984).
Figure 1.5: Structural characteristics of hexaploid wheat chromosome 3B. Indicated on the 
left hand side of the figure are regions within the chromosome. On the right hand side of the 
figure are the chromosome 3B deletion bins (Saintenac et al. 2009).
The distribution of recombination within the wheat genome is not uniform and previous studies 
have shown a gradient of recombination from a high rate in the telomeric regions, to a low rate 
near the centromere (Lukaszewski and Curtis 1993; Sidhu and Gill 2004). The high 
recombination in distal chromosomal regions correlates with gene rich regions (GRRs) where 
most wheat genes are clustered (Sidhu and Gill 2004). Genome organisation studies suggest that 
41more than 85% of wheat genes maybe located on only 10% of the genome (Gill et al. 1996; 
Sandhu and Gill 2002). Erayman et al. (2004) localised the 29% of the gene-containing wheat 
genome fraction and reported 18 major and 30 minor GRRs. Within these small GRRs the gene 
density is similar to those of the smaller genomes e.g. rice and Sorghum (Gill et al. 2004). Gene-
poor regions that lie outside these small GRRs are mostly composed of RNA-transcribing 
transposable elements or retrotransposons (Sandhu and Gill 2002). 
Wheat genome composition studies confirm the complexity of the genome caused by the high 
repetitive element content. Devos et al. (2005) studied composition using four randomly 
selected BAC clones (about 416kb of total sequence) which indicated that the majority of the 
DNA was either uncharacterised (53.1%) or repetitive (46.1%) with a total gene density of 1 
gene per 75kb. Similar random BAC sequencing studies of chromosome 3B, using 10 sequence 
BACs and 3 reported BACs representing all deletion bins (1.98Mb of total sequence), reported a 
repetitive content of 81.5% and only 1% gene-coding regions (Charles et al. 2008). A 
comprehensive chromosome 3B composition study using 11Mb of BAC-end sequences, 
confirmed the high proportion of repetitive elements (86%) and only 1.2% gene content (Paux et 
al. 2006).
The wheat chromosome 3B physical map at 10-fold overage (Paux et al. 2008) was enabled 
using specific markers that anchor physical fingerprinted contigs (from ‘FPC’ software; 
Soderlund et al. 1997) such as previously developed mapped markers, insertion-site based 
polymorphism (ISBP) markers (described in the general methodology - chapter 2) and mapped 
42Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs) that were assigned to deletion bins. The mapping of ESTs to 
chromosomal deletion bins (Figure 1.5) was a part of a large USA project to investigate the 
structure and function of the expressed proportion of the wheat genome 
(http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/NSF/). 
Table 1.1: Table showing the QTLs, their defining markers located on physical contigs 
located within the chromosome 3B physical map. ‘NC’ indicates that no contig was 
identified that contained the marker but was located on a 3B neighbour map of co-
segregating markers that are anchored to contigs (Paux et al. 2008).
Chromosome 3B contains multiple quantitative trait loci (QTLs) shown in both Table 1.1 and 
Figure 1.6, many with genes of agronomic importance such as Stagonospora nodorum blotch 
resistance (QSng.sfr-3BS; Aguilar et al. 2005), powdery mildew resistance (Pm13; Olivera et al. 
2008), leaf rust resistance (Lr27; Munkvold et al. 2004) and grain yield and seed weight (Berke 
et al. 1992). Also major Anthocyanin genes (Himi and Noda 2004) and Vp-1B, the Viviparous-
431B gene that is involved in ABA sensivity and pre-harvest sprouting tolerance (Yang et al. 
2007) are located on the long arm of chromosome 3B.
Figure 1.6: Chromosome 3B consensus map showing all identified QTLs on the 
chromosome. This figure was taken from the CMap (Youens-Clark et al. 2009) map viewer 
(http://ccg.murdoch.edu.au/cmap/ccg-live/). 
2.3 Transposable elements (TEs)
Transposable elements (TEs) are a type of mobile genetic element that is able to change position 
44in the genome in a process called transposition (Lewin, 2004). Barbara McClintock first 
described these elements in 1948 while investigating chromosome breakage in maize (she was 
awarded the Nobel prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1983 for her discovery). Some repetitive 
elements leave “foot-prints” when they transpose between genomic locations, creating new 
DNA within the genome. The amplification of these elements has been used to explain the size 
variations of eukaryotic genomes (reviewed in Kidwell 2002). The interpretations of TE 
structure are based on a virus model whereby they leave behind small duplicated sequences 
called target site duplications (TSDs) at the point of insertion (exceptions shown in Table 1.2). 
These TSDs are identical at either side of the element at the time of insertion (Feschotte and 
Pritham 2007). 
Historically, TEs have been difficult to understand (Ohno 1972; Orgel and Crick 1980) DNA 
mainly due to the lack of information on the effects that these elements can have on gene-coding 
sequences. While they have virus-like features, these elements are a major component of the 
structure of genome sequences and may have genetic roles in many biological processes e.g. 
stress management (Capy et al. 2000). TEs are well known mutagens and are a major cause of 
variation within the genome (Lewin 2004). An insertion of a transposon into a gene-coding 
region (or even in the flanking DNA) can inactivate or alter the transcription of the gene 
(reviewed in Flavell 1994). In addition, the transposition process in and out of a DNA site can 
lead to an error in mismatch repair mechanisms causing a mutation (Kazazian 2004). 
Transposons can also produce sites of reciprocal recombination leading to rearrangements such 
as insertions, deletions, inversions and translocations (Lewin 2004). 
452.3.1 TE classification
TEs are separated into two classes (Wicket et al. 2007); retrotransposable elements or 
retrotransposons (Class I) that replicate via a RNA-intermediate using a copy-and-paste 
mechanism, and DNA transposons (Class II) that replicate via a DNA-intermediate using either 
a copy-and-paste or cut-and-paste mechanism (Finnegan 1989). Class I elements (that are 
autonomous) are transcribed into a RNA-intermediate through the use of a coding reverse 
transcriptase gene while Class II autonomous elements encode a transposase gene (some 
exceptions have been described) (Hua-Van et al. 2005). 
46Table 1.2: New transposable element classification system designed in Wicker et al. (2007) 
for all eukaryotic TEs. This system is based on the original two-class system separating 
retrotransposons and DNA transposons (Finnegan 1989).
47Retrotransposons closely resemble retroviruses (such as HIV) in structure as well as their 
presumptive life cycle (Sabot and Schulman 2006). Classification of these elements can be 
divided into those containing long terminal repeats (LTRs) and those that do not (Table 1.2). 
LTR retrotransposons have a two or three open reading frame internal structure enclosed by two 
LTRs over a length of approximately 4-10kbp (Bannert and Kurth 2004). The first open reading 
frame encodes a gag-like protein while the second ORF (pol) contains four domains that code 
for a protease, an integrase, the reverse transcriptase and an RNAse H. The two main LTR 
retrotransposon families that contain this gag-pol structure are the copia and gypsy families, and 
were both originally described in Drosophila (Xiong and Eickbush 1990). In the LTR 
superfamilies Retrovirus and endogenous retrovirus (ERV), there is a third ORF coding for an 
env (envelope) gene, similar to that of retroviruses (Hua-Van et al. 2005). The superfamilies 
within the LTR group are classified by the differences in the domain combination of the pol 
ORF. 
The majority of the class I, non-LTR retrotransposons fall into two groups: long interspersed 
nuclear elements (LINEs) and short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs). LINEs, like LTR 
retrotransposons, are able to replicate and transpose autonomously using reverse transcriptase 
contained within its own ORFs. These elements are also similar in size to the LTR containing 
retroelements (around 6-8kbp). SINEs however (which are only 80-630bp long) do not contain 
ORFs and cannot transpose and replicate autonomously (Schmidt 1999) and are said to replicate 
via the use of LINE machinery (Luan et al. 1993). Both these elements have similar 3’ end 
48sequences with poly(A) tails (Ohshima et al. 1996) and therefore this sequence might bind to the 
reverse transcriptase of a corresponding LINE in trans enabling transposition (Schmidt 1999).
Figure 1.7: The structures of two types of Non-LTR Retrotransposons, LINEs and SINEs 
(Schmidt 1999)
The internal structure of LINEs is similar to the internal gag-pol ORFs in LTR retrotransposons 
(Table 1.2). The two ORFs that are present often overlap by frame-shifts and are flanked by 
untranslated regions (UTR) at either end of the element (Figure 1.7). Most LINE ORFs also 
contain cysteine-rich, zinc-finger-like regions (Schmidt 1999). Both LINEs and SINEs are 
found to contribute a large proportion of the human genome (21.1% and 13.1% of the entire 
genome respectively). SINEs such as the Alu repeat are found in high copy numbers and can 
cause insertion mutations, recombination between elements, gene conversion and ultimately, 
altering gene expression (Batzer and Deininger 2002). 
Class II or DNA transposons replicate using a cut-and-paste mechanism mediated by a coded 
transposase protein contained within the element that have autonomous transposition. Most 
49elements have terminal inverted repeats (TIRs) at the terminal ends of their sequence (Feschotte 
and Pritham 2007). This class of TEs have a variety of families (Table 1.2), mainly grouped by 
the variation in their transposase sequence (although the CACTA and PIF/Harbinger are 
classified by the presence of a different terminal structure; Feschotte and Pritham 2007). The 
class was recently separated into two subclasses (Table 1.2) following the discovery of the 
Helitron and Maverick elements, which are poorly characterised (Wicker et al. 2007). Miniature 
inverted-repeat transposable elements (MITEs) are another form of class II element. These 
elements are very small (<600bp) and have a target site preference of TA or TAA in the genome 
(Wessler et al. 1995).
Helitron DNA Transposons are different from all other elements. These elements are quite large 
(~5-15kbp) (Lal et al. 2003), they transpose by a rolling-circle replication, have no TSDs, have 
5’-TC and 3’-CTRR terminal motifs, contain a 16-20bp hairpin loop found approximately 10-12 
nucleotides before the 3’ terminus, encode a DNA helicase and a nuclease/ligase similar to other 
rolling-circle replicons and insert precisely between A and T nucleotides (Kapitonov and Jurka 
2001). These elements were first described in Caenorhabditis elegans, Oryza sativa (rice) and 
Arabidopsis thaliana via computational methods (Kapitonov and Jurka 2001). They have since 
been discovered and characterised in a variety of other organisms (Morgante 2006). 
Helitrons also have the ability to capture genes or gene fragments and multiply them within the 
genome (Lal et al. 2003). A Mutator DNA Transposons called Pack-MULEs has the same 
function of capturing gene fragments and multiplying them throughout the genome (Vision 
502005). Pack-MULEs were first discovered in higher plants such as Arabidopsis, rice and maize, 
with about 3,000 Pack-MULEs in rice being able to capture around 1,000 cellular genes (Jiang 
et al. 2004). Both these TEs could have major implications on gene expression (e.g. through 
RNA interference) and gene evolution (Buckler et al. 2006).
2.3.2 TEs in the wheat genome 
The hexaploid wheat genome is dominated by retrotransposons, the majority being LTR 
Retrotransposons that have been shown to account over 50% of the entire genome (Li et al. 
2004). These elements are found in high copy number and their large sizes mean that they 
contribute to a large fraction of the total DNA in the genome. The gypsy-like superfamily of 
LTR Retrotransposons has been shown to be the highest component of the total LTR 
retrotransposons (Sabot et al. 2005; Paux et al. 2006). Gypsy LTR elements have recently been 
identified to contain chromodomains (chromatin organisation modifiers) and a C-terminal 
region of the integrase protein domain that interacts with chromatin (Paro and Hogness 1991; 
Aasland and Stewart 1995). Recent findings suggest that chromodomains could be responsible 
for the targeted integration of LTR elements into heterochromatin regions in plants (Novikova 
2009). LINE and SINE elements that are so dominate in mammalian genomes (Deininger and 
Batzer 2002) are only minor components of the total retrotransposons found in the wheat 
genome.
Class II Transposable elements are not as common in the wheat genome as the Class I elements 
but do have some notable members. The CACTA DNA Transposon is the major element of its 
51class in this genome and its family members are quite diverse (Langdon et al. 2003). These 
elements contain large amounts of low-complexity DNA and their terminal inverted repeats 
distinguish the major families within this group (Wicker et al. 2003). The capture of genes by 
Helitron and Pack-MULE elements has yet to be characterised in detail in wheat sequences. 
MITEs DNA transposons are also important TE within wheat because they have a tendency to 
be associated with gene-coding sequences (Wessler et al. 1995). These small elements have a 
similarity to the Alu elements that are found in mammalian genomes and like Alu could have 
implications on plant diseases (Santiago et al. 2002). 
The high repetitive content, especially of the LTR retrotransposable element families, can 
dramatically affect genome sequencing. One characteristic of long terminal repeats is that they 
are identical at the time of insertion and over time mutation events cause slight changes, 
meaning that they are useful for genome dating studies (SanMiguel et al. 1998; Ma et al. 2004; 
Ma and Bennetzen 2004; Wicker et al. 2005; Gu et al. 2006; Wicker and Keller 2007; Charles et 
al. 2008). Unfortunately, the high sequence similarity of LTR TEs that are found in abundance 
produce a large amount of highly similar sequence reads. This problem has led to the 
development of a number of genome sequence assembler algorithms that can take into account 
repetitive sequences (detailed later in this chapter).
2.4 Major fungal resistance genes located on chromosome 3B
Rusts are a major type of disease that affect cereal crops all around the world. Rust diseases are 
caused by several species of fungi in the order Uredinales, more specifically the family 
52Pucciniaceae. Rusts get their name from the reddish colour produced from the spore stage of 
their life cycle, similar to that of the corrosive process called rust. They produce through asexual 
spore reproduction and their spores can travel a large distance, which helps them infect large 
areas of plants. The three major types of rust diseases that attack wheat are stem rust, leaf rust 
and stripe rust (Table 1.3). Crown rust is another disease caused by a fungus called Puccinia 
coronata but does not attack wheat (limited to attacking oats, barley, rye and some other 
grasses).
Table 1.3: Characteristics and pathogenicity of the wheat rusts (adapted from Table 10.12 
from Anderson and Garlinge et al. 2000; Pictures taken from GrainGenes 
http://wheat.pw.usda.gov)
Pustule Character Stem Rust Leaf Rust Stripe Rust
Colour Reddish brown Orange brown Yellow
Shape Oval to elongated 
with conspicuously 
tattered striped edges
Circular to oval Small, circular, in 
yellow
Location on the 
plant
On both sides of leaf, 
on leaf sheaths, stems 
and outside of head
Chiefly on upper 
surface of leaf
Chiefly on upper 
surface of leaf, on leaf 
sheaths, awns and 
inside of glumes
Fungal pathogen 
species
Puccinia graminis Puccinia recondita Puccinia striiformis
Cereal species 
affected
Wheat, durum wheat, 
barley, triticale and 
some grasses
Wheat and triticale Wheat, barley, 
triticale and a wide 
variety of grasses
Physical 
morphology
53There have been major outbreaks of rust epidemics all over the world. Major stem rust 
epidemics were seen in Australia up until 1973, but have since been controlled through the use 
of resistance cultivars (McIntosh and Brown, 1997). Recently a new stem rust race called Ug99 
or TTKS has emerged from eastern Africa that is resistance to many previously used resistance 
genes that were used to control the disease. Through winds and immigration the rust has now 
spread into the middle-east (Stokstad, 2007) and has the potential to reach important wheat 
producing nations such as Afghanistan and India (Singh et al. 2006). 
The so-called ‘Green Revolution’, which heralded a new era of agriculture and crop 
improvement in the 1960s, initiated the need for modern or high yielding crop varieties in order 
to feed large amounts of people (Evenson and Gollin 2003). Disease resistance has an important 
role in protecting those crops and ensuring higher yields. 46 stem rust resistance genes have 
been identified and many have been bred into wheat lines (Ayliffe et al. 2008), most of which 
show a ‘gene-for-gene’ resistance model; a single resistance gene (R) product in the host 
recognising a corresponding effector molecule produced by the pathogen (Jones and Dangi 
2006; Ayliffe et al. 2008). Sr31 was bred into wheat from the commonly used 1BL-1RS 
translocation derived from ‘Petkus’ rye via Russian wheat cultivars ‘Kavkaz’ and Aurora, which 
carry other resistance genes such as Lr26, Yr9 and Pm8 (Mater et al. 2004). 
Map-based cloning in hexaploid wheat is impeded by the large genome size, polyploidy nature, 
high repetitive sequence content and genome complexity. Only one stem rust resistance gene 
has been cloned and studied, Rpg1 gene is barley, and was found to be a protein kinase-type 
54protein (Brueggeman et al. 2002). However there have been quite a few leaf rust resistance 
genes cloned such as Lr10 (Feuillet et al. 2003), Lr21 (Huang et al. 2003), Lr1 (Cloutier et al. 
2007) and Lr34 (Krattinger et al. 2009). All these genes with the exception of Lr34 (a putative 
ABC Transporter-type protein) were identified as CC-NBS-LRR (CNL) domain containing 
proteins (Cloutier et al. 2007). Fu et al. (2009) has recently reported the map-based cloning of 
the stripe rust resistance gene Yr36 and identified the gene to contain both a kinase and a 
putative START lipid-binding domain. 
One of the more effective stem rust resistance genes Sr2 is an adult plant resistance (APR) or 
slow rusting resistance gene. These genes do not have single dominant R genes to provide 
resistance, rather APR genes act quantitatively to provide incremental levels of resistance 
(Ayliffe et al. 2008). Sr2 has been shown to be at least partially effective in combating all wheat 
rusts (even Ug99), however other ‘minor’ resistance genes need to be used to create an effective 
level of resistance. This is what is termed the ‘Sr2 complex’ (Singh et al. 2006). These highly 
durable types of genes provide resistance for mature plants rather than seedlings. In addition to 
its recessive inheritance, Sr2 is also linked to pseudo-black chaff (PBC), a phenotypic trait that 
causes varying degrees of dark pigmentation on the stem internodes and glumes and a seedling 
leaf rust resistance, Lr27 (Hare and McIntosh 1979, McIntosh et al. 1995). Lr27 is linked with 
another complementary leaf rust gene Lr31, on chromosome 4B. Both the genes, Lr27 and Lr31 
are required for the expression of resistance. Whether the Sr2 gene confers resistance to both 
stem and leaf rust needs to be investigated. 
55The Sr2 gene was introduced into a hexaploid wheat cultivar called Hope from a wild emmer 
wheat (Triticum dicoccum) variety called Yaroslav. McFadden (1930), motivated by stem rust 
outbreaks in South Dakota, USA before 1916, was one of the first breeders to successfully be 
able to transfer the disease resistant characteristics of the tetraploid emmer wheats to hexaploid 
bread wheats. Monosomic analysis by Hare and McIntosh (1979) in Hope determined that the 
Sr2 was controlled by a single gene on Chromosome 3B. Further mapping work defined the Sr2 
location as being on Chromosome 3BS (Kota et al. 2006).
3. Comparative Genomics 
An important way of detecting genome change between species is through whole genome 
sequencing of closely related genomes such as strains/cultivars/individuals or species. 
Comparative studies can not only identify the methods that cause variation between individuals 
or species, but could also provide a powerful and general approach of identifying functional 
elements without previous knowledge of function (Kellis et al. 2003). Such whole genome 
comparison studies have been carried out between humans and chimpanzees (The Chimpanzee 
Sequencing and Analysis Consortium, 2005), mice and humans (Mouse Genome Sequencing 
Consortium, 2002) and Saccharomyces (yeast) species (Kellis et al. 2003). Whole genome gene-
chips, such as those constructed in Arabidopsis (Misson et al. 2005), enable researchers to 
analyse a large amount of data at once especially between closely related organisms.
Recent sequencing of 12 Drosophila genomes (Drosophila 12 genomes consortium, 2007; Stark 
56et al. 2007) proved useful in gene annotation and identifying how species evolved physically 
compared to its genomic sequence divergence. Parallel sequencing and comparative studies of 8 
human individuals (Kidd et al. 2008) have highlighted the power of comparative genomics 
analysis in medical research. Kidd et al. (2008) identified 1,695 structural variants in the 8 
human genomes (of Asian, African and European decent) and discovered that 50% were seen in 
more than one individual and nearly half of them were outside regions already characterised as 
structurally varied (Iafrate et al. 2004). Identifying more variations within individuals and 
genotyping for genetic diseases, personal genomics is the next step in human genetic research 
(Ng et al. 2008). While projects such as the Oryza map alignment project (OMAP; 
http://www.omap.org/) have been established to identify variations among agricultural crop 
species, little large genome comparative genomics studies exist within the field. 
57Figure 1.8: The ‘inner circle’ of cereal genomics, where segmental rearrangements have 
shaped the formation of cereal genome sequences from the ancestral genome. Triticeae 
(wheat/barley), maize, sorghum and rice species are circled from the outside in, with related 
segments shown in parallel (taken from Bolot et al. 2009).
Synteny by definition refers to ‘same thread’ or a state of being together in location, however 
studies may have used it in an evolutionary context, referring instead to the gene loci in different 
chromosomes or segments that have a common ancestry (Passarge et al. 1999). While whole 
genome comparisons have been absent from agricultural genomics due to a lack of completed 
genomic data, there has been many macro- (megabase level) and micro-synteny (sub-megabase 
level) studies completed using marker and EST data. Identification of syntenic segments in 
related major cereal species such as maize; rice, Sorghum and wheat have been led to an 
58ancestral genome model displayed in Figure 1.8 (Bolot et al. 2009). Synteny level between the 
homologous wheat chromosome group 3 and rice chromosome 1 (the purple coloured segment 
on the top-right hand side of Figure 1.8, starting with T3 and extending towards the centre to r1 
and r5) was reported to decrease towards the Telomere (Akhunov et al. 2003).
The limited amount of genetic diversity in cultivated agricultural crops (such as barley and 
wheat) since their domestication from wild relatives has raised concerns of the ability of cereal 
genomes to combat future abiotic- and biotic-stresses (Feuillet et al. 2008). However, wheat has 
been found to generate variation within generations through gene deletions, duplications and 
disruptions, as well as the insertion of TEs into gene-coding regions and regulatory domains 
(Dubcovsky and Dvorak 2007). As a consequence of this variation, the micro-syntenic 
relationship between homologous genomes of the cereal crops is a far more complicated picture. 
Studies assessing synteny between rice chromosome 1 and the short arm of chromosome 3B 
(Figure 1.9) have reported multiple synteny disruptions (Francki et al. 2004; La Rota and 
Sorrells 2004; Munkvold et al. 2004), however synteny was identified between rice and wheat 
around the Sr2 gene loci/ctg11 physical contig region (Kota et al. 2006; Paux et al. 2008).
59Figure 1.9: Integrated physical map at the telomeric end of chromosome 3BS and colinearity 
with rice. The figure shows the comparison of the wheat chromosome 3B genetic map (A), 
physical map contigs with their relative sizes (B) and its synteny with rice chromosome 1 (C) 
(Taken from Paux et al. 2008).
604. Bioinformatics Tools for Genome Sequencing and Analysis
4.1 History of genome sequencing 
Over 30 years after the initial discovery of DNA sequencing methods in 1977 (Sanger et al. 
1997), genome sequencing has become a popular way to extract high amounts of information 
about the genetic material in an organism and to greatly accelerate the development of 
biomedical research (Lander et al. 2001). Facilitated by the construction of DNA clones 
(cosmid) libraries representing single chromosomes (Collins and Hohn 1978), the Human 
genome project (http://genome.gov) was established with the goals of identifying all known 
human genes and genome structure, as well as investigating social and ethical issues behind the 
information found (Collins et al. 1998). 
While the initial analysis of the Human genome sequence was not completed until 2001 (Lander 
et al. 2001), the development of technologies to sequence the genome facilitated the sequencing 
of relatively smaller organism such as Haemophilus influenzae in 1995, Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae (yeast) in 1996, Escherichia coli in 1997, Caenorhabditis elegans (roundworm) in 
1998 (C. elegans Sequencing Consortium 1998), Drosophila melanogaster (fruitfly) and 
Arabidopsis thaliana (mustard weed), both finished in 2000 (Myers et al. 2000; Arabidopsis 
Genome Initiative 2000). Many of these were then used as ‘model’ organisms that facilitated the 
sequencing of other closer related genomes in each group (ie. Plants, Animals, Fungi, Bacteria 
61etc). Currently 891 organisms that have had their genomes completely sequenced, 817 have a 
draft assembly produced, while 909 sequencing projects are currently underway (Table 1.4).
Table 1.4: Genome project database statistics taken from NCBI Entrez Genome Project 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/static/gpstat.html) taken on 25/04/2009
Organism Complete Draft In progress Total
Prokaryotes 869 817 909 2595
Archaea 56 11 41 108
Bacteria 813 807 868 2488
Eukaryotes 22 185 201 408
Animals 4 82 86 172
Mammals 2 29 30 61
Birds 2 1 3
Fishes 11 6 17
Insects 1 20 20 41
Flatworms 2 3 5
Roundworms 1 8 12 21
Amphibians 1 1
Reptiles 1 1
Other animals 12 15 27
Plants 2 10 45 57
Land plants 2 7 39 48
Green Algae 3 6 9
Fungi 10 67 41 118
Ascomycetes 8 54 27 89
Basidiomycetes 1 10 8 19
Other fungi 1 3 6 10
Protists 6 24 25 55
Apicomplexans 1 11 5 17
Kinetoplasts 1 4 3 8
Other protists 4 9 16 29
Total: 891 1002 1110 3003
4.2 Sequencing strategies and technologies
The increase in the number of genome sequencing projects has also led to a dramatic increase in 
the development of sequencing technologies and methods, with improvements made in read 
length, throughput and overall costs (Chan 2005). Whole genome or single chromosome 
sequencing libraries are constructed by cloning DNA fragments (cut up using restriction 
62endonucleases) inserted into a DNA vector such as a Bacterial Artificial Chromosome (BAC) 
(Asakawa et al. 1997). Genome sequencing has historically been carried out using a BAC by 
BAC or hierarchal shotgun sequencing method (Lander et al. 2001) or the whole genome 
shotgun method (Staden 1979) using chain termination sequencing developed by Fredrick 
Sanger in 1977, but this sequencing has limitations in regard to its costs and labour-intense 
procedures (Hert et al. 2008). Pyrosequencing technologies developed by companies such as 
454-life sciences (http://www.454.com/) can be used in high throughput with substantially 
reduced costs, but are limited by read length. Illumina (http://www.illumina.com/) and Applied 
Biosystems (http://www.appliedbiosystems.com.au) also have developed next generation 
sequencing platforms, which are very popular. These technologies, as well as new technologies 
such as Microchip electrophoresis-based sequencing, are developing quickly and are expected to 
produce read lengths that rival Sanger sequencing methods at a much lower cost (Hert et al. 
2008). 
Each of the major sequencing platforms (Sanger, 454-technology, Solexa/Illumina) used in 
genome sequencing projects have different error profiles. While Sanger sequencing produces the 
longest sequence reads, they tend to have low quality at either end (Ewing et al. 1998). Short-
read data can have difficulties resolving long stretches of homopolymers (Goldberg et al. 2006). 
This has led many genome sequencing projects to use a hybrid approach that uses a number of 
sequencing technologies to create higher-quality assemblies (Goldberg et al. 2006). These 
sequencing advances have been driven by so-called 'personal genomics', the sequencing of the 
genome of individuals which was pioneered by Dr. J Craig Venter who co-authored the study on 
63his own genome (Levy et al. 2007). 
While Sanger sequencing was used in that study, personal genomics using new sequencing 
technology could revolutionise biomedical research. In 2006 a prize was established called the 
US$10 Million X PRIZE for Genomics prize which 'will be awarded to the first Team that can 
build a device and use it to sequence 100 human genomes within 10 days or less, with an 
accuracy of no more than one error in every 100,000 bases sequenced, with sequences 
accurately covering at least 98% of the genome, and at a recurring cost of no more than $10,000 
per genome' (http://genomics.xprize.org). 
Chromosome sorting, particularly in allopolyploid genomes, has been shown to be an effective 
tool in genome sequencing projects. Dissecting genomes into component chromosomes can be a 
useful tool in the organisation of projects where there are complex genomes (Dolezel et al. 
2007). Flow cytometric analysis such as those first described in maize by Lee et al. (1996) allow 
the organisation and preparation of chromosomes specific BAC libraries (Dolezel et al. 2007). 
Such a process was also in the construction of the wheat chromosome 3B physical map (detailed 
earlier; Paux et al. 2008).
4.3 Genome sequence assemblers
There are a wide variety of sequence assemblers available for genome sequencing projects, both 
on a commercial and open-source scale. The human genome-sequencing project's initial draft 
sequence (Lander et al. 2001) used a software package called PHRED/PHRAP/CONSED 
64(http://www.phrap.org). This program package is made up of a quality assessment package 
(base calling by PHRED), a sequence assembler (PHRAP) and sequence viewer (CONSED). 
Base calling is a process whereby bases in the sequence are assigned quality scores from the 
sequencing trace files to guide assembly. This package is still used in a wide variety of 
sequencing projects that use Sanger sequencing. CAP3 (Huang and Madan 1999) is also a 
widely used sequence assembler that is often used in the production of expressed sequence tag 
(EST) assemblies (Kalyanaraman et al. 2003). 
The genome assembly package GAP (Bonfield et al. 1995) (currently GAP4) is a package that 
integrates data and different sequence assembly programs (such as PHRED/PHRAP and CAP3) 
to create assemblies. The Celera WGS-assembler developed by Celera genomics 
(http://www.celera.com) was also used to generate the human genome sequence (Venter et al. 
2001) and has assembly pipeline package architecture. Celera was also used in the assembly of 
the Drosophila genome (Myers et al. 2000) and is now able to handle 'next generation' 
sequencing technologies such as Solexa and 454 reads (Miller et al. 2008). ARACHNE 
(Batzoglou et al. 2002) was developed subsequent to the human genome sequence project and is 
a good assembler using paired-end whole-genome shotgun reads. 
The Euler (Pevzner et al. 2001) assembler algorithm is another assembler and works to combat 
problems caused by repetitive genome sequences by incorporating repeated sequences into the 
assembly. While most other algorithms are developed on an 'overlap-layout-consensus' 
approach, where all possible matches are located and then assembled, Euler seeks to combat the 
65'repeat problem' caused by TEs through the use of de Bruijn graphs that process imperfect 
repeats within genome fragments to create an assembly (Pevzner and Tang 2001). 
Some other commercial assemblers such as CodonCode Aligner, CLC Genomics Workbench 
and Sequencher (http://www.genecodes.com/) are also available but not as extensively used in 
international genome projects because of limitations in functionality and licensing. Many 
commercial sequence assemblers often deal with short-read sequencing data and are mostly 
developed by sequence technology companies that develop the sequencing technologies 
themselves (454, Solexa, SOLiD etc). However there are a few open-source short-read 
assemblers such as Velvet (Zerbino and Birney 2008), SOAPdenovo 
(http://soap.genomics.org.cn/) and Euler-USR (Chaisson et al. 2009), which use a de Bruijn 
graph approach to construct assemblies. Many more short-read genome sequence assemblers 
such as Cortex (Z. Iqbal, pers. Comm) are soon to be released and the popularity of cheaper, 
next generation sequencing platforms will increase the development of open-source, short-read 
sequence assemblers. 
4.4 Genome sequence browsers
The two most popular genome sequence and annotation viewers used in genome sequencing 
projects are the generic genome browser (or GBrowse; Stein et al. 2002) and Ensembl (Hubbard 
et al. 2002; http://www.ensembl.org). Both browser systems allow the viewing of a genome via 
an interactive webpage with annotations stored in a local or web-based database. GBrowse is an 
open-source genome sequence viewer that has been used in model organism genome sequencing 
66projects such as the Drosophila melanogaster FlyBase (Wilson et al. 2008) and Caenorhabditis 
elegans WormBase (Rogers et al. 2007) projects. The annotations displayed on the genome 
sequence are formatted in genetic feature format (GFF), a format that allows the storage of 
information for a particular annotation feature. 
The Ensembl project (http://www.ensembl.org) is similar to GBrowse because of its open-
source philosophy but different in that it includes an automatic annotation system. Annotations 
are created through a ‘pipeline’ written in perl scripts and then stored in MySQL 
(http://www.mysql.com/) database (Hubbard et al. 2002). This allows for improved open-source 
data access and allows for the creation of well-organised databases for large genomes. The 
‘Ensembl genomes’ project (http://www.ensemblgenomes.org/) now endeavours to extend the 
range of species genome sequences across taxonomic lines such as plants and fungi.
Other smaller-scale, local sequence viewers include ARTEMIS (Rutherford et al. 2000), Apollo 
(Ed et al. 2009) and Son of Eric (SOE; http://ccg.murdoch.edu.au/soe/). ARTEMIS and Apollo 
are programs that can be used to view sequence annotations such as BLAST outputs and GFF 
files as well as allowing manual annotation of sequences. SOE is a specifically designed 
sequence viewer that maintains an audit trail of analysis conducted (Bellgard et al. 2004).
 4.5 Sequence analysis and genome annotation
Genome annotation uses multiple bioinformatics sequence analysis tools to identify biological 
features contained within a genome sequence. Genome sequences are compared to databases of 
67characterised DNA and protein sequences using fast, global homology searching tools such as 
BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990; Altschul et al. 1997) and FASTA (Pearson and Lipman 1988) to 
identify gene alignments of significance (defined by an expectation or e-value) within the 
datasets. Genome sequence can also be searched for genes using de novo methods. Gene 
prediction programs such as FGENESH (http://www.softberry.com), Genscan (Burge and 
Karlin 1997) and GlimmerHMM (Majoros et al. 2004), look for open reading frames (ORFs) 
within the sequence, intron-exon splice sites, promoter and termination motifs. These ORFs 
need to be validated with gene expression information as well as evidence from the proteome to 
confirm the presence of the gene.
Multiple sequence alignment programs such as CLUSTALW/CLUSTALX (Thompson et al. 
2002) and T-COFFEE (Notredame et al. 2000) are used to identify the degree of relativeness 
between sequences. Used in combination with phylogenetic programs such as MEGA (Tamura 
et al. 2007) and PHYLIP (Felsenstein 1997), multiple alignments can be used to identify 
evolutionary relationships between sequences from different organisms.
The three major DNA sequence databases used for sequence analysis and gene identification are 
the National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) GenBank database 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) nucleotide 
sequence database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/embl/) and the DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ; 
http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/). Located within these and other international databases are 
secondary datasets containing other gene information such as ESTs and protein family 
68annotations. There are sequence databases and search tools for all biological features including 
miRNAs (miRBase; http://microrna.sanger.ac.uk) and tRNAs (Lowe and Eddy 1997). TEs can 
be annotated using both sequence search programs such as BLAST, Repeatmasker (Smit et al. 
1996-2004, http://www.repeatmasker.org) and CENSOR (Jurka et al. 1996) as well as structural 
sequence identifiers like tandem repeats finder (Benson 1999) and LTR_STRUC (McCarthy and 
McDonald 2003).
Two wheat-specific annotation pipelines have been used extensively to annotate wheat genome 
sequences. TriAnnot annotation pipeline (http://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/projects/TriAnnot/) is a 
Triticeae-specific (wheat and barley) system that allows automatic annotation of genes, TEs and 
tRNAs within new BAC sequences. The pipeline is run on a webserver at the French Institute of 
Agricultural Research (INRA) and can output annotations that can be viewed using ARTEMIS. 
It has been used in the re-annotation of TEs in Sabot et al. (2005). Multiple nucleotide, protein 
databases and particular parameters can be selected for annotations or run on default settings. 
DAWG-PAWS (Estill and Bennetzen 2009) is another wheat annotation pipeline designed and 
run through the University of Georgia, USA. The system annotates TEs and genes within the 
pipeline of multiple perl scripts, with the annotation outputs being directed to the Apollo 
sequence viewer. Both pipelines have their advantages and disadvantages with the TE 
annotation applied by DAWG-PAWS being more robust (with TE analysis programs like 
LTR_STRUC, FINDMITE and LTR_Finder), while TriAnnot provides a good gene and protein 
functional analysis (protein domain analysis included).
694.5 Comparative genomics programs
Genome sequences from different organisms can be compared using a number of programs. 
Basic pair-wise dot matrix programs such as DOTTER (described above) and Freckle (C. 
Wellington, unpublished data) are useful to visualise conservation within two sequences. 
MultiDotter (Nozaki et al. 2005) builds on the pair-wise dot matrix programs by being able to 
align three or more sequences in a 2D plot. Two programs, M-GCAT (Treangen and Messeguer 
2006) and Mauve (Darling et al. 2004), are able to align large genome sequences to identify 
conserved syntenic blocks. The BLASTZ (Schwartz et al. 2003) alignment algorithm is used 
within the program MultiPipmaker (Schwartz et al. 2003) to compare multiple sequences to a 
reference sequence in a single plot. Finally ACT (Carver et al. 2005), a comparative genomics 
version of the ARTEMIS manual sequence annotation tool, uses BLAST outputs to visualise 
sequence conservation between more than two sequences. 
70Chapter 2: Development of a Novel Wheat Genome 
Sequence Assembly and Validation Procedure to 
Construct High-quality Pseudomolecule Sequences
1. Introduction
In this thesis chapter, a novel two-phase wheat genome sequence assembly procedure is 
employed that tackles issues involved with repetitive sequences and complexity in order to 
produce assembled pseudomolecule sequences (outlined in Figure 2.1). The construction of 
pseudomolecules involved a conventional sequence assembly step (‘phase 1’), using 
information gathered from a computational genome assembler, followed by a new integration 
process using transposable element (TE) information (‘phase 2’) to improve the quality of the 
assembled sequence. 
Figure 2.1: Two-phase genome sequence assembly and pseudomolecule construction 
methodology developed within this thesis chapter.
71Once sequences were assembled into a pseudomolecule sequence based on the two-phase 
assembly procedure, the sequences were validated and improved using gap closure techniques. 
This laborious analysis and re-analysis task involved the creation of a large amount of primer 
sequences for PCR sequencing over gap regions and the re-editing of the assembled 
pseudomolecule sequence to create a genome sequence to a highly finished quality. 
BAC libraries for targeted regions were provided through Jaroslav Dolezel’s laboratory in 
Olomouc, Czech Republic with additional information from Etienne Paux, Catherine Feuillet 
and Frederick Choulet at INRA (Clermont-ferrand, France). BAC shotgun and PCR product 
sequencing of designed primer sets (for gap closure) were carried out by Xiuying Kong and 
Juncheng Zhang from the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS, Beijing, China). 
Dora Li (Western Australian State Agricultural Biotechnology Centre, Murdoch University, 
Australia) carried out additional gap closure sequencing. Thomas Wicker (University of Zurich, 
Switzerland) assisted with the construction of the ‘phase 2’ pseudomolecule construction 
process.
2. Methodology
2.1 BAC shotgun sequencing protocols 
All BAC clones were sequenced in CAAS, Beijing, with the following protocols unless stated. 
E. coli-freed DNA from BAC clones was extracted with Qiagen Large-Construct Kit (QIAGEN, 
72Cat. No. 20021) and mechanically sheared with HydroShear to generate a concentrated smear 
~3-5 kb in length. The sheared fragments were blunt ended with mung bean nuclease and 
dephosphorylated with Shrimp Alkaline Phosphatase (SAP). Then the short fragments were 
added with A at the end by PCR method. Fragments ranging from 3-5 kb in size were isolated 
and ligated into a pCR4-TOPO vector and transformed into TOP10 electro-competent cells 
(Invitrogen, Cat. No. K4580-01). The clones were sequenced from both directions with T3 and 
T7 primers using BigDye3.1 termination chemistry and run on an ABI Prism 3730 XL capillary 
sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, Calif., USA). Base calling and quality assessment 
were done using PHRED (Ewing and Green, 1998) and assembled by PHRAP (De la Bastide 
and McCombie, 2007). 
2.2 Pseudomolecule genome sequence construction
Pseudomolecule genome sequence construction large genomic 'pseudomolecules' can be 
constructed with the aide of the published chromosome 3B hexaploid wheat physical map (Paux 
et al. 2008). The 1,033 FPC contigs created in the construction of the physical map are available 
on a genome browser website (http://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/gbrowse/cgi-
bin/gbrowse/Wheat_FPC/) and the order of each BAC clone contained on the map was used to 
guide the construction of an assembled pseudomolecule genome sequence. Firstly, the contigs 
from the PHRAP assembler were ordered within the contig using the sequencing quality 
information from each of the contig. This ‘phase 1’ assembly step used forward and reverse 
read-pairs found on different contigs to identify the adjacent contig and their orientation (Figure 
2.2). This step was automated from the PHRAP assembler with the use of perl scripts 
73(WICKERsoft; T. Wicker, pers. Comm.). The change in orientation of contigs were performed 
using the EMBOSS (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/emboss/) tool revseq. If an overlap to a 
neighbouring BAC was identified, then this information was used to further orientate and 
connect contigs. The output at the end of the 'Phase 1' assembly step there was multiple 
assembled contigs spread out over the physical map
Figure 2.2: ‘Phase 1’ genome sequence assembly by utilising shotgun reads for contig 
ordering and rearrangement.
Unfortunately many assembled contigs did not have the required forward and reverse reads 
located on different contigs (or there is conflicting evidence to the relationship of assembled 
contigs) to allow the large-scale application of the scheme in Figure 2.2. That is, connections 
between the next contig could not be evaluated.  This situation is mainly due to transposable 
elements (reviewed in chapter 1), and class 1 LTR retrotransposable elements in particular, that 
are so abundant in wheat genome sequences with the result of the high sequence similarity of 
multiple shotgun reads creating a difficult environment for the construction of pseudomolecule 
74sequences. To deal with this technical assembly challenge, a novel 'phase 2' assembly approach 
was explored in this study (T. Wicker, pers. comm.). This process utilised annotated TEs from a 
Triticeae (i.e. wheat, barley etc)-specific repeat database to order contigs (Figure 2.3). Any TE 
that spanned a gap between two contigs were deemed connected in much the same way as 
shotgun reads were in the 'phase 1' assembly step (Figure 2.2). 
Critical to the Wicker TE-based assembly process is the presence of target site duplications 
(TSDs) located at the insertion site of each mobile element that are highly specific to each TE. 
Different classes/families of elements also have TSDs of a specific length (e.g. the Angela class 
1 LTR retrotransposable element from the copia family has a TSD between 4-6 bp long). TEs 
within a BAC contigs are identified based on sequence homology using programs such as 
BLAST (Altschul et al. 1997) against the Triticeae repeat (TREP) database 
(http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/ITMI/Repeats/) and the pair-wise sequence comparison tool 
DOTTER (Sonnhammer and Durbin 1995) was used to identify the TSD. TSD-containing 
terminal ends of each TE contained on different contigs can then be ordered.
75Figure 2.3: ‘Phase 2’ ordering of assembled BAC contigs into ‘pseudomolecule’ sequences 
using TEs and their element-specific target site duplications (TSDs). 
Sequence assembly information provided by shotgun read-pairs was weighted as the best source 
of evidence when ordering contigs followed by the use of TSDs from TEs. Sequence gaps 
(indicated by a string of ‘N’ bases) between the contigs were added using the EMBOSS 
programs and a BAC ‘scaffold’ sequence was thus generated. Overlapping BAC ‘scaffolds’, 
which provide a greater amount of evidence for the orientation and order of contigs within 
individual BAC clones, were then used to extend the pseudomolecule sequence. Nesting 
patterns of particular TEs were also taken into consideration when using the ‘phase 2’ 
pseudomolecule construction approach (T. Wicker et al. 2009 in preparation).
762.3 Insertion site based polymorphism (ISBP) markers
As detailed in chapter 1, TEs behave like viruses within genome sequences and they leave 
behind TSDs that are insertion site-specific. The junction sites between TEs can be extremely 
valuable as a molecular marker due to their high polymorphism (Devos et al. 2005; Paux et al. 
2006; Dolezel et al. 2007; Bartos et al. 2008; Paux et al. 2008; Paux et al. 2009). Paux et al. 
(2008) used these ISBP markers in the anchoring of the wheat chromosome 3B physical map to 
a genetic map; the ISBP primers had designed these markers from BAC-end sequencing (Paux 
et al. 2006). ISBPs are also an invaluable tool in locating unique primer sequences for BAC 
identification from a genome BAC library, sequencing confirmation and gap closure.
Perl scripts were used to develop a program called ISBPfinder, which can be used to identify 
ISBP markers within raw genome sequence (Paux et al. 2009). The scripts firstly run the 
repeatmasking program Repeatmasker (http://www.repeatmasker.org) to locate and annotate 
repetitive elements from the Triticeae repeat sequence database (TREP; 
http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/ITMI/Repeats/). Junctions between repetitive elements, and between 
TEs and non-TE sequences, were identified and appropriate primer sequences were designed 
using primer3 (Rozen and Skaletsky 2000) around the identified junction sites.
2.4 Gap closure strategies
Sequence gaps in the assembled sequences were closed or partially closed (gap sequence 
extension) by locating sequence read-pairs at the ends of contigs that were located on multiple 
77BAC contigs (same strategy as the information for ‘phase 1’ sequence assembly described 
earlier). PCR primers were then designed using primer3 from the assembled sequence from the 
reads that flanked the gap. All gap closure primer sequences were designed 200 bp from either 
side of the sequence gap from the reference sequence. Preference was given to sequence reads 
(and BAC identifier) that were identified on both sides of the gap but in the absence of this, the 
primers were sequenced using the BAC identifier of the closest read. 
The sequenced PCR product was compared to the assembled sequence using BLASTN to 
confirm the sequence or close an assembled sequence gap. Sequence information is available 
within each section and each PCR product from the designed primer sequences were coloured 
according to their validation of the reference sequence. Green coloured primer sequences within 
the gap closure tables (Tables 2.4-2.5, Tables 2.7-2.13) were found to be validated sequences in 
the targeted gap closure sequenced regions. The blue colour denotes the low sequence identify 
(< 80% identity) displayed in the BLASTN alignment to the reference sequence. The yellow 
coloured PCR products were identified to either be found outside the targeted region, were 
priming the sequence in the wrong direction (according to the BLAST alignment) or too small 
to validate the reference sequence. The orange colour identified PCR products that did not align 
to the reference genome sequence using BLASTN and red displayed primer sequences that did 
not produce a PCR product.
783. Results
3.1 Triticum aestivum cv. Chinese Spring chromosome 3BS     ctg11    
The Triticum aestivum cv. Chinese Spring chromosome 3B physical map (Paux et al. 2008) was 
used to identify BAC clones in a region between markers gwm389 and gwm533 (Kota et al. 
2006). Fine genetic mapping of the ctg11 region using wheat EST markers and deletion bins 
with synteny to rice chromosome 1 was also studied in Kota et al. (2006) and contributed to the 
selection of BACs from the physical map. Chinese Spring is the standard wheat cultivar used in 
projects co-ordinated within the International Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium 
(IWGSC). The cultivar was chosen by the IWGSC because of the large number of genetic 
stocks developed for this cultivar (Gill et al. 2004). For this thesis, BAC contigs from the 
chromosome 3B Physical map were identified, sequenced and assembled into pseudomolecule 
sequences using the methodology described earlier.  The 16 BAC clones used to assemble the 
ctg11 sequence are shown in Table 2.1 and summarised in Figure 2.4. The first group of 
sequenced BAC clones (Table 2.1) within the ctg11 genome region were sequenced at 6x 
coverage, while a second group of 3 BACs were sequenced at a higher BAC sequencing 
coverage (10-12x; Table 2.1).  This second group of BAC clones were isolated and sequenced 
after a review of the gaps (no overlap between neighbouring BACs) and deficiencies within the 
minimum tiling path (MTP) of the original chromosome 3B physical map. Statistical analysis of 
the fingerprinted clones contigs within the ctg11 contig, created using FPC software (Soderlund 
et al. 1997), allowed BACs to be selected that had a high probability of closing gaps between 
BAC clones (A. Korol, unpublished data). The total size of the ctg11 pseudomolecule sequences 
79was 1,266,078bp.
Table 2.1: BAC clones used to assemble the chromosome 3B ctg11 genomic sequence
BAC ctg11 location Sequencing coverage BAC Length (bp)
042J02 1-159911 6x 159910
110D05 51480-280790 6x 229310
043E17 148691-304202 6x 155511
090J08 148520-359497 10-12x 210977
042G11 238994-405604 6x 166610
058L24 307887-473678 6x 165791
070N04 389062-524880 6x 135818
028F08 479998-658299 6x 178301
036I14 533049-710098 10-12x 177049
088P23 620522-854084 6x 233562
122F21 664102-734028 6x 69926
038E11 712500-894038 6x 181538
101P11 863313-927057 10-12x 63744
061C22 907822-1098672 6x 190850
092A16 999940-1186122 6x 186182
052L15 1075286-1266078 6x 190792
Figure 2.4: Graph showing the relative positions of all 16 Chinese Spring wheat BAC clones 
on the 1.3Mb ctg11 genomic sequence.
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0 500000 1000000 1500000In addition to the Sanger method by ABI 3730XL, the new generation of sequencing 
technology, 454-technology, of Roche Company was also utilised to confirm the presence of the 
mitochondrial insert and improve the assembly of ctg11 BAC 036-I14. The BAC clone 036-I14 
was targeted because it contained a large mitochondrial insertion (Zhang et al. 2009 see 
appendix). Purified BAC DNA of 036-I14 was extracted as above and 4,496,376 bases of 
13,010 reads were generated using the standard 454 sequencing technology. Assembly was 
carried out using Lasergene v5.0 software with the parameters Match Size 46 and Minimum 
Match Percentage 96. 
3.1.1 Validation of BAC 036-I14 through CAP3 genome assembler
As mentioned above, genome sequencing of the BAC clone 036-I14 from the Triticum aestivum 
chromosome 3B physical map FPC contig ctg11 (Paux et al. 2008) was carried out with both the 
standard ‘Sanger’ sequencing and 454-technology short-read sequencing methods. All of the 16 
BAC clones used to assemble the ctg11 pseudomolecule sequence were from the Sanger 
sequencing methods. 
81Figure 2.5: Pair-wise sequence comparison of the initial assembly of ctg11 compared to the 
assembled BAC 036-I14 compiled from 454-technology sequencing. 
The assembled 036-I14 ctg11 BAC from the 454-technology short-read sequencing differed 
from an initial version of the ctg11 assembly as shown in Figure 2.5. Comparing the two 
assemblies (the initial assembly verses the 454 sequence-based assembly) identified a large 
60,276 bp inversion. This ~60kb inversion region contains three gene-coding regions 
(EXPB11cs1, EXPB11cs2 and FMO1) among a large proportion of transposable elements. 
82Figure 2.6: Comparison of the two assembled 036-I14 BAC sequences from different 
sequencing technology methods (Sanger and 454-technology). Ctg38 is annotated on the 
figure spanning the 3’ inversion boundary.
Assembled contigs from the 454-technology 036-I14 BAC data were examined, as indicated in 
Figure 2.6, in order to identify the contig sequences that were located at the junction of the 
~60kb inversion sequence. One key contig named ctg38 from the 454-derived assembled BAC 
sequence was identified to be located on the 3’ junction of the ~60kb inversion and also 
spanning the inversion boundary (Figure 2.6). This contig provides evidence that the inversion 
exists within the sequence. In order to confirm that the 036-I14 BAC contig ctg38 exists, the 
454-technology short-reads were re-assembled using a CAP3 genome sequence assembler.
The genome sequence assembler CAP3 (Huang and Madan 1999) was chosen to re-assemble 
83the 454-technology reads because it was easy to use (inputs are a single FASTA file containing 
454-reads and quality value file), open-source, has multiple parameter options and is relatively 
fast compared to other assemblers. The CAP3 assembler was run on the 454-short-read data at 
default parameters and identified 22 contigs, none of which had complete coverage with ctg38. 
From pair-wise sequence analysis, ctg38 was found to be located on three separate contigs. 
Sixteen different runs of CAP3 were then performed in order to reduce any stringency in the 
assembly program to enable the three contigs with partial homology to ctg38 to possibly align 
(Table 2.2). 
Table 2.2: CAP3 Genome assembler run’s using the 454-technology sequencing data of 
ctg11 BAC 036-I14 from BGI, China. Seven different assembly parameters within the 
program were tested.
Cap3 
assembler 
run
Band 
expansion
N>10 
(20)
Base quality 
cut-off for 
differences
N>15 (20)
Max q-score 
sum at 
differences
N>20 (200)
Gap 
penalty 
factor 
N>0 (6)
Mismatc
h score 
factor
N<0 (-5)
Overlap % 
ID cut-off
N>65 (80)
Overlap 
similarity 
score cut-off
N>400 (900)
# Contigs
Default 
parameters
22
Run 2 18 22
Run 3 16 22
Run 4 100 22
Run 5 50 22
Run 6 20 22
Run 7 -2 25
Run 8 5 22
Run 9 1 25
Run 10 15 22
Run 11 30 22
Run 12 40 22
Run 13 1100 25
Run 14 90 54
Run 15 70 21
Run 16 500 21
Only in the CAP3 runs 15 and 16 was there a reduction in the number of contigs indicating a 
decrease in stringency in the assembly of the 454 reads. In none of the 16 CAP3 runs performed 
at varying parameters was ctg38 identified. In every case the same three contigs with partial 
84matches were identified (Table 2.2). 
The inconsistency between the CAP3 and Lasergene v5.0 software assemblies of the 454 
sequence information for 036-I14 around the junctions of the 60kb inversion sequence are most 
likely due to the different assembly algorithms. As shown in Figure 2.5, the 5í and 3í inversion 
boundaries are located at the ends of a CACTA DNA transposon. Both CACTA and LTR 
transposons are found in very high numbers throughout the wheat genome (Wicker et al. 2003). 
These transposons (annotated in chapter 3 as Clifford CACTA elements) are 85.8% identical at 
a nucleotide level and such high similarity in a close proximity can cause problems in 
assembling the BAC (within the program and when assembling the pseudomolecule sequence). 
LTR retrotransposable elements such as the Angela element (an element from the copia LTR 
family) located on the 3’ boundary of the inversion can also provide problems for sequence 
assembly due to their terminal LTR regions being highly similar. The short read size (200-
500bp) of 454-technologies are shorter than the majority of repeats in the wheat genome, which 
limits their use compared to Sanger methods. Both have been effective however in concert with 
each other in a hybrid sequencing strategy (Goldberg et al. 2006; Wicker et al. 2006).
3.1.2 Validation of BAC 036-I14 through wet laboratory experimentation
To validate whether or not the 60kb inversion present within the 036-I14 BAC sequence was 
located within the genome, primers were designed to identify fragments spanning the 
boundaries of the inversion sequence. Perl scripts were executed to identify ISBP markers 
(program described earlier) in the 90kb region that contains the inversion from 530,000 to 
85620,000 bp. Unique ISBP marker sequences were identified and primer pairs were chosen with a 
predicted product size (Table 2.3). A PCR product band of 5kb was identified for the 5í 
inversion boundary (18F+21R; Figure 2.7 carried out by Juncheng Zhang, CAAS, Beijing, 
China), which confirms the relative size of the predicted band in Table 2.3 and thus confirms the 
existence of the inversion in the assembly (relative to the original assembly). No PCR product 
was identified for the 3’ inversion boundary (83F+85R) as this was a difficult region for primer 
design in order to obtain one that was specific. The lack of specificity of 85R due to repeated 
sequences within the primer account for the failure of the PCR.
Table 2.3: Primer sequences designed for the analysis of the 5’ and 3’ junctions of the 60kb 
inversion region identified in 036-I14 from 454-technology sequencing.
Inversion boundary Primer Sequence %GC ctg11-location Product 
size
5’ boundary (544,089bp) Primer-18F GCCCAGTAGGTGGCATTTT 59.947 539950..539968
Primer-21R ATGACCGTGGGAGATCCATA 60.158 544272..544291 4,304 bp
3’ boundary (604,365bp) Primer-83F ACGTTGAATCCGCACTAAGG 60.132 604038..604057
Primer-85R TTTTCTTCCTTTTTCCTTTTTCC 59.196 608165..608187 4,108bp
Figure 2.7: Gel electrophoresis containing the 18F+21R producing a 5kb PCR product 
confirming the 5’ junction of the of the ctg11 inversion.
863.1.3     Ctg11     gap closure    
Primer sequences for gap closure of ctg11 located in Table 2.4 and 2.5 were designed based on 
the ‘phase 2’ assembly of the ctg11 genomic sequence. PCR products from the primer 
sequences designed for gap closure (methodology described previously in this chapter) were 
then used to update the ctg11 sequence with an extension or closure of a genomic sequence gap. 
Table 2.4: Primer designed for the closure of sequence gaps in ctg11 
BLASTn (no filter)
BAC identifier F/R Primer
Product 
length
Product-
location ctg11-location Closure
043E171A1E15C08 F CCACAGGGCAGAAGACTTGC 232 9-156 188592-188739
Yes R GAACCTCGCAACCAACGCGA 738 16-270 189190-188936
043E172A1C15B08 F ATTGGGCCTACATGGGCCTC 376 21-138 188600-188720
No R GTCTACGAGGGTACGTGGAC 401 - -
043E171B1F21C11 F GAGCCATCATGGGTATCCAG 513 - -
No R GCAGCTCCATCAACACCACG 361 27-274 982460-982708
043E172B1J15E08 F CTTTGCCGGAGGTGGATTGG 1313 13-268 303360-303615
No R CTAGCCGAGAGGCTTCGACA 384 - -
042G112A2G10D05 F CTCATGTAAGCAGTGCGTGC 1031 - -
No R GATGCGAGTTCGCAAGCTTG 871 19-858 26912-27750
058L242A2E18C09 F CCTCTATGCGGTATGTCCATG 661 363-661 401021-401323
Yes R CTCCAACAACGTGCACATGC 749 23-481 401180-400722
070N041A1K1F01 F GGAATGGTCCGGAGGTGAAG 592 20-307 419560-419847
Yes R GCGAGTACGACTCCATCATC 351 18-197 420078-419899
088P233B1L11F06 F CGTACGTGTAAGGTTGGTCC 1367 16-482 636029-636495
No R CGAGGAGTTCCGGAATGGTC 350 - -
088P231A1G19D10 F GTCATAGGAAGAGCAGCAGC 1237 13-771 837529-836769
No R TCGCATGCGCTGTGGCAATC 267 - -
038E111B2L8F04 F GTTGCTATGAGCCAACCAGC 1040 - -
No R AACGTGTGCCAACCCCTATG 632 - -
042J021B1D21B11 F GATGAAGACCTTGGCGATGT 1145 12-949 25123-26063
No R AGGCGACATGCTTTGTTTCT 1287 17-1021 26910-27919
110D051A2G4D02 F CGTAGGAATGCTTTGGGTGT 763 96-700 228034-228638
No R GTGCCCACTCACACACATTC 589 - -
110D052B2P10H05 F TCTGTTTACATGGGGGCTTC 1105 7-1079 117273-118351
No R CAGAGACTTCCAAGGCCAAG 270 21-109 420078-419990
042G111B1J5E05 F TCAAAGACGGAAGCAGAGGT 508 - -
No R TGCTCCATGGTATGCTGATT 391 - -
070N041B2H08D04 F GTTCCAATCACTTGGGTGCT 747 - -
No R GGATAAAGGACTGCCGTGAA 701 15-440 489147-489572
036I143A1K11F06 F TGTAGGGAGGCTTTTTGGTG 1325 16-1052 585763-584719 No
87R GAAGTCTTCAGTCGCGGTTC 893 16-702 1039642-1040329
036I141A2C08B04 F TTGCCTGCTTGGCTATCTTT 696 208-684 585559-585080
No R TCCCGCTTTTGGTTATTGAC 1306 10-772 595362-594650
036I142A2I16E08 F TGGCAAATCACAGATTCCAA 1261 16-743 628398-629118
No R AATGGAGAATGTCGCAAAGG 687 - -
038E111B1F13C07 F AGTCATTGGCGTTGAATCCT 1383 11-1234 838759-840044
No R ATGACAACGCGGTTGATGTA 679 - -
101P111A2K4F02 F AGTGTCGGCAGAGACGACTT 1195 8-413 915162-915568
No R TTTGTCTCATGCCCTTACCC 812 27-696 916719-917373
092A162A2I20E10 F CAAACCCCTAAACCAAAGCA 497 - -
No R GGACAAAGACGGTGTCGATT 1325 11-316 948138-948445
061C221A1M17G09 F AATTGCACCCATCTTGAACC 569 5-566 1091479-1090917
No R AGGTCGGTTCCTTTGTTCCT 434 26-244 982461-982681
061C221A1E15C08 F TTACAGTCATGGCGGATTCA 528 15-254 981015-981255
Yes R TACGTTCGACATGCAAGAGC 1035 17-357 982467-982087
061C222B1P23H12 F CAAATTGGCTCCATGTTCCT 882 184-863 585586-584908
No R TGGGGGTGTAGGGTTGATTA 502 16-355 1039654-1040000
061C221A1A3A02 F CTCTGCTGCCAGGAGTAACC 975 85-939 585684-584823
No R CCATCCAGCGGTAACACTTT 1334 14-713 1039649-1040348
092A161A1G5D03 F ATCTCCTCGAGGGAACACCT 669 38-574 628413-628949
No R CCCCTTGAGCTCCCTCTATC 1328 - -
052L151B1N11G06 F GCCCTGACAATAATGGTGCT 783 - -
No R GTCGCAAATGATGGGTCTTT 293 - -
038E111B1D15B08 F* TTCTCCGATTTGGGTTCAAG 545 - -
No R GAAATAATAACGGAGATCCCGT 1318 9-181 761178-761350
042G111B2J10E05 F GCAAGTGGGAGACTGAAGGA 1116 14-1091 325476-326565
Yes R ATGTAGTTGGCGCAACAGTA 382 10-309 327058-326758
042J021B1D21B11 F* GATGAAGACCTTGGCGATGT 1194 8-957 25116-26066
No R* CGTGTGGTTGTGGTACTTTC 740 27-617 59219-58625
042J021B1P9H05 F* GCTCCCTCTGCACTGAATGT 584 15-584 57145-57714
Yes R GGTGAGGGTGCTACAAAGAA 1161 23-1069 59218-58161
052L151B1B9A05 F* GTCGTCGTCGCTATCGTGTA 382 7-382 1077279-1077655
Yes R* CATCACGGGTGCTCAACCTA 1059 8-1018 1079277-1078261
088P231A2E16C08 F* AAGGCGTTGTCTTGTTTGCT 950 19-568 812121-812670
Yes R* ATCAAACTCACGTACGCCTC 1229 14-739 813602-812877
061C222B1J17E09 F* ATGTTGACAGGCATCCATCA 345 - -
No R* AGAAGCACCACCTGTACACA 1251 12-1027 1045068-1044051
061C221A2I8E04 F* ACTGTCACCAATCCGTGTGA 1153 19-1039 958220-959243
No R CAAAACGAGCACTCTCTCCG 1083 1-988 960737-959744
052L152B1J9E05 F TGTGGTGCGATGCATATTTT 657 14-657 1150229-1150971
Yes R TCCACGTCAAGCTTTTACGA 1063 7-966 1152185-1151213
042G111B2J14E07 F* CCAGGTTCCGCTATTGGTTA 1243 13-1127 333105-334211
Yes R ATGTAGTTGGCGCAACAGTA 557 19-428 333903-333494
042J021B1B11A06 F* CCCGAGTTGCTGTAGAGGAG 1258 17-1175 43832-45013
Yes R* TGGAGTGGTCCCTTGTTGTC 1268 5-1031 45347-44314
052L151B1H23D12 F* ATTCGGAGTTCGGAAAGGTT 468 10-240 1231665-1231895
Yes R* GGTAGAAGGCGTGTAAGAAA 937 11-936 1232865-1231940
88092A161A2E10C05 F ACGCATCAAAACCACAATGA 898 4-895 1122375-1121489
No R GAAATAATAACGGAGATCCCGT 1276 4-1049 1120372-1121422
* F and R primer products showing poor quality sequencing were repeated in Table 2.5
1 Colour codes; Green: PCR sequence confirmation, Yellow: PCR products too small, 
not specific to the targeted region or identified to be primed in the wrong direction, Blue: 
<70% nucleotide sequence identity to target sequence using BLASTN (no filter), 
Orange: No alignment to the target sequence identified using BLASTN (no filter) and 
Red: No product sequenced
Table 2.5: Primer sequences for gap closure re-run from Table 2.4
BLASTn (no filter)
BAC identifier F/R
Product 
length
Product-
location ctg11-location
038E111B1D15B08 F 1333 16-545 759278-758749
042J021B1D21B11 F 836 13-778 25123-25890
R 373 - -
042J021B1P9H05 F 1039 13-974 57149-58109
052L151B1B9A05 F 660 15-644 1077295-1077924
R 1062 7-989 1079274-1078284
088P231A2E16C08 F 933 10-562 812117-812670
R 1302 20-734 813591-812877
061C222B1J17E09 F 430 - -
R 1363 10-1201 1045068-1043867
061C221A2I8E04 F 1170 17-1149 958220-959357
042G111B2J14E07 F 1291 15-1138 333109-334240
042J021B1B11A06 F 1321 16-1179 43837-45002
R 1305 13-1078 45340-44270
052L151B1H23D12 F 1128 6-1060 1231664-1232730
R 912 20-906 1232849-1231962
3.2     Triticum aestivum     cv. Chinese Spring chromosome 3BL     ctg1034    
The initial sequencing of chromosome 3B ctg1034 of Triticum aestivum cv. Chinese Spring was 
carried out using a BAC-by-BAC shotgun method at a 6x sequencing coverage. Ten BACs 
(026-I13, 025-I18, 077-L15, 059-E04, 052-J13, 010-K23, 111-P10, 064-A05, 050-O19, 112-
J14, 089-H14 and 015-L23) were originally selected from the Chromosome 3B Physical map 
generated from FPC mapping (Paux et al. 2008). One other BAC clone (112-J14) was 
sequenced at a higher sequencing coverage (10-12x) after identifying sequence regions that 
89contained no overlap between the original ten BACs. The 11 BAC clones were originally shown 
to be located on the chromosome 3B ctg11 FPC contig but no overlap was found between 
neighbouring BACs on the physical map. Validation of the genome location of ctg1034 
indicated it was mapped to the long arm of chromosome 3B (see Chapter 5 of this thesis).
Another set of four BAC clones (029-L04, 044-J13, 159-L15 and 050-K20) was sequenced at a 
10-12x coverage (the same as 112-J14) in an attempt to close all remaining genomic sequence 
gaps. The comparative locations of all 15 BAC clones used in the assembly of the ctg1034 
pseudomolecule sequence is shown in Figure 2.8 and the assembly details of the individual 
BAC clones is shown in Table 2.6. The total size of the ctg1034 pseudomolecule was 
783,553bp.
Figure 2.8: Genome Sequence annotation of ctg1034 showing the 15 wheat BAC clones that 
were used in the assembly of the genomic sequence.
90Table 2.6: 15 BACs used in the assembly of the ctg1034 pseudomolecule.
BAC Sequence coverage Number of contigs Approx. BAC length (bp)
010-K23 6x 15 198,038
015-L23 6x 13 190,965
025-I18 6x 13 170,685
026-I13 6x 40 166,120
050-O19 6x 35 192,757
052-J13 6x 8 116,302
059-E04 6x 30 200,357
064-A05 6x 22 179,425
077-L15 6x 13 179,405
089-H14 6x 7 106,838
112-J14 10-12x 10 248,419
029-L04 10-12x 16 194,941
044-J13 10-12x 18 190,285
050-K20 10-12x 18 237,194
159-L15 10-12x 8 83,541
3.2.1     ctg1034     gap closure    
Two separate groups of primer sequences for gap closure were designed according to the 
ctg1034 genomic sequence. Sequenced PCR products from the primer sequences designed for 
gap closure contained in Tables 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 (methodology described previously in this 
chapter) were used to further update the ctg1034 sequence.
Table 2.7: First group of primers designed for the closure of gap sequences in ctg1034
(* Products with poor quality sequence were repeated in Table 2.9).
BLASTn (no filter)
BAC identifier F/R Primer
Product 
length
Product-
location ctg1034-location
Gap 
closure?
064A051A1C19B10 F* TGTGGGAACCAATATGACGA 351 - -
No R* CGTCACCTGATAACAGGCCA 1045 30-1019 489925-488934
015L233A1O10H05 F AGCCTCTGTAGCCACCAAA 969 16-964 758919-759860
Yes R CAGCTAGTAAGGTCCGGATT 1073 24-946 760924-760007
050O191B1B3A02 F CTGGTGCACCATTCTCTCATA 524 - -
No R TCACATACTTGCCCCGACTG 1281 16-563 564703-564151
91Table 2.8: Second group of primers designed for the closure of gap sequences in ctg1034 
(* Products with poor quality sequence were repeated in Table 2.9).
BLASTn (no filter)
BAC identifier F/R Primer
Product 
length
Product-
location ctg1034-location Gap closure?
010K232B1F13C07 F* TTACCGGAGGAACACTTTGG 514 - -
No R ATGTAGTTGGCGCAACAGTA 626 15-345 448613-448283
089H142A2C22B11 F* TACATGGGAAAGCTCCCAAC 591 - -
No R* CGTACCACCTTTAGAGTCGA 1220 11-1039 590833-589795
112J143B2J08E04 F* ACCGCAAGAGAAGAGGATCA 914 16-493 563466-563949
Yes R* ACCTGTTGTATCCCCCAGAA 1254 12-945 565436-564501
015L233A1O10H05 F AGCCTCTGTAGCCACCAAAA. 1267 11-1123 760438-759315
Yes R GAGATCGTGAGTGAGTGCGC 1188 17-1081 758919-759990
064A051A1I1E05 F* AACGGGATCACATCATTTGG 507 - - No
R* GGTTCGCCTATTTTACGTA 566 - -
Table 2.9: Repeated primer sequences for gap closure (see Table 2.7 and 2.8)
BLASTn (no filter)
BAC identifier
F/
R Primer
Product 
length
Product-
location ctg1034-location
064A051A1C19B10 F TGTGGGAACCAATATGACGA 347 - -
R CGTCACCTGATAACAGGCCA 1100 18-1078 489918-488868
010K232B1F13C07 F TTACCGGAGGAACACTTTGG 387 - -
089H142A2C22B11 F TACATGGGAAAGCTCCCAAC 267 - -
R CGTACCACCTTTAGAGTCGA 1294 3-1114 590843-589724
112J143B2J08E04 F ACCGCAAGAGAAGAGGATCA 234 - -
R ACCTGTTGTATCCCCCAGAA 1348 23-1173 565422-564260
064A051A1I1E05 F AACGGGATCACATCATTTGG 1040 - -
R GGTTCGCCTATTTTACGTA 698 - -
3.3     Triticum aestivum     cv. ‘Hope’ genome sequence assembly    
In chapter 5 of this PhD thesis, a hexaploid wheat cultivar called ‘Hope’ was sequenced and 
compared to the equivalent ‘Chinese Spring (CS)’ ctg11 sequence in order to assess intra-
species genome variation. Seven BAC sequences were isolated from a chromosome 3B-specific 
BAC library from the Hope cultivar using EST and markers from the ctg11 genome sequence 
92and previous physical mapping and marker studies of the ctg11 region in CS (Kota et al. 2006; 
Paux et al. 2008; Rohit Mago personal communication). Each Hope BAC was sequenced at 10-
12x sequencing coverage using BAC sequencing methodology outlined earlier in this chapter. 
All Hope BAC contig information and annotations are detailed in chapter 5.
3.3.1 Gap closure
Primers for the closure of genomic sequence gaps in the assembled genomic sequences from 
BAC clones of the wheat cultivar Hope were designed using the gap closure procedures 
described previously in this chapter. Two sets of primer sequences were designed for Hope 
contigs 1 and 2 (Tables 2.10, 2.11, 2.12 and 2.13) on different edits of the assembled sequences.
Hope contig 1
Table 2.10: First group of primers designed for closure of gaps located within Hope contig 1
BLASTn (no filter)
BAC identifier F/R Primer
Product 
length
Product-
location Contig1-location Closure?
C121A1A11A06 F gtttcgtgcccttcattcat 857 10-346 41115-41453
No R tcaacgggtgtgaatcaaaa 1243 7-1173 42013-43237
Table 2.11: Second group of primers designed for closure of gaps located within Hope contig 1
BLASTn (no filter)
BAC identifier F/R Primer
Product 
length
Product-
location Contig1-location Closure?
C122A1C15B08 F GCCGCTTCTTCCAACAATAC 752 8-732 20658-21390
Yes R TCGGCAATGCACATCACTAT 620 8-620 21955-21342
C122B1B5A03 F ACGGTGCATTGCATCTATGA 1227 9-160 40543-40694
No R TCTGTCCTTTGGTGGGAGAC - - -
93Hope contig 2 
Table 2.12: First group of primers designed for closure of gaps located within Hope contig 2
BLASTn (no filter)
BAC identifier F/R Primer sequence
Product 
length
Product-
location Contig2-location Closure?
D71A1C13B07 F TAGTCGCACATCGAGCGTAG 895 - -
No R GGGTTCTCAGCTCCCTTTCT 1318 6-870 79248-78383
D71A1G11D06 F TGAATTTAAGGAGGCCCTGA 1317 7-1292 36475-37801
No R TAGGCCTGAAAGCCTGCTAA 543 78-543 36547-37025
D72B2L20F10 F AACTGAAGCTCCATGGGTTG 1282 10-1203 38259-39473
Yes R TGACTTTGGAGCAAACATGG 1375 8-1322 39287-37996
D72B2H12D06 F CCTGCTCCTCTCTCTGTTGG 1261 9-1177 4776-3573
No R CAAGCAAAGCGAGACCTACC 1289 8-1021 4464-3446
D71B2D6B03 F AGCAGGGTTGCTAAGTGGAA 1348 11-508 42018-42519
No R GGCCATTCTTACAGCAAACC - -
C91B2N14G07 F CCAGGTTCCGCTATTGGTTA 1281 605-1240 96498-97159
No R ATGACAACGCGGTTGATGTA 1285 5-1264 96748-98032
C91B1F11C06 F ATGCGGTTTGACCGATAAAG 1272
1-510
552-1268
102841-103359
104706-105480
Yes R GGCTGGAGTCGGTCTACTTG 1297 5-495 105978-106469
C91B2H4D02 F CTGCCAGGTATTGGAGAACC 1103 3-1044 125322-126370
No R TACCAAAGGGAGTCCAAACG 503 131-503 125452-125846
C91B2H19D10 F GCCGTCTTAGGTGCGACTAC 1365 8-492 197026-197513
No R CCCTTGTCGCCTCTCTGTAG 664 93-326 197105-197347
D101A1C17B09 F AAAATGGTGTGGATCCGGTA 1272 16-1211 215543-216777
No R TCAGAACCATGCGAGTGAAA 151 85-142  215606-215667
D101A2K18F09 F GGTCGGGGCATAACTTTACA 1236 9-1167 186387-187578
Yes R AATGTTTGCTTGCCCATTTC 1260 14-1163 187257-186087
D102B1B9A05 F CGGAGACACGACTACAAGCA 597 25-425  8969-8570
No R CCAGCTTCAGGTTTCTCTGG 502 135-209  187616-187540
Table 2.13: Second group of primers designed for closure of gaps located within Hope contig 2
BLASTn (no filter)
BAC identifier
F/
R Primer sequence
Product 
length
Product-
location
Contig2-
location Closure?
D71B2D16B08 F CCTGTGCGTGTGTACTTGCT 1214 14-871 24141-25000
Yes R GTGCCCTAGCTACCTGATGC 1211 9-475 25498-25031
D71B2H8D04 F TGATACAATACCGGGGCAAT
No R GAACTTGCCGGTGAGAAGAG 526 12-526 78198-77683
D72A1A3A02 F CTGACCATGGACATTGGATG 1195 13-70 87439-87497
No R TCCCCGTACGTTACCGATAG
C91B2H8D04 F CAGGGGTCTCTGAGGGTACA
No R CCACTGTTGGGGAACGTAGT 467 3-330 96825-96498
C91B2J10E05 F CCGATCATTTGTTTGGACCT No
94R CAGCACACGTTCAGCTTGAT
C91B2F22C11 F GCCTTTTGGTGGAAGTTCTG
No R GGCTTTTCTGGCACTTTCAC
C91B2N12G06 F ACATCACCTTGGCAGGAATC
No R GCCCTCGTCCTTGTTATGAT
C91B1D13B07 F CAACGAAAATGGTGCTTCCT
No R CGAGCAGGAATTAAGCTTGG
C91B1L17F09 F TTTAGGCAATGCACGAGTTG
No R TCGAAAGTTGACCAACCAAA
D101B1B13A07 F AATCAGTGGCCATTTCTTCG 721 10-298
204352-
204640
No R CCTCGCTTAACGCGATACAT
D103A2A22A11 F GGACAGGCGGTTATGAGAAA
No R ATAGCTCAGGTGCGGTGAGT
P3A81A2E8C04 F GGCGTAGCCACACTCAATTC 803 5-619
268169-
268723
Yes R CCAGGTTCCGCTATTGGTTA 401 9-262
269034-
268781
P3A81A2G6D03 F TATGGTTCATGGCGTTCAAA
No R CGATGGTGATCAAGATGGTG 1191 10-501
274300-
273809
P3A81A2M6G03 F ACGCATAAAACCTGGCTCTG 556 14-530
274996-
275514
Yes R TTACCGGAGGAACACTTTGG 706 9-345
275882-
275545
P3A81B1H17D06 F TTACTTTGTTCCCCGAGCTG
No R GAAAATAGGGTTCCCCCAGA
Hope contig 3
Table 2.14: Primers designed for closure of gaps located within Hope contig 3
BLASTn (no filter)
BAC identifier
F/
R Primer sequence
Product 
length
Product-
location contig3-location Closure?
P3A91A1C17B09 F ATCTCGGGGACGAGATTTTT 943 5-940 953-1856
Yes R CATCAAGATCCTCCGTGGTT 357 40-357 29309-29627
P3A93A2C12B06 F CAACTCTCAAAGGCGACACA 1215 8-547 29275-29814
No R ATTTGAAACGGGGGCTAAGT
P3A93A1E15C08 F GGAGAGCCCAAGCATATGAA
No R TCCTTGTGAAGCTTCCCTGT
P3A92A2K12F06 F TTTGGCTCGAGTGTTTGTTG
No R GGGGGACACCTCTAGACACA
P2B21A2K4F02 F TCTGTTCGTGTTCCATACACA
No R GGCCCCATCTATTGAGGTTT
P2B22A1M11G06 F TGGAAAATCCATCCTACCAC
No R AAAATCAAAACACCAACCACTACA
P2B21B2N10G05 F CGGTGACGCTAGGGTTGTAT 639 6-140 135958-136093
No R ACTGTTGGGGAACGTTGAAG
P2B22A2G16D08 F CAATGCCTCCTCATTTCCTC 1193 8-382 168374-168750 No
95R TCTTCTTCACCGTTACGTCAGA 634 42-384 168407-168750
P2B22A2G6D03 F CAATGTGGATTGGCATGTGT 1214
6-498
542-1187
169889-170381
170485-171165
Yes R CATCTATGCTTGGGCACCTT 1211
11-558
602-1163
171032-170485
170381-169803
P2B21A1M21G11 F CGAAGATGTCGTCCAAGTCC
No R TCATCTACACCGACGAGCTG
4. Discussion 
The highly repetitive wheat genome sequence has previously been considered too difficult to 
assemble because of the high repetitive content (Gill et al. 2004). The sequencing and analysis 
carried out in this project, along with other wheat sequencing projects that look to use the 
published chromosome 3B physical map (Paux et al. 2008), strive to overcome problems posed 
by repetitive sequences and genome complexity. Methods such as the novel assembly 
techniques (Thomas Wicker, University of Zurich, Switzerland) that were detailed earlier in this 
chapter, provided extra support in the ordering of assembled wheat BAC contigs and creation of 
pseudomolecule sequences. 
The Phred/Phrap base calling and assembly programs (Ewing and Green 1998) were chosen as 
the genome assembler for multiple reasons. Firstly, Phred/Phrap were previously used in early, 
small-scale wheat and barley BAC sequencing studies (Wicker et al. 2001; Brooks et al. 2002) 
and the program is well known throughout the wheat genomics community. Secondly, the 
program is open-source, which is important when dealing with multiple international 
collaborators, as was the case in this project. The nature of open-source means that research 
facilities are able to have free access to the software and able to manipulate the program to their 
96needs and the needs of the wheat genomics community. Genome assembly ‘pipelines’ such as 
Celera (used in the assembly of the human genome sequence; Venter et al. 2001) create a lot of 
non-sequence supplementary data and can complicate the assembly process. 
Due to the large amount of TEs contained in wheat genomic sequences, multiple sources of 
assembly evidence must be available to create pseudomolecule sequences. Shotgun reads from 
BAC sequencing at the terminal portions of BAC contigs provide strong support for 
pseudomolecule construction but the high homology of many of the reads make it difficult to 
provide unambiguous ordering of the genome sequence. TE resources such as the Triticeae 
repeat sequence database (TREP; http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/ITMI/Repeats/) along with previous 
research into TEs within wheat genomic sequences, provide excellent support in the ordering of 
BAC contigs because they were very well characterised and found in high numbers throughout 
the genome. 
Twelve of the 40 primer pairs designed for gap closure were successful in closing gaps in the 
assembly of the ctg11 genome sequence. 33 gaps are still left within the sequence but most are 
in repetitive elements such as CACTA DNA transposons, that have large regions of tandem-
repeated sequence motifs that are difficult to close using PCR product sequencing. Only a small 
amount of gap closure work was needed in the ctg1034 genome sequence where three gaps out 
of 8 primer pairs designed for gap closure were successful. The ctg1034 genome sequence from 
chromosome 3BL was assembled from a large number of BAC clones and therefore the amount 
of overlap between BACs meant that fewer gaps existed. At the time of writing, ctg1034 is one 
97of the most complete and finished genomic sequences ever studied in the hexaploid wheat 
genome with only three sequence gaps being left in the sequence over a length of 783,553bp. 
Figure 2.9: Gap closure of a genomic sequence gap in Hope contig 1. Primer sequences 
designed on either side of the gap were sequenced using BAC DNA and the product was 
compared to the genomic sequence in the top example. If the sequence product was identified 
at either side of the gap, the sequence was edited and closed (bottom example).
The gap closures performed on the three assembled contigs of the Hope cultivar of wheat was 
consistent to what was identified in the Chinese Spring sequences where the relatively low 
success rate is most likely due to highly repetitive elements and the low-complexity sequence 
contained within these sequences. Only two gaps were identified within Hope contig 1 with one 
gap closed (Figure 2.9) and one remaining in the sequence. The largest Hope contig 2 
98(290,884bp) was the most successful contig for gap closure with 6 gaps closed and 16 gaps still 
remaining within the assembled sequence. The final Hope contig 3 had 2 gaps closed by gap 
closure sequencing and 12 gaps remain. Further BAC sequencing is currently being carried out 
in the region between Hope contigs 2 and 3 to close the gap between the two sequences and 
identify any possible gene-coding regions located within. 
As mentioned above, the success of gap closure and the reduction of the number of gaps are 
dependent on the nature of the genomic sequence. TEs are a major factor in failed gap closure 
and the inability of closing gaps within assembled genomic sequences. CACTA DNA 
transposons especially contain large traces of tandem-repeated sequence motifs of sizes 2-30bp 
and up to 380bp throughout the element (Wicker et al. 2003). In addition, PCR products 
sequenced in this study also identified large stretches of guanine (G) bases, which cause 
problems with sequencing (Figure 2.10). Considering only 12 of the 40 primers designed were 
successful indicates that the efficiency of this gap closure technique is quite poor. Perhaps this 
gap closure step could be better served by using short-read sequence information to re-sequence 
the genome sequence (Bentley 2006) to reduce finishing time and wet laboratory work. 
99Figure 2.10: Sequencing trace file output from a PCR product produced in the gap closure of 
ctg11 using 4Peaks (http://mekentosj.com/science/4peaks/). Large stretches of guanine (G) 
bases (indicated on the figure) cause a premature end to the sequence. PCR was carried out 
by Dora Li (Murdoch University, Western Australia).
Many of the failed primer sequences for gap closure (yellow and orange coloured cells in Tables 
4-5 and 7-14) that were identified in this study were most likely due to insufficient primer 
specificity or problems during the sequencing reaction. Red coloured cells contained within the 
gap closure analysis tables did not produce any PCR product at all and were more than likely 
due to the design of primers on sub-clone identifiers that did not contain the primer sequence. 
100ABI sequence reads have a tendency to produce poor quality sequence at either end of the 
sequence read, which produced BLASTN matches to the genome that started 10-200bp after the 
start or end of the product (Ewing et al. 1998). On balance, the time taken to produce PCR 
products for gap closure as well as the editing of genomic sequences must be weighed up 
against the costs of sequencing additional BAC clones, shown to be effective over the ctg1034 
FPC contig located on chromosome 3BL. 
The difficulty of identifying matching forward and reverse reads in ‘phase 1’ assembly can often 
be confusing due to the high sequence similarity of reads found in repetitive elements and so the 
use of TEs to aid assembly is very powerful. TSDs are quite reliable as assembly ‘sign-posts’ 
because they are sequence specific, giving an accurate identification from the TE. Problems 
within this technique arise with TEs (especially DNA transposons) that have TSDs of only 2-3 
bp. TSDs can also contain mutations that make it difficult to identify matches. But most of all, 
‘phase 2’ pseudomolecule construction is difficult to automate. Complex nesting patterns of 
particular TEs that were taken into account when assembling TE-containing contigs, along with 
TSD information retrieval, require human decision-making steps from the person assembling the 
pseudomolecule (T. Wicker et al. 2009 in preparation). Despite this, the strategy of using TEs 
in the a two-phase assembly strategy of wheat chromosome 3B pseudomolecule sequences was 
successful and will be a valuable tool in future complex genome sequencing projects.
1015. Chapter Summary
· Two regions of the hexaploid wheat (Triticum aestivum) genome were sequenced 
through a BAC-by-BAC shotgun strategy using information from the published 
chromosome 3B physical map (Paux et al. 2008). Two wheat cultivars, Chinese Spring 
and Hope, provided genomic DNA for sequencing and assembly in this study.
· A novel two-phase genome assembly protocol was used to construct large 
pseudomolecules from multiple BAC clones. The process used wheat TE information to 
align sequenced contigs.
· Primers were designed to close sequence gaps within pseudomolecules and were 
successful in both closing gaps and validating the genome assembly procedure.
· 16 Chinese Spring BACs were sequenced over the chromosome 3B FPC physical map 
contig ctg11 region (located on the short chromosome arm) and assembled into a 
1,266,078bp pseudomolecule sequence with 33 gaps remaining after gap closure.
· 15 Chinese Spring BACs were sequenced over the chromosome 3B FPC physical map 
contig ctg1034 region (located on the long chromosome arm) and assembled into a 
783,553bp pseudomolecule sequence with 3 gaps remaining after gap closure.
· Seven Hope BACs were sequence over the equivalent Chinese Spring ctg11 region of 
chromosome 3BS and were assembled into three pseudomolecule sequence (totalling 
590,565bp) separated by gaps of an unknown length
· One BAC (036-I14) was sequenced using Sanger and 454-sequencing technologies and 
inconsistencies between an initial assembly and a later assembly identified a 60kb 
inversion sequence caused by two similar CACTA DNA transposons.
102· Small, highly repetitive sequence motifs located within particular TEs and >10bp runs of 
G’s in sequences caused problems in DNA sequencing.
· A strategy of an increased number of high-coverage overlapping BAC clones (used in 
ctg1034) is suggested as being more successful and economical in obtaining highly 
finished sequencing than PCR gap closure of multiple gaps.
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1. Introduction
To date, the largest sequenced, assembled and annotated genomic sequence from BAC clones 
from Triticeae genomes is 439kb (Wicker et al. 2005). The recent publication of the physical 
map of the largest wheat chromosome 3B (Paux et al. 2008), along with other mapping projects 
initiated within the international wheat genome sequencing consortium (IWGSC), has now 
established a platform for more extensive sequencing studies.
The complexity of the wheat genome, caused by waves of retrotransposable element insertions 
(Charles et al. 2008), has produced complex relationships between the genomes of other closely 
related species. Gene deletions and disruptions generated by the fast replacement of repetitive 
104elements in wheat (Dubcovsky et al. 2001; Devos et al. 2005; Dubcovsky and Dvorak 2007) 
have resulted in disruption of colinearity at a micro (sub-megabase) level (Appels et al. 2003; 
Yan et al. 2003; Sorrells et al. 2003; Francki et al. 2004). In view of genomic changes that are 
possible within a given time span, conservation of genes over species tends to imply an 
important functional or regional constraint that does not permit a change in genomic structure 
(Todd et al. 2001).
The availability of finished, whole genome sequences for Oryza sativa (International Rice 
Genome Sequencing Project, 2005) and Sorghum bicolor (Paterson et al. 2009), as well as 
extensive sequencing of the Zea mays (http://www.maizesequence.org) and Brachypodium 
distachyon (http://www.brachypodium.org) genomes, has provided a basis for a detailed 
analysis of colinearity. Due to a lack of whole genome sequence data, micro-colinearity has 
been confirmed on individual sequenced genetic loci of agronomically important genes 
(Chantret et al. 2004; Faris et al. 2008) but little work has been carried out to identify any 
detailed relationships in regions of low gene density.
Gene islands exist in grass genomes (SanMiguel et al. 1996; Feuillet and Keller 1999; Tikhonov 
et al. 1999; Wicker et al. 2001) and gene-densities of over one gene every 20kb have been 
reported (Caldwell et al. 2004; Devos et al. 2005). On chromosome 3B, Charles et al. (2008) 
carried out random BAC sequencing to identify transposable element distribution and annotated 
very few active genes within distal regions of the long-arm of the chromosome. Only one gene 
island (containing two active genes) was identified out of the 10 annotated BAC clones. 
105This thesis chapter reports on the analysis and annotation of a group of 15 BACs located within 
FPC ctg1034 from the hexaploid wheat chromosome 3B physical map (Paux et al. 2008), and 
their assembly into a 783,553bp genomic sequence. This large genomic sequence is among the 
first reported for the long arm of chromosome 3B and is also one of the largest and most 
complete genomic sequences described for wheat. Annotation of ctg1034 through 
bioinformatics analysis identified a conserved gene island containing three genes of different 
gene function. Comparative analysis with five other cereal genomes revealed the highly 
conserved nature of the gene island despite no apparent co-expression or other shared functional 
attributes being identified. 
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Mapping of selected BAC clones
Selected clones were mapped to chromosome 3B using insertion site based polymorphism 
(ISBP) markers (Devos et al. 2005; Paux et al. 2006). Two ISBPs (Sc3-119 and Sc3-120) from 
ctg1034 were located on the long arm of chromosome 3B using standard deletion stocks of 
wheat (Gill et al.1996). The Sc3-119 primer 5’-TCCAAGACGTTTCTTCCACC-3’ and 5’-
GAGGTGACGTGGCATCATTA-3’ generated a 158bp product and was located at 510,455bp 
within the ctg1034 sequence. The second ISBP used, Sc3-120 with primer ‘5-
GCCCCTGGCTTGTATTATGA-3’ and 5’-TCAGCTGAAGGGTCGTTTTT-3’ giving a 190bp 
specific fragment located at 523,485bp. The PCRs carried out on genome DNA from the 
106standard 3B deletion stocks and the 162 double haploid lines from the cross Cranbook x Halberd 
followed standard reaction conditions (Lehmensiek et al. 2005; McFadden et al. 2006).
2.2 BAC shotgun sequencing
See Chapter 2: Development of a Novel Wheat Genome Sequence Assembly and Validation 
Procedure to Construct High-quality Pseudomolecule Sequences
2.3 Genome sequence analysis and annotation
Repetitive DNA analysis was carried out using Repeatmasker (Smit et al. 
http://www.repeatmasker.org) and BLAST local alignment searching (Altschul et al. 1990) against 
the Triticeae repetitive element (TREP) database (Wicker et al. 2002) and the gypsy mobile 
elements database (GyDB; Llorens et al. 2008). Open reading frames (ORFs) were identified by 
the use of FGENESH (http://www.softberry.com/), GENSCAN trained on maize genome sequence 
(Burge and Karlin 1997) and GlimmerHMM trained on rice sequence (Majoros et al. 2004). 
Sequence homology searching was carried out by BLAST programs with a cut-off E-value of 
1e
-30 for nucleotide sequences and 1e
-10 for amino acid sequences as to retain significant 
matches. This is consistent with other wheat genome sequencing studies (Faris et al. 2008). 
Homology searches of genes against NCBI ESTs were required to have >80% coverage over the 
EST sequence. Protein domains were identified by searching the Pfam protein family database 
(Finn, 2008), as well as the conserved domains database (CDD) at NCBI (Marchler-Bauer 
2007). InterProScan (Quevillon 2005) was run against the InterPro protein domain database 
107(Apweiler 2001), which also includes a signal peptide and Trans-membrane search. Pair-wise 
sequence comparisons were carried out using DOTTER (Sonnhammer and Durbin 1995) and 
multiple sequence comparisons were carried out using the Clustalx (Thompson et al. 2002). The 
hidden Markov model search program HMMer (Eddy 1998) was also used. Graphical display of 
the sequence map was produced with WICKERsoft (T. Wicker, pers. comm.).
2.4 Comparative sequence analysis
Genome sequence annotations used in this study include release 5 of the TIGR rice 
pseudomolecules (Ouyang et al. 2007), the 4X draft genome sequence of Brachypodium 
distachyon (http://www.brachypodium.org/), the 2a.50 release of the Maize (Zea mays) genome 
sequence (http://www.maizesequence.org) and release 1 of the Sorghum bicolor genome 
(http://www.phytozome.net/sorghum). Multipipmaker (Schwartz et al. 2003) and Multidotter 
(Nozaki et al. 2005) were used for nucleotide sequence comparisons. Clustalx was used to 
compare amino acid sequences and Multidotter, Mauve (Darling et al. 2004) and ACT (Carver 
et al. 2005) was used to compare multiple genome sequences at one time.
2.5 Long terminal repeat (LTR) dating 
The methodology for dating LTR retrotransposons was taken from previous studies calculating 
the insertion rates within 5’ and 3’ LTRs (SanMiguel et al. 1998; Ma et al. 2004; Ma and 
Bennetzen 2004; Wicker at al. 2005; Gu et al. 2006; Wicker and Keller 2007). To test the 
relative ages of LTR elements, 5’ and 3’ LTR sequences were aligned using the EMBOSS 
108Smith-Waterman local alignment program WATER (Rice et al. 2000), then the number of 
transversions and transition mutations between the two sequences were calculated using perl 
scripts (T. Wicker, pers. comm.). A substitution rate of 6.5 x10
–9 substitutions/site/year was then 
used to calculate the age of each LTR element. 
2.6 Protein modelling 
A protein model of a chromodomain domain found within a gypsy LTR retrotransposon was 
created by comparing the amino acid sequence to a closely related protein match sequence using 
MODELLER (Sali et al. 1995) and viewing the protein databank file (PDB) output using iMol 
(http://www.pirx.com/iMol/).
3. Results
3.1     Ctg1034     sequence assembly    
Chapter 2: Development of a Novel Wheat Genome Sequence Assembly and Validation 
Procedure to Construct High-quality Pseudomolecule Sequences
3.2 Chromosome 3B mapping
Two insertion site based polymorphism (ISBP) markers (Devos et al. 2005; Paux et al. 2006; 
Bartos et al. 2008) were identified in the sequence and used to screen the Cranbrook x Halberd 
109mapping population (Lehmensiek et al. 2005) to find the chromosomal location of ctg1034 on 
chromosome 3B. Figure 3.1 (left panel) shows the two markers (co-located with no 
recombination between) on the chromosome 3B Cranbrook x Halberd map. Both ISBPs from 
ctg1034 were located within the terminal deletion bin (3B-7) on the long-arm of chromosome 
3B (right panel in Fig 3.1).
Figure 3.1: Location of ctg1034. The bin 3BL-7 is characterised by the SSRs Xgwm299, 
Xgwm2152, Xgwm547, Xgwm247, Xgwm340, Xgwm181, Xfwm4, Xcfa2170, Xbarc84, 
Xpsr170, XksuG62 (Sourdille et al. 2004) and the two ISBP markers (Sc3-119 and Sc3-120) 
could be assigned to this deletion bin. Lane 1-8 on the electrophoresis gel (2) of the figure 
indicates the analysis of Sc3-119 and Sc3-120 with the deletion bins of chromosome 3B (lane 
1: 3BS-8, lane 2: 3BS-9, lane 3: 3BS-1, lane 4: 3BL-10, lane 5: 3BL-7, lane 6: Halberd and 
lane 7: Cranbrook). Genetic mapping using the Cranbrook x Halberd population (McFadden 
et al. 2007) confirmed the long arm location on 3B. The cytogenetic and genetic maps (1) 
shows a small part of the map (complete map, Cran*Hal 3B Feb09, is available at 
http://ccg.murdoch.edu.au/cmap/ccg-live/).
1103.3 Transposable element annotation of     ctg1034    
Transposable elements (TEs) were annotated in this study using BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990) 
sequence homology searches against the non-redundant nucleotide (e-value <1e
-30) and protein 
(e-value <1e
-10) sets of the TREP database. Alignments to TEs located within ctg1034 were 
confirmed using the DOTTER dot-matrix program (Sonnhammer and Durbin 1995), which was 
used to identify TSDs at either end of the element. Table 3.1 lists the TE families that are 
distributed within ctg1034 and their sequence proportions compared to the rest of the assembled 
contig. 
Table 3.1: TE Annotation of chromosome 3BL ctg1034 pseudomolecule.
Class Order Family Code Elements
Complete 
TSD Nested
Length 
(bp) % TEs % Contig
Class I 
(Retrotransposable 
elements) LINE Unknown RIX 1 1 2962 0.46% 0.38%
LTR Copia RLC 9 9 1 93966 14.66% 11.99%
Gypsy RLG 55 39 19 401485 62.64% 51.24%
Unknown RLX 6 3 2 29915 4.67% 3.82%
Total 71 51 23 528328 82.42% 67.43%
Class II (DNA 
Transposons) TIR CACTA DTC 9 5 5 100864 15.74% 12.87%
Harbinger DTH 1 1838 0.29% 0.23%
Mutator DTM 1 802 0.13% 0.10%
Tc1-
mariner DTT 1 693 0.11% 0.09%
Unknown DXX 1 730 0.11% 0.09%
Total 13 5 5 104927 16.37% 13.39%
Unknown XXX 2 7733 1.21% 0.99%
Total Transposable 
elements 86 56 28 640988 81.81%
Total genome sequence 783553
Overall, TEs made up 81.8% of the entire ctg1034 pseudomolecule. The repetitive element 
content was dominated by retrotransposable elements (class I TEs, 82.42% of all TEs and 
67.43% of the entire contig), considered to transpose through the action of a RNA intermediate. 
111This was compared to the DNA transposons (class II), which comprised only 16.37% of all TEs 
(13.39% of the total contig). The gypsy family of long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposable 
elements were by far the most abundant type of class I-TE, with 71 out of the 86 transposons 
found (51 of which were complete with intact TSDs) and occupying more than half the total 
sequence of ctg1034 (51.24%).  
The CACTA DNA transposons and copia LTR families were also well represented with 12.87% 
and 11.99% of the total ctg1034 sequence respectively. The CACTA DNA transposons had a 
high proportion of elements that contained nested insertions (5 out of the 9 elements found), 
while in comparison, the gypsy LTR retrotransposons had a slightly lower proportion of nested 
elements (19 out of 55). The copia LTR elements were found to be the most intact with only one 
element containing a nested insertion and all identified to be complete with intact TSDs. 
Tandem repeats considered to be located within heterochromatic regions in Triticeae genomes 
were also assayed to identify matches to ctg1034. Two matches were identified with one ‘D 
genome specific’ Aegilops tauschii repetitive DNA sequence (Genbank accession: D30736; 
Nagaki et al 1995) and the other being a ‘centromeric-specific’ tandem repeat taken from clone 
6C6-3 of the same species (Genbank accession: AY249982; Zhang et al 2004). The well-studied 
Ae. thaliana repeat (Nagaki et al. 1995) is from the Afa1 family of tandem repeats (based on the 
restriction enzyme site) and is made up of 240 bp units, only one of which was located in the 
ctg1034 sequence between 72,048 and 72,279bp (89% nucleotide identity over 233bp). The Ae. 
tauschii ‘centromeric-specific’ repeat was almost a perfect match (92% nucleotide identity over 
1121018bp) between 40,882 and 41,898bp. Both these tandem repeat matches were located within 
TEs, with the Ae. squarrosa repetitive DNA sequence found within the CACTA DNA 
transposon Conan and the Ae. tauschii tandem repeat found within the gypsy LTR 
retrotransposon Cereba. 
3.4 Dating of long terminal repeats (LTRs) from LTR-containing retrotransposons
Complete LTR retrotransposons that contained no nested insertions were used to date the LTR 
regions of each element. Dates of the complete LTR elements containing no nested elements are 
detailed in Table 3.2. Two copia LTR elements were not used due to their observed LTR lengths 
from the computational analysis being inconsistent with their actual LTR lengths annotated 
within the TREP database.
Table 3.2: LTR dating analysis of complete LTR retrotransposons located within the ctg1034.
Beginning End Element name
LTR 
length TI TV %ID K2P K2P TSD MYA  MYA STD
249650 260642 RLG_Danae_1 1085 74 23 91.05% 0.0966 0.0101 3,714,718 389,988
397820 446652 RLG_Romani_1.1 1168 68 21 92.38% 0.0813 0.0089 3,128,147 340,885
30757 39317 RLC_Angela_1 1728 86 46 92.36% 0.0811 0.0072 3,119,428 277,520
204237 213699 RLG_WHAM_3 1384 55 40 93.13% 0.0722 0.0075 2,778,608 289,893
51106 64528 RLC_Maximus_1 662 26 12 94.25% 0.0601 0.0099 2,310,355 381,162
412140 422456 RLG_WHAM_5.1 1411 54 25 94.40% 0.0585 0.0067 2,250,804 257,415
292440 301138 RLG_Nusif_1 735 29 11 94.55% 0.0569 0.0092 2,187,988 351,988
698865 709732 RLG_Romani_3 2614 96 44 94.64% 0.0559 0.0048 2,148,925 184,481
1107 8083 RLG_Sabrina_1 1551 44 35 94.90% 0.0529 0.0060 2,033,004 231,378
185750 191045 RLG_Fatima_3 364 9 9 95.05% 0.0512 0.0122 1,969,779 469,026
657270 664590 RLG_Sakura_3 1632 60 19 95.15% 0.0504 0.0058 1,938,434 221,680
424201 445540 RLG_Latidu_2.1 1282 38 21 95.39% 0.0477 0.0063 1,833,338 241,595
583366 588093 RLG_Quinta_1 977 23 18 95.80% 0.0433 0.0068 1,663,895 262,304
425399 436356 RLC_Barbara_2 1478 39 22 95.87% 0.0426 0.0055 1,637,840 211,954
552955 562874 RLC_Barbara_3 1659 38 28 96.02% 0.0410 0.0051 1,575,164 195,658
454138 464145 RLG_Fatima_8 472 13 4 96.39% 0.0371 0.0091 1,427,237 350,314
113580597 594573 RLG_WHAM_8.1 509 8 10 96.46% 0.0362 0.0086 1,393,733 330,687
609537 696772 RLG_Sabrina_5.1 3031 78 27 96.53% 0.0356 0.0035 1,370,459 135,213
680929 690913 RLG_Fatima_11 472 12 4 96.61% 0.0349 0.0088 1,340,416 338,757
282220 291351 RLG_Fatima_6 471 8 8 96.60% 0.0348 0.0088 1,338,074 336,795
134206 144108 RLC_Barbara_1 1631 34 20 96.68% 0.0339 0.0047 1,305,385 179,112
610093 626355 RLG_Sabrina_6.1 484 9 7 96.69% 0.0339 0.0085 1,302,131 327,909
643972 656186 RLG_Laura_2 4053 95 37 96.74% 0.0334 0.0029 1,285,594 112,992
119424 127450 RLG_Ifis_1 522 11 6 96.74% 0.0334 0.0082 1,283,856 314,005
269479 281375 RLG_Sumana_1 4112 85 40 96.96% 0.0311 0.0028 1,196,996 107,959
104349 129111 RLG_WHAM_2.1 1762 30 21 97.10% 0.0296 0.0042 1,136,986 160,266
665130 676472 RLG_Daniela_1 1044 20 10 97.12% 0.0294 0.0054 1,129,789 207,852
112216 119386 RLG_Sabrina_3 1575 27 15 97.33% 0.0272 0.0042 1,046,420 162,556
714575 723146 RLC_Angela_4 1730 35 8 97.51% 0.0254 0.0039 976,549 150,256
612274 621736 RLG_Fatima_10 471 7 4 97.66% 0.0238 0.0072 914,067 277,198
565922 571689 RLX_Gujog_2 482 7 3 97.92% 0.0211 0.0067 810,958 257,940
772326 782357 RLG_Fatima_12 470 4 5 98.08% 0.0194 0.0065 746,200 249,601
632271 638167 RLG_Olivia_1 1031 15 4 98.15% 0.0187 0.0043 719,780 166,154
538024 546583 RLG_Fatima_9 517 6 3 98.25% 0.0176 0.0059 678,450 227,174
219645 228326 RLC_WIS_1 1778 16 6 98.76% 0.0125 0.0027 480,578 102,829
To confirm the LTR dating procedure and methodology, a nested LTR retrotransposon was 
identified within another element that both had full length, intact LTR regions. The gypsy LTR 
element ‘Sumaya_1’ inserted into the gypsy element ‘Fatima_2’, with the LTR dating model 
predicting that Sumaya should contain fewer variations in its LTRs and therefore be younger in 
relative age. Using the same methodology used in Table 3.2, the theory was confirmed (Table 
3.3) with the Fatima element (2.75 million years old) being almost twice as old as its nested 
insertion Sumaya (inserted 1.45 million years ago).
Table 3.3: Confirmation of the LTR dates of a nested insertion
Start End LTR Element Sites TI TV K2P
K2P 
STD
LTR Age 
(years) STD
149974 170228 RLG_Fatima_2 442 19 11 0.0715 0.0133 2,750,536 511,494
154431 167226 RLG_Sumaya_1 4566 27 141 0.0378 0.0029 1,452,326 112,888
1143.5 Chromodomains identified in two     gypsy     LTR retrotransposons    
Two gypsy elements, Romani located at 698,865 – 709732bp and Latidu located at 510,556 – 
523623bp in ctg1034, were also found to contain significant matches to chromodomains, which 
are found in the C-terminal region of the integrase (IN) protein domain of the gypsy internal 
polyprotein (gag-pol) domain (Novikova et al. 2008). A profile HMM (Eddy, 1998) constructed 
using consensus sequences of reverse transcriptase (RT) and IN domains in Novikova et al. 
(2008) was used to identify potential chromodomain matches (e-values of 5.7e
-307 and 1.5e
-303 for 
Romani and Latidu respectively). Chromodomains were originally identified in the centromeric 
heterochromatin of Drosophila (Paro and Hogness 1991; Elgin 1996) and have been claimed to 
target the integration of TEs into heterochromatin by recognising histone modifications 
(Novikova et al. 2008). The internal regions of both the Romani and Latidu LTR gypsy elements 
were also searched using BLASTX against the characterised internal domains of the gypsy 
mobile genetic element database (GyDB; Llorens et al. 2008). Both elements contained 
significant matches (e-value of 1e
-149) to the integrase domain of the Oryza sativa LTR gypsy 
element Retrosat-2. 
115Figure 3.2: Predicted protein domain structure from the C-terminal integrase chromodomain 
found in the gypsy LTR retrotransposable element named Latidu. The structure was predicted 
using sequence alignment with the characterised CLR4 chromodomain (1G6Z; Horita et al. 
2001) from RCSB Protein Data Bank (Kouranov et al. 2006).
The integrase domains of each element were then searched against the RSCB protein databank 
(PDB; Kouranov et al. 2006) and PFAM protein family database (Finn 2008) to confirm the 
structural match to a characterised chromodomain protein. The Latidu gypsy match was the only 
element of the two that had any sequence match to a chromodomain (PF00385) and showed 
sequence homology to the CLR4 chromodomain from Schizosaccharomyces pombe (1G6Z; 
Horita et al. 2001), in PDB. By aligning the Latidu chromodomain to the CLR4 structurally 
characterised protein match, a putative predicted structure of the chromodomain was created 
(Figure 3.2). The arrows marked on Figure 3.2 indicate the three characteristic (B1, B2 and B3) 
116beta-sheets, but the a1 alpha-helix end sequence marked in red is not completely formed due to 
the termination of the domain sequence. This is similar to the many of the group II 
chromodomain amino acid sequences displayed in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: The ‘classical’ protein structure of two characterised chromodomains are shown 
in (A) along with the multiple sequence alignments of four families of chromodomains (B); 
chromodomains, shadow chromodomains, group I and II LTR retrotransposons 
chromodomains; and how they also contain 3 beta-sheets and one alpha-helical secondary 
protein structures (taken from Novikova 2009).
3.6 Gene content annotation of     ctg1034         
The 783,553bp ctg1034 sequence was masked for repetitive elements with the repeat masking 
program RepeatMasker (Smit et al. http://www.repeatmasker.org) run using the TREP database. 
The masked sequence was then passed through open reading frame (ORF) finder programs 
FGENESH (http://linux1.softberry.com/berry.phtml) and GlimmerHMM (Majoros et al. 2004). 
Predicted ORFs from both programs were screened against the MSU rice protein database 
117(http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/) and NCBI non-redundant amino-acid database using BLAST 
to identify non-redundant gene matches. A database of 11,902 full-length wheat cDNA 
sequences from the KOMUGI Wheat Genetic Resource 
(http://www.shigen.nig.ac.jp/wheat/komugi/) was also screened to identify any direct matches to 
wheat cDNAs. All annotated genes followed the standard GT-AG eukaryotic intron splice site 
model.
Four ORFs of significant homology to characterised protein matches in NCBI non-redundant 
amino acid and MSU rice protein database were found and all were found within a 16kb 
window between 491,000-507,000bp of the ctg1034 contig. The first ORF found at the very 
beginning of the 16kb region was identified to be a fragment (28% coverage) of the MSU rice 
protein hit, LOC_Os05g35160 (Clathrin assembly protein) with no significant wheat EST or 
cDNA match and was not considered further. The other three ORFs were annotated as gene-
coding sequences and all had hits to the NCBI non-redundant protein database. All three genes 
were annotated using BLAST alignments to the MSU rice protein annotations (Ouyang et al. 
2007) and their intron-exon structure was confirmed using NCBI ESTs and rice full-length 
cDNA information (Rice Full-Length cDNA Consortium, 2003). The total gene-density of the 
ctg1034 sequence was 1 gene per 261,184bp.
118Table 3.4: Gene and EST analysis of the ctg1034 ‘gene-island’ genes
Gene Position Size 
(bp)
Numbe
r of 
exons
Number 
of amino 
acids
Wheat EST 
(>80% 
coverage)
E-value Gene coverage Wheat 
Unigene set
TaEP1 493556-
496044
248
9
2 551 CJ799192 
(667bp)
0.0 27% 
(over 1 exon)
Ta.11404
TaCRP
1
500300-
500735
436 2 118 BQ806045 
(623bp)
0.0 73% 
(over 2 exons)
Ta.14062
TaZFN
1
502241-
506766
452
6
7 435 CK209603 
(1147bp)
7e-
144 21% 
(over 5 exons)
Ta.11131
The first of the three genes, named TaEP1, was identified to be 2,489bp in length and encoded a 
predicted protein of 551 amino acids over 2 exons (Table 3.4). The gene has a high similarity at 
amino acid level (85% identity) to an expressed protein in rice (LOC_Os01g68830) and well as 
a catalytic domain-containing protein in Arabidopsis thaliana (At3g07210) (49% identity). The 
gene was supported by multiple wheat ESTs (CJ799192, BE500656, BG263254, BQ170023) all 
with a greater than 95% nucleotide identity. The second gene (TaCRP1) was quite small at only 
436bp in length and encoded a predicted protein of 118 amino acids over 2 exons (Table 3.4). 
The gene was well supported by multiple ESTs (CA636856, BQ806045, CA702257 and 
CA707955), which all had a greater than 95% nucleotide identity. The predicted protein of the 
gene was found to have homology (60% amino-acid identity) to an expressed protein in rice 
(LOC_Os01g68840), which appears in the MSU rice community annotation as a small, 
cysteine-rich protein named CRP6 (Silverstein et al. 2007). In previous work involving legumes 
(Graham et al. 2004), small cysteine rich peptides (CRPs) were classified as different classes of 
defensins, proteins that are active in fighting bacteria, fungi and viruses. The Cx(2)-CxCCx(6)-
Cx(4)-CCx(4)-Cx(9)-Cx(6)-CxCx(2) (Figure 3.4B) arrangement of the cysteine domain in 
TaCRP1 corresponds to the maternally expressed gene (MEG) family. 
119Figure 3.4 (previous page): Multiple amino acid sequence alignments of the three syntenic and 
colinear gene island genes; TaEP1 (A), TaCRP1 (B) and TaZFN1(C). Each of the wheat, 
Brachypodium and maize genes were annotated in this study, while the Sorghum bicolor (v1.0 
annotations from http://www.phytozome.net/sorghum) and rice (Ouyang et al. 2007) annotations 
were annotated in other studies. Annotated on the TaCRP1 alignment (B) is the signal peptide 
and cysteine-rich domain structures outlined in Silverstein et al. (2007). The Clustal colour 
format is used (http://ekhidna.biocenter.helsinki.fi/pfam2/clustal_colours). 
The last gene matched the NCBI non-redundant amino acid database was annotated as a zinc 
finger protein (TaZFN1). This gene was 4,525bp, has a 7-exon gene structure and encodes a 
120predicted protein of 430 amino acids (Table 3.4). The gene was shown to have high homology 
(82% identity) to the rice zinc finger CCCH domain-containing protein ZFN-like 2 (Q5JLB5) 
and well supported by wheat ESTs (Table 3.4) and a full-length wheat cDNA taken from the 
KOMUGI Wheat Genetic Resources Resource (http://www.shigen.nig.ac.jp/wheat/komugi/). 
TaZFN1 was the only one of the three identified ORFs that had a match to a full-length wheat 
cDNA; the cDNA match to the coding sequence of TaZFN1 was almost 100%, with only 2 base 
differences. 
The NCBI Unigene EST profiles (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/unigene) of each of the genes 
were compared in Table 3.5, showing the expression of each of the genes in wheat, barley and 
rice tissue-specific EST pools. There was a low-level of transcription of the EP1 gene and no 
tissue specificity could be inferred from the data across all species. While there was a low-level 
of transcription found from the EST data for the CRP1 gene, there was clear seed-tissue 
specificity across all species relative to the expression in leaf and root tissues. The ZFN1 gene 
displayed much higher transcription levels than the previous two genes but like EP1 no tissue-
specificity could be inferred.
121Table 3.5: Wheat and Rice UniGene EST expression profiles of the three genes located 
within the ctg1034 gene island. Barley EST profiles are also shown on the basis of 
BLASTN homology searches against the NCBI EST dataset. The eleven tissues are 
shown on the horizontal table axis along with the total tissue-specific ESTs located 
within the pool. 
UniGene 
Accession
Seed Leaf Root Stem Callus
EP1
Wheat Ta.11404 2 0 2 0 0
EST pool sizes 161877 57503 166795 93580 10594
Barley Hv.27853 0 1 0 0 0
EST pool sizes 88535 111884 32853 65681 16046
Rice Os.42759 0 1 0 3 1
EST pool sizes 32419 171897 68247 126907 164917
CRP1
Wheat Ta.14062 4 0 0 0 0
Barley Hv.19960 1 0 0 1 1
Rice Os.65102 3 0 0 0 8
ZFN1
Wheat Ta.11131 34 8 6 11 1
Barley Hv.8311 4 11 2 2 0
Rice Os.19086 3 5 0 3 12
3.7 Comparative analysis using the gene-island-coding sequences from cereal genomes 
The three genes found as a small cluster or island within the wheat ctg1034 region of 
chromosome 3B were used to search against the rice (Oryza sativa ssp. Japonica) and Sorghum 
bicolor genome sequences and each genome was found to be syntenic over the region, showing 
both conserved gene order and orientation. The MSU rice version 6 annotation of chromosome 
1 between 39,898,000 to 40,011,000bp (Table 3.6) was used along with the Sorghum Sbi1.4 
annotation models (MIPS/PASA on v1.0 assembly preliminary Genome-scan annotation of 
assembly sbi0 http://www.phytozome.net) from chromosome 3 of Sorghum bicolor from 
between 71,051,000 and 71,068,000bp (17kb region).
122Table 3.6: Characteristics of three wheat genes identified to be syntenic and colinear genome 
sequences to the Rice, Brachypodium and Sorghum bicolor genome sequences.
*denotes the Brachypodium and maize genes that were annotated along with wheat in this study.
Rice Genome Sorghum Genome Maize Genome Brachypodium 
Genome
Gene Description Gene 
Match
Chr1 position 
(strand)
Gene 
Match 
Chr3 
position 
(strand)
Gene 
Match*
AC217295.
3 Position 
(strand)
Gene 
Match*
Super_13 
position 
(strand)
TaEP1 Expressed 
Protein
LOC_Os0
1g68830
39991137-
39993669 (+)
Sb03g043
790
71051976-
71055103 
(+)
ZmEP1 65318-
67814 (+)
BdEP1 1312106-
1314592 
(+)
TaCRP1 Expressed 
Protein
LOC_Os0
1g68840
39997846-
39997379 (-)
Sb03g043
800
71059536-
71060101 
(-)
ZmCRP
1
117899-
118353 (-)
BdCRP1 1317872-
1318293 
(-) 
TaZFN1 Putative 
zinc finger 
CCCH type 
domain-
containing 
protein
LOC_Os0
1g68860
40009733-
40005685 (-)
Sb03g043
810
71062164-
71067135 
(-)
ZmZFN
1
119558-
125029 (-)
BdZFN1 1319767-
1324280 
(-) 
The three genes from ctg1034 were also searched against the Brachypodium distachyon line 
Bd21 and maize (Zea mays cv B73) genome sequences using BLASTN and the top hits of all 
three were once again found to have conserved gene order and orientation. The equivalent of the 
wheat 16kb region in the draft Brachypodium super13 scaffold sequence (1311-1327kb) 
contained the conserved colinear genes and was annotated using the same protocol used to 
annotate the ctg1034 wheat genome sequence. The three genes were named BdEP1, BdCRP1 
and BdZFN1 based on their rice protein matches in the MSU version 6 annotations (same as the 
wheat gene annotation, Table 3.4). A small genomic sequence gap within the draft sequence (4x 
sequence coverage) located inside exon 6 and intron 5 of BdZFN1 was filled on request to the 
Brachypodium genome-sequencing project (M. Bevan, pers comm.) and reduced the size of the 
syntenic gene island sequence to 14kb. A syntenic region containing the TaEP1, TaCRP1 and 
TaZFN1 genes in maize was located within the ctg131 FPC contig on maize chromosome 3. The 
maize genomic BAC clone containing all three genes (AC217295.3) was accessed from the 
123maize genome sequence project website (http://maizesequence.org/) and were annotated for all 
genes (Table 3.7) based on alignments to Sorghum bicolor gene annotations 
(http://www.phytozome.net/sorghum/) with intron-exon structures confirmed using NCBI maize 
ESTs. The three genes were named ZmEP1, ZmCRP1 and ZmZFN1. Transposable elements 
were annotated using BLAST against the TIGR/MSU Zea repeat database (Ouyang and Buell, 
2004) (Figure 3.5).
Table 3.7: Gene annotation of maize chromosome 3 BAC AC217295.3.
Protein Analysis Maize EST Analysis
Gene Position Size 
(bp)
Number 
of exons
Number 
of amino 
acids
Syntenic 
Sorghum 
gene match
BLASTx Top 
Hit (Swissprot)
Eval Maize 
EST
Eval Maize 
Unigene 
set
ZmPK1 22656-
26534
3879 1 1293 Sb03g043820 NP_001045202 
(Os01g0917500)
0.0 DR803269 0.0 Zm.23212
ZmUK1 31961-
32341
655 2 177 Sb03g043840 No significant 
Hit
- DR960750 0.0 Zm.40881
ZmZFNR1 40168-
41085
918 1 306 Sb03g043850 NP_001045204 
(Os01g0917900)
7e-65 DR958212 0.0 Zm.64787
ZmEP_1 65318-
67814
2497 2 551 Sb03g043790 NP_001045199 
(Os01g0917200)
0.0 EE183402 0.0 Zm.36208
ZmCRP1 117899-
118353
455 2 122 Sb03g043800 ACF86199 
(unknown 
maize)
3e-42 EE292907 0.0 Zm.41612
ZmZFN1 119558-
125029
5472 7 429 Sb03g043810 ACF82040 
(unknown 
maize)
0.0 EE039211 0.0 Zm.87717
124Figure 3.5: Genome annotation figure of the maize chromosome 3 genomic BAC 
AC217295.3 showing all six genes and TEs. Dot-matrix diagram comparing the maize 
chromosome 3 BAC AC217295.3 60-130kb (horizontal axis) with Sorghum bicolor 
chromosome 3 (71051-71068kb) using the DOTTER dot-plot program is also shown.
TaEP1 showed the highest level of amino-acid conservation (Figure 3.4A) among the EP1 
genes in the cereal genomes. The highest similarity was with Brachypodium BdEP1 (88% 
identity at the amino acid level), followed by rice LOC_Os01g68830 (85%), Sorghum 
Sb03g043790 and maize ZmEP1 (both 81% identity). TaEP1 also had 49% amino acid identity 
to a peptidase protein AT3G07210 in Arabidopsis. The Brachypodium BdEP1 also had a good 
conservation of non-coding nucleotide sequence within the intron of TaEP1. The intron 
sequence of BdEP1 was 70% identical over 836 nucleotides with 85% sequence coverage 
125compared to the rice comparison, which had only 16% coverage over the 826 nucleotides. There 
was a small region of 110bp near the start of the intron that did not show any homology. The 
intron sequence of maize ZmEP1 compared to Sorghum Sb03g043790 was also highly 
conserved (78% identical over 821 nucleotides with 99% coverage). 
The large 7-exon TaZFN1 gene, much like TaEP1, showed significant homology to its 
Brachypodium orthologous sequence. The amino acid sequences of both genes showed 89% 
identity over 387 amino acids, with only a small section located within the first exon lacking 
homology. Both Sorghum (403 amino acids) and rice (443 amino acids) showed 82% identity 
compared to TaZFN1, with maize showing the least similarity at amino acid level (77% over 
429 amino acids). The amino acids from the first exon (1-80 amino acids in Figure 3.4C) 
seemed to contain the most sequence divergence when compared to the rest of the genome 
sequences. As was found in TaEP1, there was a significant conservation of the non-coding 
sequence between TaZFN1 and BdZFN1, especially in introns 3, 5 and 6 which all have a 
nucleotide sequence coverage of >62%. The ZFN1 gene sequence between maize and Sorghum 
was also well conserved (84% identity over 4915 nucleotides) except for two small inserts 
contained within the fifth intron of ZmZFN1, one insert of 1,166bp and another of 118bp. The 
larger 1,166bp insert contained two small transposable elements CASINE (63bp) and F524 
(291bp) classified as SINE elements from the non-LTR retrotransposable element group.
By comparison, the TaCRP1 showed the least amount of similarity across the genomes when 
analysed at the amino acid level (Figure 3.4B) relative to TaEP1 and TaZFN1. Once again, 
126Brachypodium had the highest amino acid similarity (85% identity), followed by rice (66%), 
Sorghum (62%) and maize (60%). The low amino acid identity was due to insertions within the 
rice, maize and Sorghum amino acid sequences. Sorghum Sb03g043800 had a 33 amino acid 
insertion located just after the signal peptide and before the cysteine domain. It is also the only 
CRP1 sequence out of the five syntenic gene copies that had only one exon (no intron). The 
cysteine domain located in the last 50 amino acids of the gene was conserved in all genomes 
(~75% identity). The only significant difference in the cysteine-rich domain across all genomes 
was a six amino acid insertion (all glycine residues) within the rice LOC_Os01g68840 
sequence. Exon 1 in all sequences that contained multiple exons showed little nucleotide and 
amino acid sequence homology and exon 2 was the only region found to have significant 
sequence conservation. Exon 2 contained the coding sequence of the cysteine-rich domain. No 
significant intron sequence similarity could be identified across the genomes.
3.8 The syntenic gene island region across five genomes
The ctg1034 14kb gene island was analysed across the available genomic sequences including 
Arabidopsis thaliana genome sequence (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000), the grapevine 
(Vitis Vinifera) genome sequence (Jailon et al. 2007) and the four Poaceae family genome 
sequences. The 14kb, three-gene region containing TaEP1, TaCRP1 and TaZFN1 did not show 
any significant conservation of colinearity in the Arabidopsis genome sequence. Chromosome 4 
of the grapevine genome did have homologs of TaCRP1 and TaZFN1 located within a 17kb 
window but were split by a small (65 predicted amino acid) gene. This small gene coding for a 
65 aa protein has no rice or Arabidopsis BLAST hit and could possibly be within a transposable 
127element. 
The three other Poaceae genome sequences used in this study were highly conserved when 
compared to the wheat ctg1034 gene island. The approximate size of the region containing the 
three-conserved colinear genes was highest in the maize genome, with 63kb, followed by rice 
(22kb), Sorghum (17kb) and Brachypodium (14kb). The 4x draft Brachypodium super13 
scaffold sequence showed the highest nucleotide coverage (53% coverage), followed by rice 
(31%), Sorghum (29%) and maize (23%) when each sequence was compared to the 16kb gene 
island wheat genomic sequence using NCBI BLAST 2 Sequences (Tatusova and Madden 1999). 
There are large size differences of the gene-island regions between wheat (16kb) and both maize 
(63kb) and rice (22kb) and comparative analysis of both genome sequences indicate an 
insertion-deletion event (InDel) in both cases. Comparing the genome sequences of rice against 
the wheat gene island region shows a 6-7kb sequence variation (InDel) between the OsCRP1 
and OsZFN1 genes (Figure 3.6). The proposed InDel within the rice genome contains a 
hypothetical protein annotation LOC_Os01g68850 that is shown to contain many MITE and 
DNA transposons found in the TIGR/MSU Oryza Repeat Database v3.1 (repeat_212948; 
230577; 212949; 205504; 216962) including a MULE or Mutator-like element (BPM2_1011). 
LOC_Os01g68850 was found in an ORF analysis using FGENESH and contains a high amount 
of TEs. Furthermore, the match to sequences in the EST databases of rice indicates the largest 
region of significant homology (94% identity to rice EST CK043734) was only 208bp and thus 
it seems unlikely to be an active entity. 
128Figure 3.6: Pair-wise sequence comparison of wheat and Brachypodium gene island regions 
against the wheat and rice gene island regions. The wheat genes (TaEP1, TaCRP1 and TaZFN1) 
are annotated on the figure and the arrows indicate the InDel events resulting in sequence 
movement between the species. Wheat contained an ~500bp InDel in comparison to 
Brachypodium while Brachypodium and rice showed ~200bp and ~6-7kb InDels compared to 
wheat respectively.
Multiple high homology matches (all with E-values < 1e
-80) of rice ESTs are found over four 
different locations within the rice InDel but all matches were not unique to the particular 
location and were located on multiple rice chromosomes confirming their repetitive contents. 
No ORFs, other than the repeat-containing LOC_Os01g68850 rice gene mentioned above, were 
129discovered in the InDel region.
This region was also analysed for the presence of small RNAs (smRNAs) such as miRNAs, 
siRNAs and trans-acting siRNAs (ta-siRNAs), from the Cereals Small RNA database (CSRDB) 
(Johnson et al. 2007). Small RNAs are often located in small transposable elements and have 
been implicated in epigenetic control of the Paramutation loci in maize (Chandler and Alleman 
2008). 24 smRNAs (between 18-23mer smRNAs) were located within the rice insert region, 23 
of which were located at the 5’ and 3’ boundaries of the inserted region. A further 35, 24mer-
smRNAs were also located within this region, once again the majority of which located along 
the terminal ends of the inserted region. The distribution of these smRNAs on rice chromosome 
1 is shown on Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7: Plot of the distribution of smRNAs from the cereal small RNA database 
(CSRDB). The bars on the figure indicate the number of smRNAs found along a 50kb sliding 
window 
130Unlike the proposed InDel in rice, the proposed maize InDel region (Figure 3.5) is located 
between ZmEP1 and ZmCRP1. The area contains a high proportion of transposable elements, 
with the majority of the insertion (38,778bp or 77.4% of the insertion sequence) being made up 
of the gypsy-like LTR retrotransposable element called Huck. The Huck family of LTR 
retrotransposons are abundant among maize genomic sequences (Meyers et al. 2001). 
Figure 3.8: A gene island sequence summary figure next to a deduced evolutionary tree from 
analysed genome sequences homologous to the wheat chromosome 3BL ctg1034 gene island. 
The red triangles indicate proposed InDel events identified in this study (such as those 
identified in Figure 3.6). A pair-wise sequence comparison between the maize and Sorghum 
located beneath the sequences shows the InDels between the two sequences from the start of 
the cysteine-rich peptide gene (CRP1) to the end of the Zinc finger protein (ZFN1) region.
131Further comparative sequence analysis between other collinear genome sequences in the gene 
island (wheat and Brachypodium) revealed a number of smaller insertions. Two InDels in wheat 
(~600bp) and Brachypodium (~300bp) shown in Figure 3.6 were found between the syntenic 
EP1 and CRP1 genes but were shown to not contain matches to any TEs in the TREP database. 
Two small insertions (similar to the two insertions found within intron 5 of ZmZFN1) were also 
found within Sorghum (Figure 3.8) between SbCRP1 and SbZFN1 by comparing the maize and 
Sorghum genome sequences, with one insert being 1,044bp and the other 247bp. Within the 
larger 1,044bp insert there was a significant 444bp hit (E-value of 3e
-55) to the Sorghum 
‘Candystrip1’ TE of the TIGR/MSU Plant repeats database (Ouyang and Buell 2004).
132Figure 3.9: Conservation of sequence between the each of the five syntenic copies of EP1 in 
wheat, Brachypodium, rice, Sorghum and maize (in that order from top to bottom) using the 
ACT comparative sequence viewer. The yellow coloured blocks are the conserved exons. 
The red colour is all other conserved sequence with the intense colour being for the highest 
identity match. The blue colour indicates sequence inversion.
133Figure 3.10: Conservation of sequence between the five syntenic copies of CRP1 in wheat, 
Brachypodium, rice, Sorghum and maize (in that order from top to bottom) using the ACT 
comparative sequence viewer. The yellow coloured blocks are the conserved exons. The red 
colour is all other conserved sequence with the intense colour being for the highest identity 
match. The blue colour indicates sequence inversion.
The 3’ and 5’ untranslated regions (UTRs) of TaEP1, TaCRP1 and TaZFN1 were compared to 
all other syntenic copies of each gene to identify any non-coding sequence conservation over the 
five syntenic genomes (Figures 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11). The EP1 genes showed the most sequence 
conservation of all the three genes compared with all species showing 3’ UTR conservation 
when compared to the closest related species and 5’ UTR conservation shown to be conserved 
in the wheat-Brachypodium and Sorghum-maize comparisons (Figure 3.9). In the CRP1 
comparisons (Figure 3.10) there was limited conservation shown between species with 
134conservation between Brachypodium-rice in both the 5’ and 3’ UTR regions, conservation of 3’ 
UTR sequence between wheat and Brachypodium and conservation of 5’ UTR sequence 
between Sorghum and maize. The small rearrangements identified between coding regions of 
the CRP1 gene in each species (other than Sorghum and maize) reflects the sequence diversity 
of this family of genes, especially at the start of the second exon in wheat, Brachypodium and 
rice. This region of sequence rearrangements is located between the conserved cysteine-rich and 
signal peptide domains (Figure 3.4B). 
For the ZFN1 gene copies shown in Figure 3.11, the conserved UTR sequences were limited to 
the 3’ UTR regions of the rice-Sorghum and Sorghum-maize sequence comparisons. Multiple 
small rearrangements located in the exons of the ZFN1 gene in all species (shown on Figure 
3.11) as well as between wheat and itself (data not shown), is likely due to repeated zinc-finger 
units located within the gene.
135Figure 3.11: Conservation of sequence between the five syntenic copies of ZFN1 in wheat, 
Brachypodium, rice, Sorghum and maize (in that order from top to bottom) using the ACT 
comparative sequence viewer. The yellow coloured blocks are the conserved exons. The red 
colour is all other conserved sequence with the intense colour being for the highest identity 
match. 
4. Discussion
In this study, twelve hexaploid wheat (Triticum aestivum cv Chinese Spring) BAC clones from 
chromosome 3B were assembled into a 783,553bp genomic sequence (named ctg1034 from the 
corresponding FPC contig created from the chromosome 3B physical map) that was then 
analysed for biological features. 
1364.1 Diverse gene functions in a conserved gene-island
The three gene-coding sequences on ctg1034 (TaEP1, TaCRP1 and TaZFN1), located within a 
14kb sequence, all show different sequence characteristics and a range of expression patterns 
and functions based on rice annotations. TaEP1 is highly conserved in plant genomes (even in 
Arabidopsis) but does not show any distinct characterised function in sequenced genomes such 
as Sorghum and rice. TaCRP1 on the other hand is a small cysteine-rich protein, a protein from 
a diverse, well characterised protein family that is involved in pathogen defence (Silverstein et 
al. 2007). However this protein sequence was significantly more diverged than the other two 
proteins. TaZFN1 was like TaCRP1, a well-characterised protein from a large family of 
transcription factors that have been extensively studied in plants (Ciftci-Yilmaz and Mittler 
2008). Multiple full-length cDNA sequences in rice indicate alternate splicing forms of the gene 
product (LOC_Os01g68860.1, LOC_Os01g68860.2 and LOC_Os01g68860.3). 
EST expression profiles from Table 3.5 did not provide any clear indication of co-expression of 
the three genes with TaZFN1 being more expressed and its expression being displayed in more 
tissues than TaEP1 and TaCRP1. This is consistent with the genes being involved in 
independent pathways within cells. The lack of consistency in the inter-species sequence 
conservation between 5’ and 3’ UTRs might also suggest that these genes within the gene island 
are not co-expressed.
1374.2 Gene island structure is maintained over the evolution of plant genomes despite the 
occurrence of InDels
Conservation of colinearity between grass species has been reported extensively at a micro-level 
(Chantret et al. 2008; Faris et al. 2008) but even in colinear regions, orientation may not be 
conserved (Dubcovsky et al. 2001; Appels et al. 2003; Brooks et al. 2006; Chantret et al. 2008; 
Faris et al. 2008). Such studies into the conservation of micro-colinearity and orientation 
between species highlight the unique nature of the gene island located in ctg1034. 
Small RNAs from the cereal small RNA database (CSRDB) where shown to be located within 
the rice InDel (between OsCRP1 and OsZFN1) and especially prevalent at either end of the 
InDel sequence. While the smRNA analysis of rice chromosome 1 (Figure 3.7) indicates that the 
distribution of smRNAs is not unusual, this could indicate that genomic insertions in rice may 
be involved in the regulation in expression of the genes located within the gene island.
While the genome order and relative orientation of the genes within the ctg1034 gene island has 
been maintained over the Poaceae species, the intergenic region was not immune to changes 
during the course of its evolution. Figure 3.8 shows a summary evolutionary tree deduced from 
colinearity seen in the genomic sequences analysed in this study over the ctg1034 gene island. A 
conserved intron sequence from TaEP1 comparing maize and Sorghum as well as wheat and 
Brachypodium indicated that these pairs of sequences were closely related. Rice was shown to 
have sequence identity to wheat and Brachypodium but not at the intron sequence level. The 
syntenic Vitis vinifera genes to TaCRP1 and TaZFN1 showed colinearity but the gene island 
138genes in Arabidopsis thaliana showed no colinearity at all. The evolutionary tree (Figure 3.8) is 
consistent with the taxonomic relationship between all analysed Poaceae (grasses) family 
genomic sequences with maize and Sorghum belonging to the Panicoideae sub-family of grasses 
while rice, wheat and Brachypodium belong to the Pooideae sub-family (Kellogg, 2001). The 
only exception between Figure 3.7 and the taxonomic lineage of the analysed genomes is that A. 
thaliana and V. vinifera are both dicotyledons plants and would be expected to be equally 
distant from the other Pooideae genomes. 
Figure 3.12: MSU (formerly TIGR) rice genome annotation of the rice chromosome 1 
genome sequence over the gene island region (Ouyang et al. 2007). Highlighted on the figure 
is proposed 6-7kb rice InDel that was absent when compared to the wheat sequence (Figure 
3.6).
The high frequency of TE activity (confirmed using LTR dating methods in Tables 3.2 and 3.3) 
has shaped the genome sequence of ctg1034. Despite this, only the rice (Figure 3.12) and maize 
139genome (Figure 3.5) sequences showed post-divergence TE insertion in close proximity to the 
three genes (i.e. within the island). An insert within maize is not unusual, as Lai et al. (2005) has 
shown that even maize inbred lines can show intra-specific variation in genetic colinearity. High 
sequence diversity in maize can be caused by TEs such as Helitrons (Lai et al. 2005; Lal and 
Hannah 2005; Buckler et al. 2006). The 6-7kb rice insertion mostly contained miniature inverted 
TEs (MITEs), known to insert into and be associated with gene-containing regions (Wicker et 
al. 2003; Sabot et al. 2005; Paux et al. 2006). Zhang et al. (2000) suggested that these small TEs 
might also have a role in modification of expression in neighbouring genes. Another TE found 
within the insert was a MULE transposon. So called Pack-MULEs are extremely common in the 
rice genome (Jiang et al. 2004) and have been implicated in the evolution of genes within higher 
plant genomes through their ability to capture and carry fragments of genomic DNA to create 
new open reading frames.
4.3 Gene island location on chromosome 3BL
The gene density in this study was identified to be quite low at 1 gene per 260kb. In contrast, 
gene densities in Triticeae genomes (most notably barley and wheat) have been reported to be 
much higher (1 gene per 9kb in Brooks et al. 2002 and 1 gene per 4-5kb in Feuillet and Keller 
1999), possibly reflecting the initial targeting of important agronomic genes in distal regions of 
chromosomes (Qi et al. 2003) rather than a random representation of the genome sequence. 
Random wheat BAC sequencing carried out by Devos et al. (2005) indicated that even in gene-
rich regions of wheat, the gene density is considerably lower than previously thought 
(approximately 1 gene per 75kb). Mapping work showed the ctg1034 gene island on 
140chromosome 3B to be located in deletion bin 3BL7 (Figure 3.1). This deletion bin is known to 
contain two C-bands (Qi et al. 2003). Previous cytogenetic studies of the wheat chromosomes 
suggested a large variation of gene-density over the entire length of chromosomes (Gill et al. 
1996; Faris et al. 2000) and it is feasible that particularly low gene densities occur within C band 
regions. The low gene density found in this study is more consistent with studies in Triticeae 
genomes of more proximal regions of chromosome arms such as Komatsuda et al. (2007) (1 
gene per 518kb) and regions of low recombination such in Dvorak et al. (2006) (1 gene per 
175kb). 
The two tandem repeats located within the first 75kb of the ctg1034 sequence also indicate a 
relationship to heterochromatin, with one (AY249982) being previously identified to be 
centromeric-heterochromatin (Nagaki et al. 1995; Zang et al. 2004). The chromosome 3BL-7 
mapping location, the presence of centromeric-specific tandem repeats and high gypsy LTR 
content support our proposal that this ctg1034 assembled genomic sequence is located within a 
C-banding region in deletion bin 7 of chromosome 3BL. 
The high repetitive element content in ctg1034 (81.81%) was not unusual in wheat sequences, as 
studies have shown repetitive element contents of greater than 70% (Wicker et al. 2001; 
SanMiguel et al. 2002; Sabot et al. 2005), however the high content of the gypsy-like LTR 
retrotransposon is significant in this study (>50% of the entire contig). A random wheat BAC 
clone sequenced in the same chromosome 3BL7 deletion bin in Charles et al. (2008) also found 
the same high proportion of gypsy-like LTR-retrotransposons found in their study. In the present 
141study chromodomains, were shown to be located within the internal polyprotein domain of two 
gypsy-LTR retrotransposons, and are thus potentially key components defining the condensed 
nature of heterochromatin (Gao et al. 2008; Novikova et al. 2009). One of the potential 
chromodomain matches (Latidu LTR gypsy retrotransposon) was located immediately adjacent 
to the gene island in ctg1034. The location of the gene island in a heterochromatin region may 
explain its relative stability at an evolutionary level. The unusual properties of heterochromatin 
that would contribute to the unique conservation of both the gene order and relative gene 
orientation found in this study include: (a) the low levels of recombination and gene activity 
associated with heterochromatin (Elgin 1996; Kunzel et al. 2000); (b) the high level of transcript 
processing by the RNAi machinery that mediates the formation of the highly condensed nature 
of heterochromatin (Volpe et al. 2003; May et al. 2005; Vagin et al. 2006; Kim et al. 2006). 
These properties could contribute to the relative isolation of the gene island from the normal 
processes that led to genome rearrangements.
1425. Chapter Summary
· The 783,553bp pseudomolecule sequence of ctg1034 was annotated for biological 
elements such as TEs and gene-coding regions using Bioinformatics tools and processes.
· The genomic location of ctg1034 in chromosome 3BL deletion bin 7 (3BL7) was 
validated using the mapping of two ISBP markers (Sc3-119 and Sc3-120)
· 81.81% of the total sequence matched characterised TEs. Two previously published 
specific tandem repeats (one of which was identified to be ‘centromere-specific’) were 
also identified within the sequence. Over 82% of the TEs and 67.43% of the total 
sequence was identified to be LTR retrotransposons (the majority being the from the 
gypsy subfamily)
· LTR dating techniques were carried out and the technique was confirmed by dating the 
age of a nested LTR insertion relative to the element it inserted into.
· Two LTR-containing chromodomains were identified and one was structurally 
characterised (with a protein model created) using a previously described sequence to 
confirm its relation to published chromodomains.
· A three-gene island (the only gene-coding regions in over 783kb) was identified 
containing a expressed protein (TaEP1), a cysteine-rich peptide gene (TaCRP1) and a 
zinc finger gene (TaZFN1) with no co-expression identified using in silico EST data.
· The three genes of varying gene function located within the gene island were identified 
to have conserved colinearity and orientation with four other closely related genome 
sequences (maize, rice, Brachypodium distachyon and Sorghum bicolor) even though the 
143region contained numerous InDel events.
· This study suggested that the ctg1034 genomic sequence was possibly located within a 
highly repetitive, heterochromatic C-banding region of chromosome 3BL and that this 
location could be related to the evolutionary stability of the gene island even though 
LTR retrotransposons activity is apparent across the region. 
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1. Introduction
Cereal plant crops are vital to the overall health of the world’s population and genome 
sequencing is an important step in the genetic improvement of crops. While wheat accounts for 
nearly one-fifth of the entire world’s daily calories (Gupta et al. 2008), the sequencing of its 
genome has been restricted by high sequencing costs as a consequence of a large genome size 
(~16,000Mb) and high (~80%) repetitive content (Stein et al. 2007). The published physical 
map of the largest wheat chromosome 3B (Paux et al. 2008), which itself is twice the size of the 
entire rice genome, has allowed researchers to target specific regions that have been identified to 
contain agronomically important traits like fungal resistance or grain quality. Projects co-
145coordinated with the International Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium (IWGSC) on 
chromosome 3B aim to tackle large challenges associated with genome sequencing through 
collaboration, and facilitating the study of significant multi-gene families. 
One such multi-gene family found extensively in the wheat and other cereal genomes includes 
the expansins. Liu et al. (2007) have estimated that the hexaploid wheat genome contains more 
than 95 expressed members, a much higher number than the rice genome. Expansins belong to a 
large group of proteins found within the structure of the plant cell wall and are considered to be 
involved in the expansion of cell walls as a tissue grows (Cosgrove, 1999). The proposed model 
of expansin action is that these proteins modify the cell-wall matrix to enable growth and 
development of plant cells (Cosgrove, 2000; Huang et al. 2000; Darley et al. 2001). Originally 
isolated from cucumber seedlings, they have ‘acid growth’ characteristics, where they can 
stimulate cell enlargement in the response to acid pH (McQueen-Mason et al. 1992). Expansins 
have now been reported in many plants such as cotton (Arpat et al. 2004; An et al. 2007), 
tomato (Vogler et al. 2003), Arabidopsis (Shcherban et al. 1995; Lee et al. 2001) and pea 
(Talbot and Ray, 1992). Expressed cDNA clones have also been isolated from wheat (Lin et al. 
2005; Jin et al. 2006; Weichel et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2007) and barley (Kwasniewski and 
Szarejko, 2006).
The multi-gene expansin family can be divided up into two main groups, namely, a-expansin 
(EXPA) and beta-expansin proteins (EXPB), which share very limited (~20%) amino acid 
similarity even though both are associated with cell-loosening activity (Cosgrove 2000). The 
146beta-expansin proteins were originally viewed exclusively as group 1 pollen allergens but are 
now considered to be important in cell wall changes during growth in vegetative tissues of 
grasses and dicots (Jin et al. 2006) and most notably in development and growth zones of tissues 
such as roots (Yang et al. 2004; Kwasniewski and Szarejko, 2006). The group 1 pollen allergen 
domain-containing beta-expansin proteins are highly expressed in mature pollen of grasses 
species and are thought to have a role in pollen tube penetration (Shcherban et al. 1995; 
Cosgrove et al. 1997). Pollen-triggered allergic reactions (e.g. hayfever and seasonal asthma) 
affect up to 25% of adults in industrialised nations (Knox and Suphioglu 1996). Group 1 
allergens bind to group 1 specific IgE antibodies (Freidhoff et al. 1986) and a widely studied 
example is the pollen allergen, Phl p 2 in timothy grass (Phleum pratense) where a specific 
protein domain has been identified as a binding site (De Marino et al. 1999).
In this study, we present the identification of three beta-expansin genes through a genome 
sequencing study of the short-arm of chromosome 3B in hexaploid wheat (Triticum aestivum cv 
Chinese Spring). Structural analyses of the three TaEXPB11 ‘Chinese Spring’ variants indicate a 
localised gene duplication producing non-coding gene copies. Comparative sequence analysis 
was also undertaken on selected cultivars and spelt wheats demonstrating changes within the 
gene-coding sequence of TaEXPB11, which produce structural changes in the protein. 
Expression of TaEXPB11 both experimentally and within EST expression databases was also 
assessed. The work in this chapter provides novel insights into the structure and function of 
beta-expansins and their variation across different wheat genomes. 
1472. Materials and Methods
2.1 Wheat BAC sequencing
See Chapter 2: Development of a Novel Wheat Genome Sequence Assembly and Validation 
Procedure to Construct High-quality Pseudomolecule Sequences
2.2 Sequence annotations and analysis
Repetitive DNA analysis was carried out using Repeatmasker (Smit et al. 1996-2004) and local 
alignment searches using BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990) against the Triticeae repetitive element 
(TREP) database (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/ITMI/Repeats/), Open reading frames were identified by 
the use of FGENESH (http://www.softberry.com/), GENSCAN trained on maize genome sequence 
(Burge and Karlin 1997) and GlimmerHMM trained on rice sequence (Majoros et al. 2004). 
Sequence homology searches were carried out using BLAST and protein domains were 
identified by searching the Pfam protein family database (Finn, 2008) as well as the conserved 
domains database at NCBI (Marchler-Bauer et al. 2007). InterProScan (Quevillon et al. 2005) 
was run against the InterPro protein domain database (Apweiler et al. 2001), which also includes 
a signal peptide and Trans-membrane search. Sequence comparisons were carried out using 
DOTTER (Sonnhammer and Durbin 1995) and multiple sequence comparisons were carried out 
using the Clustalx (Thompson et al. 2002). Graphical display of the sequence map was produced 
using WICKERsoft (T Wicker, pers. comm.).
148Dating of Chinese Spring gene duplications (Wicker and Keller 2005) were carried out by 
comparing two sequences using WATER (EMBOSS; http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/emboss/), 
using a gap creation penalty of 30 and a gap extension penalty of 0.1 parameters. WICKERsoft 
scripts (T. Wicker, pers. comm.) were used to identify transversions (Tv) and transitions (Ti) 
between the two sequences, which were then used with a base-pair substitution rate of 1.3 x 10
-8 
(Ma and Bennetzen 2004) to identify the age of the two sequences.
2.3 Plant material and analysis
DNA from standard nulli-tetra wheat stocks (Sourdille et al. 2004) used for assigning the 
homoeologous locations (3A, 3B or 3D) of expansin genes was amplified by primers designed 
from the genome sequence. For RT PCR, several wheat varieties (Cranbrook, Halberd) were 
grown in glasshouses and heads tagged at anthesis (experiment carried out by Dora Li, Murdoch 
University, Western Australia). Developing grain was collected at 7, 10 and 15 days post-
anthesis and three tissue types collected. After removing the embryo (one tissue), the endosperm 
was squeezed out (second tissue) and the remaining maternal tissue formed the third tissue that 
was collected. Tissue samples were frozen on dry ice and total RNA was extracted from 
approximately 100mg of frozen seed tissue using the TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen). The extracted 
RNA was quantified using a Nanodrop ND-1000 Spectrophotometer before being used for 
cDNA synthesis. The cDNA was synthesised from 1ug of total RNA using the High Capacity 
cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems). Changes in the expression of expansin 
in seed tissue were examined using real time RT-PCR. The house-keeping gene GAPDH was 
used as an internal standard in the RT-PCR. Each sample tested was completed in triplicate and 
149mRNA expression levels were quantified using a Corbett RG3000 (following manufacturer 
instructions, using the delta-CT procedure). PCR amplification was performed in a 20 ml 
reaction volume containing 10 ml of Power 2 X Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix, 1 ml of 
each primer (10 mM) and 1 ml of cDNA. Cycling conditions 95
OC for 10 min followed by 40 
cycles of 95
 OC for 10 sec and 57
 OC for 1 min. The primers used are located in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1: RT-PCR primers used for expression analysis of TaEXPB11cs2-domain 2 and a 
GAPDH control
Exp Dom2 - For GAGTCGTGGGGTTCCATCT
Exp Dom2 - Rev AACTGGACGAGGGAGCTGT
Exp Front - For GATCCTCTGCATCCTCGTC
Exp Front - Rev GGGTGGTAAGTTGACGTTCT
Exp Indel - For CACCAAAAAGCCTCCCTAC
Exp Indel - Rev AGGTCATGGCAGAGAAGG
GAPDH - For CGAAGCCAGCAACCTATGAT
GAPDH - Rev CAAAGTGGTCGTTCAGAGCA
2.4 Protein modelling 
SignalP (Nielsen and Krogh, 1998) was used to identify signal peptide sequences. Protein 
models for the expansin genes were generated by comparing the amino acid sequences to a 
closely related characterised expansin protein sequence using MODELLER (Sali et al. 1995). 
The result was then viewed using the protein databank file (PDB) output and the software iMol 
(http://www.pirx.com/iMol/).
1503. Results
3.1     Ctg11     wheat genome sequence sequencing     
The sequence of approximately 2Mb of genomic DNA from chromosome 3BS of hexaploid 
wheat (Triticum aestivum cv. Chinese Spring and cv Hope) has been compiled through a 
combination of DNA fingerprinting a BAC library from flow-sorted chromosome 3B and 
anchoring BAC contigs to genetic maps (Paux et al. 2007; Paux et al. 2008) combined with 
shotgun sequencing of BACs located within a minimum tiling path of ca 1.3 Mb across the FPC 
physical contig ctg11 region on chromosome 3BS (See chapter 2). A sub-sequence of 357kb 
from the ~1.3Mb ctg11 sequence containing three beta-expansin genes was annotated in detail 
for the present study (Figure 4.1). 
Table 4.2: Gene-coding sequence annotation of 357,000bp sub-sequence of ctg11 Assembled 
genomic BAC sequence contain the three EXPB11 genes
Rice Genome Wheat EST Analysis
Gene Length 
(nt)
# 
Exons
Predicted 
protein 
length (aa)
Rice 
Chr.
Top Rice protein hit 
(MSU Rice annotation 
version 5)
Wheat 
EST
E-value Wheat 
Unigene set
EXPB11cs2 1233 3 275 3 LOC_Os03g01270 CJ674809 1e-178 Ta.31031
EXPB11cs1 1342 3 290 3 LOC_Os03g01270 CJ674809 2e-105 Ta.31031
FMO1 1720 4 469 7 LOC_Os07g02140 CK207166 9e-124 Ta.32721
RGA1 3037 3 553 1 LOC_Os01g36640 CJ948865 2e-78 Ta.41149
WDL1 1841 7 394 11 LOC_Os11g38010 CJ661904 3e-104 Ta.57217
DPC1 2707 3 230 1 LOC_Os01g25880 CK212399 0.0 Ta.55136
UTG1 1470 1 490 11 LOC_Os11g38650 BU100894 6e-152 Ta.51207
ADP1 3805 6 308 5 LOC_Os05g04860 CK210567 2e-66 Ta.4597
EXPB11cs3 291 1 97 3 LOC_Os03g01270 BQ608206 6e-129 Ta.31031
151Figure 4.1: Genomic location, bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clone map and 
sequence annotation of a 357kb sub-sequence of the hexaploid wheat (Triticum aestivum cv 
Chinese Spring) ctg11 genomic sequence from chromosome 3B containing three beta-
expansin genes. Nucleotide sequence comparison between the TaEXPB11cs2 and 
TaEXPB11wy cDNA sequence (isolated from the Wyuna cultivar; Weichel et al. 2006) are 
shown.
152This 357kb expansin sequence contained nine complete or partial gene-coding regions (Table 
4.2) giving it a gene density of one gene per 44.6kb. The sequence contained 133,134bp (33.2%) 
repetitive DNA in the form of transposable elements (TEs) and a 52,591bp nuclear 
mitochondrial (NUMT) genome insert.  The presence of the NUMT insert in normal genomic 
DNA has been confirmed by assaying the genomic sequence for mtDNA-chromosomal DNA 
junctions (Zhang et al. 2009 submitted). Further genome sequencing was carried out using 454-
technology sequencing over BAC clone 3B_036_I14 (see Zhang et al. 2009), which contained 
two full-length beta-expansin genes and the NUMT, in order to confirm the presence of the 
NUMT insert and improve the sequence assembly in some regions. Additional BAC sequencing 
was also carried out on the syntenic ctg11 region of the wheat line called Hope (R. Mago et al. 
2009, in preparation).
3.2 Analysis of the nuclear mitochondrial (NUMT) insert located in     ctg11    
A 60kb NUMT segment identified in 036-I14 has high sequence similarity (>98%) to the wheat 
mitochondrial genome annotation (GenBank AP008982) over 52,591bp. The mitochondrial 
segment contained eleven genes; six tRNA, two rRNA, one ribosomal protein-coding gene and 
two NAD genes. All genes structures were confirmed using EST alignments to genes (Table 
4.3). The detailed analysis of the NUMT segment was carried out by Juncheng Zhang (CAAS, 
Beijing) and is documented in the paper submitted to BMC Plant Biology (See Appendix I).
153Table 4.3: Mitochondrial genes located in the NUMT segment within the ctg11 sequence and 
the number of EST sequences found (Zhang et al. 2009 Submitted; Appendix I)
ID Gene
Location
EST No.
* 
36I14
1 trnP-1 126866-128879 30
2 rrn5-2 128880-129115 11
3 rrn18-2 129116-131076 84
4 trnfM-2 131077-143891 24
5 trnS-2 143892-145226 23
6 nad7 145227-157011 130
7 nad4L 157012-158213 39
8 rps19-P 158214-163971 4
9 trnN 163972-164674 158
10 trnD-1 164675-165451 68
11 trnI 165452-165525 33
* EST No. showed the supporting ESTs from NCBI dbEST database with coverage more than 90% and 
similarity more than 90%. 
ESTs number supporting nad7 gene contained all those e-value =0.
3.3 Structural characterisation and validation of three beta-expansin genes in     ctg11    
The 357kb subsequence of ctg11 was masked for repetitive elements by running Repeatmasker 
(Smit and Green, http://www.repeatmasker.org/) using the Triticeae repeat sequence (TREP) 
database (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/ITMI/Repeats/). Predicted open reading frames were then 
searched against a protein subsection of the TREP database using BLASTP to ensure no 
repetitive predicted proteins were included in the analysis. Two highly similar open reading 
frames were predicted and found within 7,418bp of each other with a third similar truncated 
copy located over 320kb away (Figure 4.1). Annotation of the genomic sequence identified that 
the three copies of sequences were related to the beta-expansin family (Cosgrove et al. 2002), 
with the second copy of the three genes being almost identical to a published TaEXPB11 cDNA 
154(Figure 4.1; Weichel et al. 2006) identified in an endosperm cDNA library from the wheat 
cultivar, Wyuna (Clarke et al. 2000). 
The coding region of the beta-expansin that is nearly identical to the published TaEXPB11 
cDNA has 6 amino acid differences (98.2% nucleotide sequence identity) resulting from SNP 
differences; these SNPs are not unexpected considering the published TaEXPB11 derived from 
the cultivar Wyuna and the genomic sequence from cultivar Chinese Spring. We propose to 
name this gene TaEXPB11cs2 with the names of copies located upstream being TaEXPB11cs1 
and TaEXPB11cs3 respectively. The TaEXPB11 from the Wyuna cultivar (Weichel et al. 2006) 
will be referred to in this study as TaEXPB11wy. 
Primers were designed at the end of TaEXPB11cs1, TaEXPB11cs3 and TaEXPB11hp1 to 
confirm their presence in genomic DNA of CS and Hope. Primers designed at the 5’ and 3’ 
junctions of TaEXPB11cs1 were shown to be non-specific to the sequence and were 
disregarded. Specific size bands were identified for TaEXPB11hp1 at both ends (~700bp) and 
confirmed the presence of the fragment in Hope with the designed primer band sizes being 
566bp and 658bp for the 5’ and 3’ junctions. The TaEXPB11cs3 fragment found in ctg11 was 
also confirmed at the both ends with ~750bp sized bands identified for both 5’ and 3’ junctions, 
confirming the designed primer size lengths of 686bp and 856bp respectively.
TaEXPB11cs1 had a lower identity (73.36%) to the TaEXPB11wy cDNA and a slightly lower 
similarity to the identified rice homolog OsEXPB7 (63% compared to 64.83% in 
155TaEXPB11cs2). The TaEXPB11cs3 gene was very closely related to TaEXPB11wy except for 
the fact that the gene is truncated, containing only one exon (97 amino acids or 35.4% of the 
full-length TaEXPB11 gene). The coding regions of all the genes were found to have high 
similarity (>80% identity at the nucleotide level) to a full-length wheat cDNA from a recently 
published database of 11,902 full-length wheat cDNA sequences (KOMUGI).
Comparing the nucleotide sequence to TaEXPB11wy identified the intron-exon structure of 
TaEXPB11cs2 (Figure 4.1). TaEXPB11cs1 and TaEXPB11cs2 (compared in Figure 4.2) both 
have three exons with intron 1 (348bp in TaEXPB11cs2) being more than twice the size of 
intron 2 (122bp), while the truncated gene TaEXPB11cs3 does not contain any introns. 
TaEXPB11cs1 has a 42bp insertion at position 90-132, within the first exon of the gene when 
compared to TaEXPB11cs2. 
156Figure 4.2: Dot-matrix plot of 4kb of the genomic sequence surrounding TaEXPB11cs2 
(horizontal axis) against 4kb of the two other beta-expansin genes (TaEXPB11cs1 and 
TaEXPB11c3) found within the ctg11 Chinese Spring assembled genome sequence. 
Annotated on the figure are the exon regions of each gene. The blue box indicates a small 
269bp CACTA DNA transposon located near the TaEXPB11cs3 gene fragment.
The intron 1 sequences from TaEXPB11cs1 and TaEXPB11cs2 were compared to identify 
whether or not they represented recent duplications. Both genes sequences have a 92% identity 
157over 1,514bp but their intron 1 sequences showed little to no significant similarity. Outside the 
coding sequence of the genes, 28bp and 26bp of sequence 5’ from the start codon and 3’ from 
the end codon, are conserved between TaEXPB11cs1 and TaEXPB11cs2. The comparison in 
Figure 4.2 between TaEXPB11cs2 and TaEXPB11cs3 demonstrates that the first intron is found 
to be well conserved between both sequences, as well as 880bp of genomic sequence 5’ to the 
start of the first exon. The beta-expansin genes amplified from the genomic DNA of a number 
of varieties of wheat (see later), showed that the respective TaEXPB11cs2-type genes were 
readily distinguished from TaEXPB11cs1 based on sequence divergence in intron 1.  Intron 2 
was not as diagnostic for distinguishing the TaEXPB11cs1 and TaEXPB11cs2 gene categories. 
Exon 3 in TaEXPB11cs1 showed a characteristic 35bp insertion that was not present in any of 
the other TaEXP11cs type genes.
The ages of both TaEXPB11cs1 and TaEXPB11cs3 (proposed duplicates of TaEXPB11cs2) 
were estimated using methods used to date LTR retrotransposons (Wicker and Keller 2007). The 
nucleotide sequence used for comparison between TaEXPB11cs2 and the two proposed gene 
duplications was from the start codon of each gene or gene fragment (in the case of 
TaEXPB11cs3), covering all of exon 1 and a partial sequence of intron 1 (452bp in total). The 
TaEXPB11cs1 duplication was identified to have duplicated 5.69 million years ago (MYA) with 
a standard deviation of 0.77MYA, while the TaEXPB11cs3 duplication was much younger at 
only 1.59MYA (standard deviation of 0.38MYA).
158Figure 4.3: Nulli-tetra lines for the group 3 chromosomes in Chinese Spring genetic stock 
lines analysed for occurrence of TaEXPB11cs1 (left panel) and TaEXPB11cs2 (right panel). 
For the chromosome assignment of TaEXPB11cs1, PCR products assaying exon 1 with one 
of the primers located in the insertion that characterises TaEXPB11cs1 (see Material and 
Methods) were analysed on 2% agarose gels and stained with SYBR Green. The molecular 
markers are a 100 bp ladder (Axygen) and the product size of just over 1000 bp was as 
expected from the genome sequence (1027 bp). For the chromosome assignment of 
TaEXPB11cs2 (right panel), SNPs in exon 1 that differentiated the genes on chromosome 3A, 
3B and 3D were assayed by direct sequencing of PCR products from primers that amplified a 
common section of this exon. All possible nulli-tetra combinations were assayed and the 
sequences compared to the respective sequence from the TaEXPB11wy, TaEXPB11hp and 
TaEXPB11cs2 genes (top of figure) in order to assign SNPs to particular chromosomes in the 
nulli-tetra combinations. Experimental data was provided by Dora Li (Murdoch University, 
Western Australia).
159Validation of sequence structure for the expansin region assembled in Figure 4.1, in genomic 
DNA was carried out for TaEXPB11cs1 and TaEXPB11cs3 because their structure was unusual 
and it was important to ensure that changes had not occurred during the BAC cloning process. 
For TaEXPB11cs3, primers were designed to amplify DNA fragments from the borders of the 
regions that had a high similarity to TaEXPB11cs2 and these were predicted to generate 
fragments 686bp and 856bp long.  The respective fragments generated had approximate sizes 
(estimated by agarose gel electrophoresis, data not shown) of ca 800bp, in reasonable agreement 
with the expected sizes. The unusual structure of TaEXPB11cs1 (insert in exon 1 and a small 
insert in exon3) was shown to exist in genomic DNA by amplifying a DNA fragment using 
primers from within the respective insertions and which were predicted to generate a 1027bp 
fragment. The results (Figure 4.3, left panel) indicated that the fragment obtained was slightly 
larger than 1000bp using agarose gel electrophoresis, in agreement with the expected size. The 
analysis of nulli-tetra stocks of wheat showed that TaEXPB11cs1 was present only on 
chromosome 3B since the PCR product was missing when chromosome 3B was missing from 
the wheat line analysed (nulli3B-tetra3A and nulli3B-tetra3D lines; Figure 4.3).
The transcribed gene, TaEXPB11cs2, was shown to be present on chromosomes 3A, 3B and 3D 
using the same nulli-tetra stocks illustrated in Figure 4.3 (data not shown), but could not be 
mapped because the PCR products could not be resolved among the three chromosomes based 
on size. Several SNP differences between TaEXPB11cs2 on chromosomes 3A, 3B and 3D were 
however detected by sequencing a genome PCR product directly (see for example Figure 4.3). 
160Sequencing of the PCR products from the respective nulli-tetra lines allowed the assignment of 
the base pair differences to a chromosome. In Figure 4.4, an example is presented for exon 1 
where several base positions show a mixed base-call in the lower panel (direct sequencing of 
genome DNA PCR product) where chromosome 3B is present (example shown is a genetic 
stock where only chromosome 3D is missing). In the genetic stocks where 3B is missing (nulli 
3B) the mixed base-call is resolved indicating that the base which is removed in the top panel is 
located on the chromosome 3B site for expansin EXBP11. Although only two examples are 
shown in Figure 4.4, all possible nulli-tetra combinations for 3A, 3B and 3D were analysed.
161Figure 4.4: Pair-wise sequence comparison of the TaEXPB11 genomic sequences of Wheat 
cultivar Chinese Spring and an example of the short ‘survey’ sequences (spelt-red) carried 
out in this study on different wheat cultivars and spelt species. The three exons of 
TaEXPB11cs2 are indicated below the figure (pale blue boxes, exon 1, 2 and 3 from left to 
right).
1623.4 Comparative sequence analysis in the     beta-expansin gene sequence from selected     
wheat species         
The beta-expansin gene PCR products from four spelt wheat (Triticum spelta) accessions (spelt-
4128 shown in Figure 4.5 as TsEXPB11) and the Triticum aestivum cultivars ‘Westonia’, ‘Hope’ 
and ‘Wyuna’ (published cDNA sequence; AJ890019) were compared to TaEXPB11cs2 in 
Figure 4.4. The spelt wheat and ‘Westonia’ survey sequences were recovered from genomic 
DNA using primers positioned just inside the first exon and 60bp before the end of the gene in 
order to amplify exon and intron sequences (Figure 4.4). The resulting sequence from each line 
was ~1,000bp in length. In the genomic BAC sequencing of the ‘Hope’ cultivar (Chapter 5; 
Mago et al. 2009 in preparation), an ORF from the sequence was identified and named 
TaEXPB11hp as it contained three predicted exons and was shown to have high similarity to 
TaEXPB11wy as well as TaEXPB11cs2. Exon 3 of this TaEXPB11hp gene was truncated due to 
a point mutation causing a premature end to the coding sequence. Overall the nucleotide 
sequences of TaEXPB11hp and TaEXPB11cs2 were 90% identical.
163Figure 4.5: Gel analysis show samples from the RT-PCR (2% agarose gel) analysis of the 
internal control GADPH (top panel) and the first exon of TaEXPB11cs2 (lower panel). 
Material was analysed 7, 10, 15, 20 and 25 days post anthesis and included maternal tissue 
from the developing grain (M), endosperm (En) and embryonic (E) tissues of the wheat 
variety ‘Cranbrook’. Experimental data was provided by Dora Li (Murdoch University, 
Western Australia).
Accession spelt-red showed the highest nucleotide sequence similarity to TaEXPB11cs2 (97% 
over 1002bp) and Westonia beta-expansin  (TaEXPB11ws). The spelt-2255 and spelt-2774 
accessions showed 96.5% identity. The spelt-4128 showed the greatest differences with a 
reduced similarity to TaEXPB11cs2 (93.5% identity) and a 9bp insertion was identified within 
the coding region of the last exon. TaEXPB11hp also contained a 9bp insertion in an identical 
region to that which was identified in spelt-4128, however the two insertions found in 
TaEXPB11hp and spelt-4128 did not show any sequence similarity.
3.5 Transcription of the     TaEXPB11    cs genes    
Assaying the data sets available from the NCBI Unigene EST profile (Ta.31031) indicated that 
two TaEXPB11 EST copies were present in libraries comprising 960,174 EST clusters.  The 
164EST copies were identified as being expressed from seed and flower.  No evidence could be 
found for the expression of TaEXPB11cs1, using the insertion sequence in exon 1 that is unique 
to this gene, as a probe. 
The endosperm expression of TaEXPB11cs2 was confirmed by RT-PCR (Figure 4.5).  The 
tissue analysed was from developing grain with endosperm and embryo tissues separated by 
hand.  The pericarp tissue was retained as an example of maternal tissue. In a study of the time 
course of expression, using tissues collected 7, 10, 15, 20 and 25 days post anthesis, strong 
expression was found for the three tissues at all stages of development.  Quantitative analyses of 
the RT-PCR data indicated that the relatively lower expression for the maternal tissue 
suggestive in Figure 4.5 was not significant (data not shown). No evidence for the transcription 
of TaEXPB11cs1 could be found in these RT-PCR experiments consistent with the analysis of 
available EST databases.
165Figure 4.6: ClustalW Multiple sequence alignment of two full-length beta-expansin genes 
found in wheat genomic sequences of chromosome 3B (TaEXPB11cs1 and TaEXPB11cs2) 
compared to the TaEXPB11 cDNA, rice homolog OsEXPB7 and maize Zea M 1 using the 
ClustalX program (Thompson et al. 2002). The blue (domain 1) and red (domain 2) lines 
above the sequence indicate the different domains and the signature EXPB motifs (the ‘HFD’ 
and conserved cysteine residues) are indicated below the sequence. The Clustal colour format 
is used (http://ekhidna.biocenter.helsinki.fi/pfam2/clustal_colours).
3.6 Protein domain characterisation
The well-characterised maize beta-expansin gene (EXPB1 in Zea mays) purified from maize 
pollen, and its crystal structure (Yennawar et al. 2006), was used to validate the two protein 
domains commonly identified in expansins, within the full-length TaEXPB11cs genes.  The 
conserved cysteine residues that create disulphide bonds between the domain folds were 
identified. In addition, the ‘HFD’ motif that is characteristic of the catalytic site of the distantly 
related family-45 endoglucanases (domain 1, GH45) (Cosgrove et al. 2002) could be clearly 
identified (Figure 4.6). This domain 1 is a lipoprotein A (RlpA)-like double-psi beta-barrel 
family domain (PF03330) commonly found at the N-terminus of pollen allergens. Domain 2 
166(Figure 4.6) is a Pollen_allerg_1 family (PF01357), grass type-2 pollen allergen domain 
originally characterised in timothy grass (Phleum pratense) (Laffer et al. 1994). The conserved 
residues in domain 2 outlined in Sampedro and Cosgrove (2005) could also be identified 
although, when compared to the maize EXPB1 sequence, its amino acid sequence is shown to be 
more diverged (44% identity over 99 amino acids) compared to domain 1 (66% over 125 amino 
acids).
Figure 4.7: Protein model of the TaEXPB11cs2 gene located within the chromosome 3BS 
ctg11 region. Box A containing the blue/green wide ribbon is the lipoprotein A (RlpA)-like 
double-psi beta-barrel family domain (Domain 1) and box B, with the thinner red/orange 
ribbon, is the Pollen_allerg_1 grass type-2 pollen allergen domain (Domain 2). The red box 
located on the edge of Domain 2 is the location of the 9bp insertion found in the spelt wheat 
varieties with the sequence comparison located beneath the figure.
1674. Discussion
Expansins, cell-wall loosening proteins, are a multigene family found in grass genomes that are 
considered to play important roles in growth and development in wheat (Lin et al. 2005). At 
present, 35 expansins have been deposited in NCBI GenBank and Liu et al. 2007 has estimated 
from EST mining that at least 30 and 65 alpha- and beta-expansins are located in wheat EST 
databases. The higher beta-expansin gene estimate compared to alpha-expansins within wheat is 
consistent with other grasses such as maize (Wu et al. 2001) and along with data displaying 
different expression characteristics suggest that they play different functional roles within the 
cell wall structure (Liu et al. 2007). 
While a previous study into the isolation and characterisation of alpha- and beta-expansins 
within wheat has reported five expansin genes (Lin et al. 2005), in this study, we identified and 
characterised three beta-expansin genes from the Chinese Spring wheat cultivar located in a 
~357kb region of chromosome 3BS.  Only one of these genes was found to be the TaEXPB11 
gene, coding for an IgE binding protein identified from the sera of patients that had undergone 
positive double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenge to wheat (Weichel et al. 2006). 
Sequence analysis of the three genes and the corresponding genes from two other wheat 
cultivars and four spelt wheat lines validated the identification of the Chinese Spring variant of 
TaEXPB11 cDNA identified in Weichel et al. (2006), originally obtained from the cultivar 
Wyuna (Clarke et al. 2000).  It is proposed that sequence variants of TaEXPB11 be designated 
168TaEXPB11wy, TaEXPB11cs, TaEXPB11ws, TaEXPB11hp, since it is possible that the sequence 
variants may show differences in binding the IgE from patients showing differences in wheat 
sensitivity.  
The TaEXPB11cs genes identified from the genome sequencing of the ctg11 contig on the small 
arm of wheat chromosome 3B could be characterised in detail.  TaEXPB11cs3, a gene fragment 
that only contained one coding exon, showed an extremely high sequence similarity to 
TaEXPB11cs2, not only over its coding sequence but also the 880bp 5’ upstream from the start 
of the coding sequence of its only exon, as well as part of the sequence corresponding to the first 
intron sequence. The high sequence homology over the coding and non-coding regions of the 
two sequences indicates that TaEXPB11cs3 is a very recent duplication of TaEXPB11cs2 with 
an estimated duplication age of 1.59 MYA. Direct genome analysis confirmed the existence of 
TaEXPB11cs3. The neighbouring CACTA DNA transposon ‘Caspar’ found within a base pair 
of the duplicated TaEXPB11cs3 fragment suggests the possibility that this genomic duplication 
was mediated by this TE or was the result of a TE-mediated recombination event (Yang et al. 
2008). 
While CACTA DNA transposons have not yet been shown to be involved in gene fragment 
duplication and chimeric creation, repetitive elements such as pack-MULEs found in multiple 
copies within the rice genome, have been shown to capture gene fragments and other genomic 
DNA to create chimeric ORFs (Jiang et al. 2004). The TaEXPB11cs1 gene appeared to be an 
older duplication of TaEXPB11cs2 with the estimated age of the duplication being 5.69 MYA. 
169There was significant conserved nucleotide sequence either side of the gene coding sequences 
and high homology of its 2
nd intron sequence with TaEXPB11cs2. The characteristic insertions 
within TaEXPB11cs1 (Figure 4.3) were validated by direct genome PCR and the pseudo-gene 
was shown to exist only on chromosome 3B using nulli-tetra mapping lines of wheat.
A well-characterised maize beta-expansin gene (EXPB1 in Zea mays) was used as a comparison 
with TaEXPB11cs2, to identify the particular motifs that are conserved between the protein 
domains. Both wheat beta-expansin genes, shown in Figure 4.6, contained the conserved 
cysteine residues that form disulphide bonds between the domain folds and the ‘HFD’ motif that 
is common in the catalytic site of the distantly related family-45 endoglucanases (GH45) 
(Cosgrove, 2002). They also contained many conserved residues in domain 2 outlined in 
(Sampedro and Cosgrove, 2005), but when compared to the maize EXPB1 sequence, this 
allergen domain amino acids sequence is shown to be more diverged (44% identity over 99 
amino acids) compared to domain 1 (66% identity over 125 amino acids). Comparative 
sequence analyses with four accessions from a separate wheat species spelt (Triticum spelta) 
showed that one contained a 9bp insertion in the coding sequence of the spelt beta-expansin. 
This insertion changes the amino acid structure of domain 2 of the EXPB protein (grass group-1 
pollen allergen domain). The resulting protein structural change affected a loop located on the 
outer surface of the complete protein molecule (Figure 4.7). Further investigations of the effect 
of the small 9bp insertion in domain 1 of this TaEXPB11 protein, with respect to its allergenic 
properties are currently being carried out.
1705. Chapter Summary
· A 357kb sub-sequence of the assembled 1.3Mb ctg11 physical contig region of 
chromosome 3BS in CS was annotated for biological features such as TEs and gene-
coding regions
· Ctg11 contained a low repetitive DNA content (33.2%), large 52,591bp mitochondrial 
genome insert and high gene content, with nine gene-coding regions identified).
· Three gene-coding regions were identified to be highly similar to a published beta-
expansin gene called TaEXPB11 from the wheat cultivar Wyuna and the most similar 
gene (>98% nucleotide identity to the published gene) was annotated as the chromosome 
3BS CS form of the gene, with the two other copies (one being a full-length and one 
being a fragment) being identified as local duplications.
· The beta-expansin gene identified contained two protein domains, one of which was an 
allergen domain that caused allergic responses in susceptible human patients. 
Comparative sequencing of the gene using low allergenic spelt wheats and the wheat 
cultivars Westonia and Hope identified small coding variations within the pollen 
allergen domain.
· Transcription of the annotated CS TaEXPB11cs2 was confirmed using RT-PCR analysis. 
The other duplicated full-length CS gene TaEXPB11cs1 did not show RT-PCR 
expression
· A protein model of TaEXPB11cs2 was created using sequence comparison with the 
structurally characterised beta-expansin EXPB1 from maize. This study speculates that a 
9bp insert identified in Spelt wheat allergen domain could sufficiently change the 
171molecular structure of TaEXPB11 and moderate the allergic response in susceptible 
patients
172Chapter 5: Characterisation of Haplotype Differences 
Between Chinese Spring and Hope Wheat Cultivars in 
the Ctg11 Region of Chromosome 3B
Non-author chapter contributions: R. Mago (CSIRO Plant Industries, Canberra, Australia) 
completed all the laboratory work for identification of ‘Hope’ BAC clones in this project in 
discussion from J. Ellis and W. Spielmeyer. 
1. Introduction
A high-resolution map of markers between EST marker CA640157 and proximal microsatellite 
marker gwm533 has been presented by Kota et al. (2006). The assembly of chromosome 3B 
BAC clones from cultivar Chinese Spring (CS) (analysed in chapter 2) allowed the comparative 
analysis between the wheat cultivars Hope and CS over this region of chromosome 3B. The 
chromosome 3B physical map of cultivar CS (Paux et al. 2008) was an ideal template for 
developing markers from low-copy, end-sequences derived from BAC clones. BAC clones were 
identified using the EST marker CA640157 as a probe and a consensus physical map over the 
region of interest in chromosome 3B of CS was identified (Figure 5.1A).
173Figure 5.1: Comparison of the genetic and physical map of the ctg11 region on chromosome 
3BS of Triticum aestivum indicating the BAC clones from both Chinese Spring (A) and Hope 
(B) cultivars. The red boxes indicate the analysed markers defining the Sr2 resistance gene 
interval that were carried out by R. Mago (CSIRO, Canberra, Australia).
By using a combination of chromosome walking and DNA fingerprinting information from the 
3B physical map (Paux et al 2008), markers were designed and analysed (Figure 5.1) to identify 
the syntenic region to CS ctg11 cloned in a 3B-specific BAC library from cultivar Hope (Figure 
5.1B). This physical map is part of the FPC ctg11 of the Chinese Spring chromosome 3B 
published physical map (http://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/gbrowse/cgi-bin/gbrowse/Wheat_FPC/). 
This thesis chapter reports on the genome annotation of the three pseudomolecules from the 
hexaploid wheat cultivar Hope (created in chapter 2), which covers the CS ctg11 syntenic 
region. Comparative sequence analysis is then used to identify a germin-like protein (GLP) 
174cluster that distinguishes between the CS and Hope cultivars. Gene-family characterisation with 
other published GLP sequences and protein modelling of GLP1 are also presented.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Chromosome 3B-specific BAC library from Hope
See Chapter 2: Development of a Novel Wheat Genome Sequence Assembly and Validation 
Procedure to Construct High-quality Pseudomolecule Sequences
2.2 Hope chromosome 3B genome sequence assembly protocols
See Chapter 2: Development of a Novel Wheat Genome Sequence Assembly and Validation 
Procedure to Construct High-quality Pseudomolecule Sequences
2.3 Genome sequence annotation
Repetitive sequence annotation was carried out by using BLAST homology search programs 
(Altschul et al. 1997) against the TREP database (Wicker et al. 2002) and also by using 
Repeatmasker (Smit et al. http://www.repeatmasker.org) against the TREP database. DOTTER 
was also used to confirm the orientation of TEs and to annotate the TSDs of each element. 
The sequence was scanned for potential open reading frames (ORFs) using gene prediction 
175softwares FGENESH (monocot training set; http://www.softberry.com), GENSCAN (trained on 
maize sequences; http://genes.mit.edu/GENSCAN.html) and GlimmerHMM (trained on rice 
sequences) against the repetitive element masked sequence. The predicted open reading frames 
were analysed with BLAST homology searches against protein databases (NCBI protein and 
Swiss-Prot databases) to identify any characterised gene structures and determine whether they 
were full length. Gene-coding and intron-exon confirmation was determined using Expressed 
Sequence Tag (EST) information from NCBI dbEST (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbEST/) 
and a library of 11,902 full-length wheat cDNAs (http://www.shigen.nig.ac.jp/wheat/komugi/). 
Protein, transmembrane and signal peptide domains were found using InterProScan (Quevillon 
et al 2005) tool at the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI; http://www.ebi.ac.uk/).  Sequence 
Annotations were viewed in SOE (http://ccg.murdoch.edu.au/soe/) and manually edited within 
ARTEMIS (Rutherford et al 2000).
2.4 Comparative genomics and phylogenetic analysis 
Visualisations of sequence comparisons between Hope and Chinese Spring sequences were 
performed using multiple Perl/Tk scripts available from CPAN (http://www.cpan.org/). BLAST 
was used to calculate the percentage identity between the two sequences. Multiple sequence 
alignments were performed using CLUSTALX (Thompson et al. 2002) and phylogenetic 
analysis was done using MEGA version 4 (Tamura et al. 2007).
1763. Results
3.1 Sequencing of Hope BAC contigs
Seven BAC clones were identified from the chromosome 3B specific BAC library from the 
hexaploid wheat cultivar Hope using markers and information derived from the CS physical 
map of the ctg11 region (Figure 5.1; R. Mago et al. in preparation). The identified BAC clones 
were then sequenced at 10x coverage using methodology described in Chapter 2.
3.2 Genome annotation of the assembled Hope BAC contigs
Seven Hope BAC clones (Figure 5.1B) were assembled into three contigs and annotated for 
biological features such as genes and TEs. The proximal end of the ctg11 physical contig in 
Hope consisted of the single BAC clone 119A05 (92,064 bp). The second contig consisted of 
BACs 132N04, 109F09, 135O05 and 052P08 and spanned 290,884 bp (Figure 5.2). No 
overlapping BACs were identified between 119A05 and 132N04. BAC clones 055G23 and 
115A09 form the third contig (207,617 bp). BAC end marker 115A09F corresponds to the CS 
marker CF10F and forms the distal end of the ctg11 physical map. No clones overlapping clones 
with 052P08 and 055G23 have been identified in the BAC library.
Each assembled sequence was analysed for repetitive elements using Repeatmasker (Smit et al. 
http://www.repeatmasker.org) against the TREP database (Wicker et al. 2002). The repetitive-
element masked genomic sequence was then analysed for ORFs using FGENESH 
(http://www.softberry.com). The predicted protein from each ORF found within the sequence 
177were then run through BLAST against the protein subset of the TREP database to identify any 
homology to repetitive elements that may have been missed by Repeatmasker. Any non-
repetitive ORFs were then searched for protein matches by BLAST against the NCBI non-
redundant amino acid and EST databases (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), MSU rice protein 
database (http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/) and 11,902 KOMUGI full-length wheat cDNA 
sequences (http://www.shigen.nig.ac.jp/wheat/komugi). All genes were annotated to comply 
with the GT-AG intron splice site model except where noted.
Figure 5.2: Genome annotation figure of the three Hope assembled pseudomolecules contigs 
and their relative sequence lengths.
The first assembled Hope pseudomolecule, contig1 (Figure 5.2A) was made up of only the Hope 
178BAC 119A05 and contained four ORFs confirmed by EST and/or full-length cDNA data (Table 
5.1) giving the contig a gene density of 1 gene per 23kb. All four genes were located in ~30kb 
of the sequence (from 40-70kb). The contig also had a very low (24.51%) proportion of TEs 
with over two thirds of all TEs being class 1 or retrotransposable elements. The sequence 
contains only one genomic sequence gap, which is located within the fourth intron the first male 
sterility protein (MST1).
Table 5.1: Gene annotation of the assembled Hope contig 1
Gene Gene Match function Location Strand # Exons ORF 
length 
(bp)
Predicted 
protein 
length (aa)
MSU Rice homolog
MST1 Male sterility protein 40150-43007 - 9 2,857 443 LOC_Os08g20200
MST2 Male sterility protein 52150-55648 - 9 3,498 446 LOC_Os08g20200
WXS1 Wax Synthase 59849-62383 + 7 2,534 495 LOC_Os01g56370
RLK1 Receptor-like kinase 66121-68450 + 4 1,596 437 LOC_Os01g02350
MST1 and MST2 were annotated as male sterility proteins according to their matches to the 
MSU rice annotation database (http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/), however both proteins also 
have significant (E-value > 1e
-80) BLAST matches to fatty acyl CoA reductase in rice 
(BAD31814) and wheat (CAD30696). Both genes are well supported by NCBI ESTs and two 
high homology full-length wheat cDNAs with differing intron-exon structures (eg. one EST 
covers intron 7 and 8 in MST2), which may indicate alternative splicing. Full-length cDNAs in 
rice (AK242888 and CT835935) show similar alternative splicing characteristics. MST1 had 
four NAD_binding_4 (PF07993) and a male sterility protein 2-related (PTHR11011) protein 
domains. A signal peptide was predicted in MST1 but not MST2.
The Wax Synthase gene (WST1) had a top BLAST match (Table 5.1) of the rice homolog 
LOC_Os01g56370 (3e
-76). This predicted protein contained two uncharacterised protein domains 
179DUF1298 (PF06974) and UPF0089 (PF03007) along with a 24 amino acid signal peptide 
domain. The top BLAST protein hit to RLK1 (Table 5.1) was a receptor-like kinase from barley 
(AAD46420, E value = 0.0) and contained a Pkinase (PF00069) protein domain (E value 6.2e-
42) at position 135-400 amino acids. A signal peptide (from 1-23 amino acids) and Trans-
membrane domain (66-86 amino acids) were also predicted.
Hope contig 2 (Figure 5.2B), which is the largest of the three assembled sequences, was made 
up of four of the seven Hope BAC clones (132N04, 109F09, 135O05 and 052P08) and 
contained seven (EST/full-length cDNA confirmed) genes and five pseudo-genes (Table 5.2B). 
The gene density of the contig was 1 gene per 41.5kb. The proportion of TEs within this contig 
was almost double (54.25%) that of contig 1, due particularly to the high repetitive element 
content of the 052P08 BAC. LTR retrotransposons (two thirds of which were gypsy LTR 
elements) were the dominant form of transposable element making up 76% of TEs and 42% of 
the entire contig. The assembled contig contains 16 sequence gaps.
180Table 5.2: Gene annotation of the assembled Hope contig 2 (*indicates annotated pseudogenes)
Gene Gene Match function Location Strand # Exons ORF 
length 
(bp)
Predicted 
protein 
length
MSU Rice 
homolog
MST3 Male sterility protein 1299-
12562
+ 10 11,263 483 LOC_Os08g20200
FTL1* Flowering T Locus gene 43757-
44854
- 4 1,097 n/a LOC_Os12g13030
FTL2* Flowering T Locus gene 110612-
112156
- 4 1,544 n/a LOC_Os12g13030
FTL3* Flowering T Locus gene 161902-
162879
- 4 977 n/a LOC_Os12g13030
RLK2 Receptor-like kinase 169065-
171236
- 2 2,171 617 LOC_Os01g02300
RLK3 Receptor-like kinase 171630-
174555
+ 3 2,925 562 LOC_Os01g02290
PPR1* PPR-repeat domain-
containing
178827-
181010
+ 1 2,184 727 LOC_Os07g42354
GLP1 Germin-like protein 233589-
234400
- 2 812 220 LOC_Os08g09080
GLP2 Germin-like protein 235085-
235895
+ 2 811 232 LOC_Os08g09020
GLP3 Germin-like protein 259235-
260033
- 2 799 227 LOC_Os08g09080
GLP4 Germin-like protein 260643-
261455
+ 3 813 193 LOC_Os08g09010
GLP5* Germin-like protein 279479-
279964
- 1 485 n/a LOC_Os08g09080
The first gene located in Hope contig 2 is another male sterility protein (MST3) similar to the 
two found in contig 1. Like MST1 and MST2, MST3 is a homolog of LOC_Os08g20200 on 
chromosome 8 of rice. The gene has a large 7,024 bp insertion located within the 2
nd intron, 
which also has a degenerated 4,931 bp copia LTR retrotransposon ‘Ale’ located within. Intron 8 
of the gene was also large (2,074 bp) and was shown to contain a 345 bp gypsy LTR 
retrotransposon ‘Quinta’. MST3 had one NAD_binding_4 (PF07993) and a male sterility 
protein 2-related (PTHR11011) protein domain. A trans-membrane domain was predicted 
between amino acids 382-402.
Three pseudo-genes (predicted ORFs that lack significant transcript confirmation) were found 
181between 43,757 and 162,879 bp, an area containing a large region of TEs (Figure 5.2). The three 
pseudo-genes were shown to have homology to the rice flowering T locus protein found on 
chromosome 12 (LOC_Os12g13030) but each match lacked significant expectation value (1e
-30) 
to any wheat EST, with the exception of FTL2, which had a hit to wheat EST CK207220 at e-
value of 2e
-38. This EST match only covered 27% of the FTL2 gene. Each FTL pseudo-gene 
found on contig 2 contained a Phosphatidylethanolamine (PEBP)-binding protein domain 
(PF01161).
Two receptor-like kinase genes (RLK2 and RLK3) were located next to each other between 
169,065 and 174,555 bp but on opposing strands. Both genes had a signal peptide (amino acid 
1-31 in RLK2 and 1-23 in RLK3) and a plant-type, serine-threonine protein kinase 
(PTHR23258) domain (amino acid 42-73, 110-125 and 262-616 in RLK2 and 37-67 and 243-
561 in RLK3). The start codons of each RLK gene is located within 393 bp of each other 
indicating that there may be some shared 5’ promoter regions in each gene. The same sizes of 
exons in the rice putative receptor kinase ORK10 (LOC_Os01g02300) and predicted wheat 
showed conservation in the exon size, but no wheat EST was found to confirm the predicted 
second exon in RLK2, giving it two exons compared to the three located in the rice RLK 
homolog. RLK3 did show conserved intron-exon structure with its rice putative serine/threonine 
receptor-like kinase homolog (LOC_Os01g02290), however the second exon and first intron (30 
and 450 bases respectively in rice) are much larger in the RLK3 in wheat (243bp and 1,062bp). 
Immediately after RLK3 and on the same forward strand, a pentatricopeptide-repeat (PPR) 
182domain-containing gene is found. PPR1 has a large PPR protein domain (PTHR10483) from 
amino acid 173-703. PPR-repeat domain-containing proteins are found in high numbers in 
plants where they are speculated to have a role in organellar RNA metabolism (Nakamura et al. 
2004). Wheat ESTs found over the gene indicates that only one exon is present and truncated 
when compared to the PPR-repeat domain-containing protein homolog (LOC_Os07g42354) in 
rice. A rice full-length cDNA (AK064415) with high homology to this region (e-value of 1e
-102) 
was also identified but the wheat truncated gene only matched ~40% of the rice cDNA. This 
gene was therefore annotated as a pseudo-gene (Table 5.2).
The final group of 5 genes found within Hope contig 2 matched germin-like proteins (GLPs) 
first described in Grzelczak and Lane (1984). The first GLPs (GLP1 and GLP2) were found 
adjacent to each other between 233,589 and 235,895 bp on opposite strands. The same adjacent 
location (this time between 259,235 and 261,455 bp) and orientations were observed between 
GLP3 and GLP4. These four genes were found to have 2 exons, except in GLP4 that had 3 
exons. A pseudo-gene GLP5 (Table 5.2) was found near the end of the contig between 279,479 
and 280,044 bp and only contained one exon. The exon that was missing in this GLP was the 
first exon containing the start codon. The GLP5 pseudo-gene was found in the same orientation 
as GLP1 and GLP3 (on the minus strand). The first three full-length GLPs all contained the 
Cupin_1 (PF00190) protein domain (e-value > 1e
-40) and a signal peptide from 1-23 amino acids 
in GLP1 and GLP3, and 1-25 in GLP2. GLP4 contained a Cupin_1 domain but was of a very 
low significance (e-value > 0.00018) and had a signal peptide from 1-25 like GLP2. All four 
true (non-pseudogene) genes were homologous to a group of GLP proteins on rice chromosome 
1838. 
Germin and germin-like proteins (GLPs) are a type of oxalate-oxidase (OXOX) or superoxide 
demutase (SOD) enzyme from the ‘Cupin’ protein superfamily that has been widely studied in 
plants in terms of their association with disease defense (Dunwell 1998). These germin-like 
proteins have been shown to contribute to basal host resistance of pathogens in many grass 
species including blast disease resistance in rice (Manosalva et al. 2008) and the powdery 
mildew fungus Blumeria graminis f. sp hordei in barley (Zimmermann et al. 2006). 
Concentrations of germin-like OXOX proteins found in the surface structures of domesticated 
wheat suggested that these proteins might play a structural role in cell-wall re-enforcement 
during fungal pathogen attacks (Schweizer et al. 1999; Lane 2000).
The last Hope assembled sequence, contig 3 (Figure 5.2C), containing Hope BAC clones 
055G23 and 115A09, had the lowest gene density of all the Hope assembled contigs (1 gene per 
52kb; Table 5.3) but has a TE proportion that is slightly less (47%) than Hope contig 2. Most 
TEs found in this contig were found to be LTR retrotransposable elements, which accounted for 
~90% of all TEs and 42% of the total contig sequence. The contig also contains 12 sequence 
gaps across the sequence
184Table 5.3: Gene annotation of the assembled Hope contig 3 (*indicates an annotated 
pseudogene)
Gene Gene Match function Location Strand # 
Exons
ORF 
length 
(bp)
Predicted 
protein 
length (aa)
MSU Rice homolog
FBOX1* Hypothetical protein 80638-81810 - 1 1,173 391 LOC_Os02g18720
TaEXPB1
1hp*
Beta-Expansin protein 131272-132344 - 3 1,073 233 LOC_Os03g01270
MOX1 Flavin mono-oxygenase 
protein
154387-156103 + 4 1,716 471 LOC_Os07g02140
RPM1 RPM1 disease resistance 
protein
200603-203723 + 2 3,120 545 LOC_Os01g36640
The FBOX1 predicted gene found in Hope contig 3 and was matched to the rice homolog 
LOC_Os02g18720 (hypothetical protein) as its highest BLASTP protein match (E value = 6e
-70). 
The protein contained a F-BOX protein domain (SSF81383) but was found to be of low 
homology (< 1e
-10). Three wheat ESTs (all with E-values >1e
-75) were identified to cover the 
sequence containing the putative F-BOX domain but not the whole predicted ORF and was 
therefore annotated as a pseudogene.
The ORF containing the EXPB11hp pseudogene located in Hope contig 3 was found to have 
very high identity (89% nucleotide identity over 1,118bp) to the published wheat beta-expansin 
gene EXPB11 (CAI64399) originally identified in the cultivar Wyuna (Weichel et al. 2006). 
This gene was analysed along with its syntenic copy from CS in Chapter 4 and was named 
TaEXPB11hp. The gene contains the same intron-exon structure as other TaEXPB11 genes 
analysed in Chapter 4, except TaEXPB11hp contains a point mutation in exon 3 causing a 
premature end to the coding sequence. The pseudogene contained three matches to protein 
domains; a predicted signal peptide (as well as a trans-membrane domain) from amino acid 1-
26, a Rare-Lipoprotein A (RlpA)-like double-psi beta-barrel (PF03330) domain from amino 
185acid 76-159 and a pollen allergen 1 (PF01357) protein domain found between 173-233 (till the 
point mutation that causes termination of the gene). TaEXPB11hp was identified to contain a 
9bp insertion within the pollen allergen 1 domain, similar to which was identified within 
sequenced spelt wheats in chapter 4 using comparative sequence analysis.
The third gene found in contig 3 was annotated as a Flavin mono-oxygenase (MOX1) gene 
according to the top BLASTX hit LOC_Os07g02140 (E value = 6e
-129) from rice. This gene 
contained a dimethylaniline mono-oxygenase protein domain (PTHR23023) over 437 amino 
acids starting from the first coding amino acid. The last gene found within contig 3 (RPM1) was 
located near the end of the sequence (200603-203723), was predicted to have 2 exons from 
FGENESH and based on its sequence homology to rice LOC_Os01g36640 was related in 
sequence to the RPM1 disease resistance protein. The gene was found to have significant 
matches to wheat ESTs but no full-length wheat cDNA match. On comparison with rice match 
(LOC_Os01g36640) and two close NCBI protein matches in wheat (LRR14; AAK20742) and 
barley (HV1LRR1; AAD46469), the gene is more than likely to be truncated, possibly by a 
LINE (Wendy), non-LTR retrotransposon found within ~20bp from the stop codon. The 
predicted protein does contain NB-ARC (PF00931) domain close to the start of the protein and a 
partial match to a leucine rich repeat (LRR) domain (COG4886) near the end. NB-ARC-LRR 
domains are a family of protein domains shown to be common among disease resistance genes 
in plants (van Ooijen et al. 2008).
1863.3 Comparative sequence analysis of the CS-Hope physical contig 
Sequence analysis with the syntenic ctg11 region in CS helped to verify the physical map with 
contiguous assembled sequence across overlapping BAC clones forming the minimum tiling 
path (MTP). The CS sequence has helped to identify various genes and other low copy 
sequences in the in the region.
Table 5.4: Gene-coding regions common between Hope and CS and their genomic 
locations in both cultivars
Gene Gene Match function Hope contig Hope contig location CS Location
MST2 Male sterility protein 1 52150-55648 8356-11850
WXS1 Wax synthase  1 59849-62383 16052-18582
RLK1 Receptor-like kinase 1 66121-68450 21737-23346
MST3 Male sterility protein 2 1299-12562 130521-134176
RLK2 Receptor-like kinase 2 169065-171236 293126-295290
RLK3 Receptor-like kinase 2 171630-174555 295683-298368
MOX1 Flavin mono-
oxygenase protein
3 154387-156103 555898-557616
EXPB11hp Beta-Expansin protein 3 131129-132344 577035-578265
RPM1 RPM1 disease 
resistance protein
3 200603-203723 703150-706224
The assembled Hope contig sequences from the ctg11 equivalent region were compared to the 
CS ctg11 sequence. Table 5.4 contains the entire list of full-length gene coding regions 
conserved between CS and Hope. The overall sequence homology between CS and Hope contig 
1 was above 80% in the first 50kb of ctg11 (Figure 5.3). Hope contig1 did not overlap with any 
BAC clone indicating a gap of approximately 75kb between Hope contig 1 and 2 (CS position 
55kb-127kb) when assuming complete synteny between CS and Hope.  Since the equivalent 
region in CS however did not contain any full-length gene/ORFs, it is unlikely that any new 
gene/ORFs are present in Hope.
187Figure 5.3: Pair-wise sequence analysis of CS ctg11 (from 1-100 kb) on the horizontal axis 
against Hope contig1 (92,064 bp) on the vertical. On each axis the sequence annotation is 
shown.
Figure 5.4: Pair-wise sequence analysis of CS ctg11 (from 100-450 kb) on the horizontal axis 
against Hope contig 2 (290,884 bp) on the vertical. On each axis the sequence annotation is 
shown.
188Figure 5.5: Pair-wise sequence analysis of CS ctg11 (from 500-750 kb) on the horizontal axis 
against Hope contig 3 (207,617 bp) on the vertical. On each axis the sequence annotation is 
shown.
The first part of Hope contig 2 (1-220kb, specifically Hope BACs 132N04 and 109F09) 
contained a fatty acyl Co-A reductase (FA) gene and flowering T locus (FTL) pseudo-genes that 
were also present in CS sequence in the corresponding region. In total 3 copies of the FTL 
pseudo-genes were found in the region (Table 5.2) that were conserved between both sequences. 
Both CS and Hope also contained two RLK genes between CS ~293 and 299kb (Table 5.4).
While the Hope contig 2 sequence before the second Flowering T locus pseudo-gene (CS 
position 218,862-219,956 bp) with CS was over 80% similar, the sequence after (up to the two 
RLK genes) showed slightly less (~60%) similarity with many breaks in microsynteny between 
the two cultivars (Figure 5.4). The sequence in the last 50kb of Hope contig 2 and the first 
100kb of Hope contig 3 showed no observable similarity to the CS ctg11 sequence. No 
189overlapping BACs between Hope contig 2 and contig 3 (between 052P08 and 055G23 BAC 
clones) could be identified in the Hope BAC library. 
Hope contig 3 contained a beta-expansin gene TaEXPB11hp and a Flavin mono-oxygenase 
sequence (MOX1). A large 30kb insertion mitochondrial genome segment contained within CS 
was absent in Hope (Figure 5.5). Both the TaEXPB11hp and MOX1 genes were also found in 
CS (Table 5.4), however their orientation was reversed (Figure 5.3). A 60kb inversion in the CS 
sequence reported in Chapter 2 accounts for this change in gene direction and the opposite 
diagonal sequence conservation found on Figure 5.5. A BAC clone from the syntenic ctg11 
region in the tetraploid wheat cultivar (Triticum turgidum ssp. durum cv Langdon) was also 
analysed in Zhang et al. (2009; See Appendix I), which lacked the inversion, indicating that this 
rearrangement happened after the domestication of hexaploid wheat and is only present in some 
tetraploid hexaploid wheats (for a detailed discussion see Zhang et al. 2009; Appendix I).
3.4 Genome sequence characterisation of the germin-like protein (GLP) region located 
within Hope contig 2
The four GLP genes (GLP1-4) and one pseudo-gene (GLP5) were located within a 50kb region 
at the end of Hope contig2 that was not found within the CS sequence. This indicated a major 
insertion/deletion difference between the Hope and CS genomes. Each of the four non-
pseudogene GLP genes were ~83% identical at amino acid level and were orientated away from 
each other so that the first GLP was orientated on the reverse direction and second GLP in the 
block (located 500bp 5’ of the start of the gene) was located on the forward direction. Pair-wise 
190sequence analysis of the region against itself using DOTTER (Figure 5.6) revealed that the 
nucleotide similarity between the region containing GLP1/GLP2 (233,589-239,895 bp) and 
GLP3/GLP4 (258,663-265,461 bp) was also high. The two GLP containing regions were 83% 
identical at the nucleotide level. 
Figure 5.6: Pair-wise sequence alignment of Hope contig2 (230-290kb) against itself 
compared to the sequence annotation at the top of the figure (annotation to scale). Marked on 
the figure are the three different conserved blocks, containing one or more GLPs, that show 
high similarity. Flanking the three conserved blocks are TEs such as gypsy (yellow) and 
copia (red) LTR retrotransposons and CACTA DNA transposons (in blue).
The first conserved block containing GLP1/GLP2 (5,744 bp) was located at the end of the gypsy 
LTR retrotransposon ‘Fatima’ from 233,615 bp to the start of another ‘Fatima’ LTR element at 
239,359 bp. The second conserved block containing GLP3/4 (6,798 bp) starts at the end of 
another ‘Fatima’ element at 258,663 bp and finishes at the start of a copia LTR retrotransposon 
191called ‘Angela’ at 265,461 bp. The third conserved block, which contains only the pseudogene 
GLP5, is only 2,399 bp in length and is located between the end of an ‘Angela’ LTR element 
and the start of a ‘Caspar’ CACTA DNA transposon. This ‘Caspar’ transposon makes up the 
remainder of the contig. 
In conserved blocks two and three, a sequence of ~500bp was identified to be duplicated 
immediately before the germin genes. This small duplication is from the end of the duplication 1 
(239,359-239,841 bp) and is not repetitive (ie. not a part of the ‘Fatima’ element). This small 
repeated sequence or ‘footprint’ is commonly found at the insertion site of duplications, much 
like TSDs found at the insertion sites of TEs. 
3.5 Comparative gene analysis of the Hope contig 2 GLPs with closely related species
Predicted amino acid sequences of the four complete Hope contig 2 GLPs (TaGLP1-4) were 
compared to the known wheat germin, germin-like or oxalate oxidase genes contained in NCBI 
GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). A multiple sequence alignment of the germin-like 
proteins is shown in Figure 5.7. Proteins used in the alignment include an oxalate oxidase 
TaOXO1 (NCBI protein accession: AAF34811) from Hamel et al. (1998), oxalate oxidase 
precursor (TaOXO2; CAD89357), TaGLP2a and TaGLP2b (CAD55558 and CAD55559) from 
Schweizer et al. (1999) and TaGER1 (AAA34270) from Lane et al. (1991). 
192Figure 5.7: Multiple sequence alignment of the wheat germin, germin-like and oxalate 
oxidase proteins located within NCBI GenBank compared with the four full-length germin-
like genes found in this study. ClustalX was used to align all nine wheat amino acid 
sequences. The Clustal colour format is used 
(http://ekhidna.biocenter.helsinki.fi/pfam2/clustal_colours).
All four Hope contig 2 GLP genes were grouped together, but also were more closely related to 
the germin-like proteins 2a and 2b found in the Schweizer et al. (1999) study and grouped 
further away from the oxalate oxidase proteins (TaOXO1 and TaOXO2) and germin (TaGER1) 
published sequences. Figure 5.7 also shows that the amino acid sequences of TaGLP1 and 
TaGLP3 were more related to each other than to the other GLPs, as were TaGLP2 and TaGLP4, 
enhancing the proposed genomic duplication of the two genes demonstrated in Figure 5.6. 
TaGLP4 had a major deletion within its amino acid sequence compared to TaGLP1-3 as shown 
by Figure 5.7. 
The TaGLP1-TaGLP4 genes from Hope contig 2 were then compared to germin-like proteins in 
two recently published studies of GLP genes in rice (Manosalva et al. 2009) and barley 
(Zimmermann et al. 2006). The identification of separate groups within the GLP gene-family 
was characterised in Druka et al. (2002).
193Figure 5.8: Phylogenetic tree (using un-weighted pair-group averages or UPGA with 1000 
bootstraps) containing the Hope GLP genes (TaGLP1-4) along with germin gene sequences 
from rice (Manosalva et al. 2008) and barley (Zimmermann et al. 2006). The germin 
subfamilies indicated on the figure are characterised in Druka et al. (2002). 
The barley expressed proteins in the germin subfamilies defined in Druka et al. (2002) were 
aligned to the TaGLP1- TaGLP4 genes along with rice germin and germin-like proteins with the 
resulting phylogenetic tree shown in Figure 5.8. The phylogenetic tree indicates that the Hope 
wheat GLP genes belonged to the GER4 gene family (Druka et al. 2002; Zimmermann et al. 
2006). The GER4 and GER5 families in barley were identified to encode active enzymes with 
superoxidase dismutase (SOD) activity that protected cells against powdery mildew attack after 
194transient over-expression (Zimmermann et al. 2006). Also, out of the twelve GLP genes 
clustered on the rice chromosome 8 QTL for rice blast resistance the genes identified from the 
GER4 family contributed the most to resistance (Manosalva et al. 2009).
3.6 Protein structure analysis of GLPs found within Hope contig 2
Crystallisation and structural characterisation of a germin protein from barley (Woo et al. 2000), 
revealed a homo-hexamer (a trimer of dimers) structure (Figure 5.9) that binds six manganese 
ions. The germin monomer is similar in structure to the 7S seed storage proteins called vicilins 
(Astwood et al. 2002). The ~120kDa homo-hexamer protein is structurally able to withstand 
environmental extremes such as denaturation and degradation by heat, detergents, or proteinases 
(Vallelian-Bindschedler et al. 1998). 
195Figure 5.9: Crystallised structure of the manganese-containing (six manganese ions defined 
by green spheres) complex of germin proteins (top structure in the figure) that has a 
homohexamer structure made up of a trimer of dimers (bottom molecule in the figure). Each 
colour indicates a different dimer of germin proteins that make up the complex. Figure is 
taken from the structural characterisation study in Woo et al. (2000).
Using the information from Woo et al. (2000) and its associated structural information in the 
RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB; Kouranov et al. 2006), the protein structure of TaGLP1 was 
defined using the same methodology described in Chapter 4 (with beta-expansin genes). 
TaGLP1 (defined in this study) was aligned to the barley GLP PDB sequence using 
CLUSTALX (Thompson et al. 2002) after the excision of the predicted signal peptide sequence 
identified by SignalP (Nielsen et al. 1997). The protein was then compared to the barley germin 
protein defined in Woo et al. (2000) using the program MODELLER (Sali et al. 1995). The 
output PDB file was then visualised using the iMol protein visualisation program for MacOSX 
196(http://www.pirx.com/iMol/). Protein secondary structures were also predicted using the 
program STIDE (Heinig and Frishman 2004).
Figure 5.10: Comparison of the germin protein monomer (PDB accession: 1FI2) from Woo 
et al. (2000) on the left with the TaGLP1 protein structure identified in this study on the 
right. Both molecules were visualised using iMol (http://www.pirx.com/iMol/). 
SignalP predicted a signal peptide of 23 amino acids (1-23), which was then excised from the 
protein for analysis. STRIDE analysis predicted the typical secondary protein structures found 
in the barley germin monomer (1FI2; Woo et al. 2000); three C-terminal domain a-helical 
domains at 166-171, 179-186 and 190-200 amino acids; the irregular N-terminal shape held 
together with a cysteine disulphide bond (at 12 and 27 amino acids); and the typical b-sheet 
jellyroll made up of eight standard b-sheets with the conserved GX4HXH11G (between 86-105 
amino acids) and GX5PX4HX3N (128-143 amino acids) motifs. The protein structure between 
the characterised germin (1FI2; Woo et al. 2000) and TaGLP1 were extremely similar when 
197visualised in Figure 5.10.
4. Discussion
In this present study, a chromosome 3B-specific BAC library of the hexaploid wheat cultivar 
Hope was utilised to isolate clones corresponding to the CS ctg11 region and sequenced to 
enable an intra-species genome comparison. Seven BAC clones that were identified from 
mapping work using the published physical map of a susceptible hexaploid wheat cultivar 
(Chinese Spring; Paux et al. 2008) were sequenced and assembled into ordered contigs using 
TEs (See chapter 2), which were then annotated and analysed with the recently sequenced CS 
genome sequence. The lack of sequence similarity in the latter part of the Hope contig 2 
sequence (after the two RLK genes) and the initial part of the Hope contig 3 sequence 
(summarised in Figure 5.11), coupled with the multiple insertions of GLP genes within that 
sequence, indicates a segmental genomic insertion within the genomic sequence relative to the 
equivalent CS region. 
198Figure 5.11: Summarised genomic sequence comparison between the syntenic ctg11 regions 
of the CS and Hope wheat cultivars. The three assembled Hope contigs are separated by 
sequence gaps (GAP1 and GAP2) that are of unknown sizes.
250kb of CS ctg11 between 300-550kb contained no identified gene-coding regions while the 
syntenic region in Hope contained four GLPs and one GLP pseudogene (Figure 5.11). This GLP 
gene cluster distinguishes the Hope and CS genomic sequences within this region. The germin-
like proteins were clustered within a 50kb sequence in a duplicated pattern where TaGLP1- 
TaGLP4 genes were located in conserved blocks containing two GLPs each (500bp from each 
other in opposite orientation). GLP5 pseudo-gene showed a similar pattern of orientation except 
for a truncation by a CACTA DNA transposon. The positioning of the genes and conserved 
nucleotide similarity of the preceding sequence indicates that the duplication of the GLPs were 
the result of two separate duplication events (conserved blocks 2-3) from the original set of two 
GLP proteins (conserved block 1). This is further confirmed by the ~500bp non-repetitive, 
duplicated sequence at the insertion site of conserved blocks 2 and 3. This footprint is similar to 
that of a TE, which contain small TSDs of <9bp at their insertion sites. Due to a gap of unknown 
199length between Hope contig 2 and contig 3, there may also be the possibly of other GLPs 
located in a similar duplicated pattern. Further sequencing and analysis is currently being carried 
out to determine this. 
The successive genomic duplications of a 5-7kb segment containing 2 GLPs indicate the 
construction of a complex GLP locus. This GLP clustering was similar to that found in major 
disease resistance QTL on rice chromosome 8, which proved an affective agent in the resistance 
of two fungal diseases; rice blast and sheath blight (Manosalva et al. 2009). Transient over-
expressed barley GLPs were also found to protect epidermal cells from attack from powdery 
mildew fungus Blumeria graminis f. sp. Hordei (Zimmermann et al. 2006). While the molecular 
action of germins, germin-like and cupin domain-containing proteins has not be completely 
assessed, it is believed that the oxalate oxidase action of the germins produce H2O2, which acts 
against pathogens (Dunwell, 1998).
The phylogenetic and comparative analysis of the wheat GLPs characterised in this study 
identified that they belong to the GER4 sub-family of germin proteins first characterised in 
barley (Druka et al. 2002). The high sequence similarity of localised GLP proteins in this study 
was also noted in Zimmermann et al. (2006). The study of the GLP cluster located on a 
resistance QTL on chromosome 8 (Manosalva et al. 2009) found that GER4 sub-family gene 
members were consistently identified to contribute the most to resistance and that their high 
sequence similarity and close proximity on the QTL suggested gene amplification through 
duplication, followed by diversification (Kafri et al. 2006). The study also observed slight 
200differences in the expression of GER4 members in different tissues, suggesting that 
diversification may lead to tissue-specificity in basal level resistance features of the plant. The 
lack of high sequence variation between GLP copies could indicate that promoters rather than 
coding sequences could lead to ‘neofunctionalisation’ (new gene functions; Zimmermann et al. 
2006). While expression of the TaGER4 family members in this thesis has not been studied, the 
structure and duplicated clustering of the GLP genes are consistent with previous studies in 
barley and rice (Zimmermann et al. 2006; Manosalva et al. 2009).
The ~60kb NUMT genome insert (containing 11 expressed mitochondrial genes) that was 
identified in CS (See chapter 4 and Zhang et al. 2009 submitted; Appendix I) was not conserved 
within the Hope genome sequence. The presence of the NUMT insert in CS and its absence in 
Hope raises the possibility of a suppressive role in disease regulation in wheat, when the 
interaction with the GLP group of genes is considered. This possibility is currently being 
investigated. 
One obvious difference between the rice chromosome 8 QTL (Manosalva et al. 2008) and the 
wheat ctg11 GLP cluster identified in this study are the copy numbers of the GLPs found. The 
rice chromosome 8 GLP cluster in Manosalva et al. (2008) identified 10 GLPs within ~60kb 
region, while only 4 active GLPs were identified in wheat. The gap between the genomic 
sequences of Hope contig 2 and 3 that remains to be closed and BAC sequencing is continuing 
in this region to identify any more GLPs that add to the Hope GLP cluster.
2015. Chapter Summary
· Seven BAC clones over the ctg11 region of chromosome 3BS were sequenced using the 
wheat cultivar Hope.
· The seven BAC clones were assembled into three pseudomolecules that were separated 
by gaps of unknown lengths. Contig 1 (92,064bp) was made from the single BAC clone 
119A05, contained four EST confirmed genes (gene density of 1 gene per 23kb) and had 
a low repetitive element content (24.51%). Contig 2 (290,884bp) was made from four 
BAC clones (132N4, 109F09, 135O05 and 052P08), contained nine confirmed genes (1 
per 41.5kb) with two pseudo-genes and had a repetitive element content of 54.25%. 
Contig 3 (207,617bp) was made from BAC clones 055G23 and 115A09, had the lowest 
gene density (1 gene per 52kb) of the three contigs (three confirmed genes) and a 
repetitive element content of 42%.
· High sequence homology was found between CS and Hope between the entire Hope 
contig 1, first 120kb of contig 2 and the last 80kb of contig 3. There was a lack of 
sequence similarity between CS and Hope in the latter 50kb of contig 2 and initial 100kb 
of contig 3. Hope did not contain the NUMT mitochondrial insert found in ctg11
· Four confirmed germin-like proteins (TaGLP1 – TaGLP4) and the TaGLP5 pseudo-gene 
were found in Hope contig 2 that differentiated the two wheat cultivars in the ctg11 
region, indicating a genomic insertion/deletion event.
· Localised segmental duplication was identified from pair-wise alignment, which 
contributed to the orientation and location of the GLPs within the contig.
· Multiple sequence alignment and phylogenetic analysis identified the four GLPs to 
202belong to the GER4 germin subfamily reported in Druka et al. (2002). This subfamily 
was identified to contribute the most to rice blast and powdery mildew resistance in 
transient over-expressed systems in barley and rice (Zimmermann et al. 2006; 
Manosalva et al. 2009)
· A protein model of TaGLP1 was created through sequence comparison with the 
characterised barley germin protein reported in Woo et al. (2000).
203Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Directions
The construction of the extremely large (1Gb) and complex chromosome 3B physical map 
(Paux et al. 2008) has enabled a template for the current wheat genome sequencing projects. 
This study aimed to use such physical mapping information to examine the sequencing, 
assembly and annotation of targeted regions in chromosome 3B. Chromosome 3B by itself is 
over twice the size of the entire model cereal genome rice (~420Mb) and its high sequence 
complexity (>80% repetitive sequence) generates unique sequencing and assembly challenges. 
A targeted BAC-by-BAC genome sequencing strategy of the hexaploid wheat cultivar Chinese 
Spring (CS) allowed the sequencing and assembly of two large pseudomolecule sequences on 
the chromosome: 1.3Mb from the gene-rich short arm (FPC physical contig ctg11) and 783kb 
from the highly repetitive, heterochromatic long arm (FPC physical contig ctg1034). These 
sequences are two of the largest and most finished sequences ever produced from any wheat 
genome species. A further 590kb was sequenced in another hexaploid wheat cultivar ‘Hope’ in 
the syntenic ctg11 physical contig region, along with smaller gene sequencing in various 
hexaploid and spelt wheat varieties.  The major research themes applied within this study are 
summarised in Table 6.1 with the research outcomes achieved in this study. Each theme is then 
discussed further within the subsections of this chapter.
The proposed genome sequence assembly and annotation methodology set out in (Figure 1.1) 
was followed throughout this study. More emphasis was placed on sequence assembly and 
analysis than the proposed methodology in Chapter 1 and 2. This is reflected in the 
204experimental chapters and summarised in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Enhanced figure of the conventional genome sequence assembly and annotation 
methodology (right hand side) introduced within the general introduction (Figure 1.1), with 
more emphasis placed on assembly, annotation and analysis compared to BAC sequencing. The 
red arrows indicate the use of TE annotation in sequence assembly (‘phase 2’ assembly of 
pseudomolecules). On the left hand side are the research themes covered in the thesis and the 
contributions to them. Pseudomolecule construction was detailed in chapter 2 while chapters 3, 
4 and 5 detailed the genome analysis and annotation.
2056.1 Pseudomolecule assembly methodologies
The highly repetitive content of many cereal crop species, such as wheat, maize and barley, 
complicate both the sequencing and assembly of genome sequences. Polyploidy, coupled with 
the invasion and amplification of retrotransposable elements within many cereal species, have 
led to large genome sizes relative to their gene-coding content (Bennetzen and Kellogg 1997). 
Historically, this absence of correlations between genome size and organismal complexity was 
termed the C-value paradox (Thomas 1971). The invasion and amplification of the TEs within 
wheat by LTR retrotransposons in particular, creates a ‘repeat problem’ in fragment assembly 
(Pevzner et al. 2001), whereby thousands of highly similar motifs or fragments within TEs are 
unable to be assembled into a contiguous sequence. This study builds on previous genome 
sequencing studies that follow a standard ‘BAC sequencing and genome assembler’ 
methodology by using TE annotation information in a ‘phase two’ assembly to produce large 
pseudomolecule sequences made up of multiple sequenced BAC clones (Figure 6.1). Extensive 
annotation of repetitive element entries and specific information regarding TSDs size and LTR 
boundaries within the Triticeae-specific repetitive element (TREP) database (Wicker et al. 2002) 
were crucial to the success of the assembly technique. The use of this methodology may also 
prove invaluable in the assembly of other complex genome sequences such as Ixodes (tick) 
species (Pagel Van Zee et al. 2007) and barley (http://barleygenome.org). 
The high complexity of the chromosome 3B sequence highlighted problems from sequencing 
and assembly to the production of the chromosome 3B physical map (Paux et al. 2008). 
Originally the BAC sequences located within the physical contig ctg1034 were contained within 
206ctg11 on chromosome 3BS rather than 3BL but chromosome-specific ISBP markers confirmed 
the presence on another contig. A 60kb inversion variation within the ctg11 assembly, caused by 
two highly similar CACTA DNA transposons, could not be resolved using two sequencing 
technologies (454 and Sanger) and had to be validated by PCR. Also, the BAC sequencing 
protocols used in this study had difficulties obtaining read information when encountering 
multiple (>10) guanine bases. Sequence gaps were also identified in particular TEs that contain 
short, tandem repeat motifs which occur no matter what sequencing technology was used (T. 
Wicker et al. in preparation). 
From the targeted sequencing of both chromosomal regions in CS (3BL in ctg1034 and 3BS in 
ctg11), it was clear that a higher amount of high coverage, overlapping BAC sequences must be 
sequenced to obtain large assembled pseudomolecule sequences of sufficient finished quality. 
PCR product sequencing to close gaps in regions of limited BAC coverage and overlap is an 
exhausting and uneconomic policy. The high sequence quality obtained from ctg1034 validates 
this position. The overall sequencing strategies and the problems encountered in this study due 
to complexity will be invaluable to future wheat sequencing projects.
6.2 Bioinformatics analysis delivering research outcomes for future functional analysis
While wheat as a major agricultural cereal crop has been widely studied and bred for particular 
traits such as increased grain quality, disease resistance and tolerance to abiotic/biotic stress, 
little characterisation studies of the gene structures have been carried out. This is mainly due to 
the difficulties in large-scale genome sequencing studies mentioned above and instead the full 
207genome sequence of rice (Goff et al. 2002; International Rice Genome Sequencing Project, 
2005) has been widely used to transfer information regarding gene function and intron-exon 
structures through comparative genomics studies (Bellgard et al. 2004). Transcript sequencing 
projects have led to extensive EST data in wheat (such as the NSF/USDA EST mapping project; 
http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/NSF/), but characterised nucleotide and protein information is still 
well below other major agricultural crops (Table 6.2). The transfer of information from wheat to 
rice for annotation is important but the differences in transcript levels and structure in this study 
(gene island EST expression sets in Table 3.5) justify the need for an increased amount of gene 
information that is wheat specific. This is because the development of Bioinformatics tools for 
gene prediction and functional analysis (promoter sequences and regulatory domains) requires 
large data sets of wheat genes. 
Table 6.2: NCBI GenBank sequence database contents of the four major agricultural crops: 
wheat, barley, rice and maize (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov; 17/08/2009)
Type of sequence Wheat Barley Rice Maize
Nucleotide 18,989 27,521 238,857 311,336
EST 1,067,112 525,527 1,248,955 2,018,634
Protein 6,997 7,063 253,915 87,020
Most projects involving genome sequencing and analysis require a high informatics component 
and this study is no different. Scripts and bash shells are used to format data types and execute 
multiple command line programs at once. Many annotation pipelines already exist for wheat 
genome sequences such as TriAnnot (http://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/projects/TriAnnot/) and 
DAWG-PAWS (Estill and Bennetzen 2009; http://dawgpaws.sourceforge.net/). All pipelines 
use similar programs and tools to achieve annotation and all follow the guidelines set out by 
IWGSC. Perl and Python program languages were used extensively to execute large sets of data 
208and to integrate sequence analysis and comparative genomics tools and databases such as open-
reading frame finders, genome sequence viewers, search algorithms and sequence alignment 
programs into annotation and analysis pipeline. Both BioPython (Cock et al. 2009) and BioPerl 
(Stajich et al. 2002) projects are large depositories of modules and scripts developed for specific 
computational biology tasks (Stein 2000).
Bioinformatics resources and high quality computational infrastructure were keys to the success 
of this project. When using major sequence databases and browsers like GenBank at NCBI 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), EMBL sequence databases at EBI (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/) and 
Ensembl genome browsers (http://www.ensembl.org/) network speed is essential and local 
servers allowing command-line programming of large data sets are important. 
The aim of genome sequence information is to enable discoveries for functional analyses. In this 
thesis in silico analyses, facilitated by Bioinformatics and comparative genomics, allowed 
outputs such as gene annotation information, markers for assembly confirmation and field 
diagnostics, variations in specific wheats that may provide low-allergenic products and multi-
gene and disease resistance loci. All experimental data can immediately be used in functional 
studies for wheat as well as direct use in breeding programs.
6.3 Comparative sequence analysis: Inter- and intra-species genome comparisons
In the absence of an available whole genome sequence, comparative genomics becomes a 
powerful tool in transferring functional analyses from the closest available model genome (in 
209wheats case: rice). The significance of identifying synteny and colinearity between genomes is 
that it will more than likely lead to a conservation of associated phenotypes (Bellgard et al. 
2004). Where as previous synteny studies between rice and wheat were adapted to a resolution 
developed on mapped ESTs (Sorrells et al. 2003; La Rota and Sorrells 2004), the availability of 
genome sequences improves the comparison for functional assumptions. Interspecies similarities 
of the clustering of GLP genes, gene sequence similarity and gene loci characteristics (such as 
documented evidence of localised duplications of germin genes) between barley, wheat and rice 
shown in this study highlight the power of such comparisons. The use of bioinformatics tools to 
compare characterised protein structures to generate protein models straight from annotation 
also enabled a visual gauge of similarity.
Intra-species genomic comparisons, such as those used in the characterisation of the beta-
expansin and Hope GLP genes within this study, provide direct differentiation between closely 
related genomes. Cultivated hexaploid wheat, bred for specific environmental conditions around 
the world, can have dramatic phenotypic differences between them and genome sequencing over 
equivalent regions can assess the variations. Identifying the GLP cluster in chapter 5, that 
differentiated the syntenic genome segments in two cultivars with different fungal resistance 
phenotypes may lead to the identification of fungal resistance genes. Similarly, the identification 
of amino acid sequence variations in the allergen domain of the TaEXPB11 gene within 
hypoallergenic spelt wheats compared to hexaploid varieties that cause allergic reactions 
(studied in chapter 4) account for a phenotypic difference.
210Previous comparative genomics studies of eight individuals humans (Kidd et al. 2008) and 12 
Drosophila genomes (Drosophila 12 genomes consortium 2007; Stark et al. 2007) indicated the 
importance of studying variations that lead to functional differences through evolution. 
Comparison of Triticum species may also reveal the evolutionary path that has lead to modern 
bread wheat varieties. Assessing the genomic changes between wild species of the middle-
eastern, fertile-crescent (responsible for the start of modern agriculture 12,000 years ago) to 
modern highly domesticated varieties may reveal what affect that polyploidy and TEs have on 
the complexity of the hexaploid wheat genome.
An important issue to note within this thesis is that this study only covers a small part of the 
hexaploid wheat genome. The ~2Mb (of cultivar Chinese Spring) genome sequence that was 
assembled in this study represents a very small proportion (0.0125%) of the entire ~16Gb wheat 
genome. Despite the lack of representation of the entire genome, this study is one of the largest 
and most finished (especially the ctg1034 pseudomolecule sequence) wheat genome sequence 
assembled to date. This study offers a glimpse of the difficulties and possible solutions to future 
wheat genome assembly projects.
6.4 Future work
Wheat genome sequencing is still in its infancy and methods such as this one are still being 
investigated. New physical maps are currently being developed through IWGSC which will lead 
to more sequencing projects being established on 3B and other wheat chromosomes. The 
increase in genome sequence data also will enable the analysis of TEs, further developing the 
211current TREP database. A number of chromosome 3B sequencing studies are due to be 
completed in the near future (F. Choulet et al. 2009; T. Wicker et al. 2009 in preparation) that 
are likely to produce more discussion on appropriate sequencing strategies and assembly 
techniques among the IWGSC. 
Recent data from Illumina/Solexa sequencing of a pool of 30 BACs from three different gene 
loci, one being the ctg11 chromosome 3B region, has shown promising results in closing 
sequence gaps within assembled sequences. New data from one run of 30 BAC clones created 
428 contigs with an average of 12,160bp per contig through de novo assembly. Figure 6.2 shows 
the comparison between one of the assembled scaffold contigs to ctg11 (between 460,000 and 
600,000bp). These short-read sequencing technologies are extremely fast to run and very 
economical, currently costing one-tenth per base compared to Sanger read technology (Mardis 
2008). A recent study in Wicker et al. (2008) using Illumina/Solexa sequencing in the barley 
genome involved creating a mathematically defined (MDR) repeat index created from the 
sequence reads rather than an assembly however it did report on the success of short-read 
technology platforms in identifying low-copy, gene rich (potentially gene-rich) regions. The one 
large contig (Figure 6.2) closed three sequence gaps within ctg11, highlighting the potential of 
short-read technologies when complemented with longer Sanger read sequences.
212Figure 6.2: Recent Illumina/Solexa short read data (assembled contigs) compared to gap 
sequences located between 460,000 and 600,000bp of ctg11. 
This study has also provided many research outcomes for future functional genomics 
investigations. Whole genome proteomic analyses of beta-expansins are currently underway 
using peptide array technology aimed at identifying other proteins that cause allergic reactions 
in wheat susceptible patients. Blood serum from French and Australian patients is being used as 
a part of this study. Identification of gene mutants and resistance profiling of GLPs in Hope is 
continuing at CSIRO Plant Industries (Canberra, Australia) and extra BAC sequencing is due to 
be carried out to close the genomic gap between two of the assembled pseudomolecules created 
in this study (R.Mago pers. comm.). 
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230231Abstract
The assembly of a 1.3Mb size region of the wheat genome has provided the opportunity to study 
a recent nuclear mitochondrial DNA insertion (NUMT). In the present study, we have studied 
two bacterial artificial chromosome clones (BACs) featuring a 52-kb NUMT segment from the 
tetraploid and hexaploid wheat BAC libraries. The conserved orthologous NUMT regions from 
tetraploid and hexaploid wheat shared identical gene haplotypes even though mutations 
(insertions, deletions and substitutions) had occurred. Reverse transcription PCR experiment 
determined that the wheat nad7 gene located on the NUMT was expressed in the hexaploid 
wheat nucleus. Amplifying the NUMT junctions using a set of wheat materials including 
diploid, tetraploid and hexaploid lines, showed that none of the diploid wheat carried the region 
and that only some tetraploid and hexaploid wheats were positive for the NUMT segment, 
indicating the mitochondrial DNA was inserted into the genome quite recently within the wheat 
lineage. The genome analysis also provided the first detailed analysis of a genome segment 
inversion (60 kb) that was most likely due to the recent activity of CACTA transposable 
elements. Introduction
The bacterial-endosymbiont origin of mitochondria is widely accepted (Gray 1992; Gray et al. 
1999) and it is clear that DNA transfer of mitochondria to the nuclear genome is a ubiquitous 
and ongoing process among animals and plants (Kleine et al. 2009; Richly and Leister 2004a, b; 
Timmis et al. 2004). With the completion of whole genome sequencing of mitochondrial 
genomes and nuclear genomes, the analysis of 13 eukaryotic species has demonstrated large 
interspecific variation in the number and size of NUMT (Ricchetti et al. 2004; Richly and 
Leister 2004a, b). 
Segments of O. sativa mitochondrial DNA (490.520kb) representing 38% of the intact mtDNA 
and segments of A. thaliana mtDNA (366.924kb, 45% of intact mtDNA) are known to have 
transferred into the nucleus; the largest of the insertions in A. thaliana is 620kb and this includes 
a large tandem duplication of a ca 300kb segment within the NUMT insertion (Stupar et al. 
2001). Noutsos et al (2005) characterised the structure of the large stretches of organelle DNA 
in Arabidopsis and rice and suggested that two modes of mitochondrial insertion were possible. 
The insertion could result in NUMT DNA comprised of either long sequence insertions that are 
collinear with mitochondrial DNA or NUMT consisting of mosaics of nuclear and 
mitochondrial DNA sequences.
The function of the genes transferred within the NUMT DNA generally appears to be retained. 
For Populus, mitochondrial succinate dehydrogenase (sdh4) genes transferred into the nuclear 
genome it has been shown that co-expression of the intact nuclear and mitochondrial copies 
occurs (Choi et al. 2006). In angiosperm species, sdh3 and sdh4 genes have been frequently lost 
in mitochondria and transferred into the nuclear genome during the course of evolution (Adams et al. 2001). The nad7 gene, encoding subunit 7 of complex I in the respiratory chain, has been 
transferred into the nuclear genome and expressed, leaving the mitochondrial copy as a pseudo 
gene in the liverwort Marchantia polymorpha (Groth-Malonek et al. 2007). In wheat, the mt-
RPL5 gene is expressed in the nuclear genome and utilises a duplication of an existing targeting 
pre-sequence for ribosomal protein L4 (Sandoval et al. 2004) as a promoter for expression; the 
wheat mt-RPS14 located in the nucleus is also functional. In Oenothera, mtDNA contains only a 
gene fragment for ribosomal protein S12 (rps12), while, the original intact rps12 gene is located 
in the nucleus (Grohmann et al. 1992). All the evidence above supports the hypothesis that 
functional mitochondrial genes coexist in both nuclei and mitochondria and that the 
mitochondrial copy will most likely become nonfunctional or lost during further evolution.
Wheat is an important crop for food throughout the world with a large genome (1.6×10
10 bp) and 
complex genome (~80% repetitive sequences, Smith and Flavell 1975; Arumuganathan and 
Earle 1991). Rapid LTR-retrotransposon amplification plays an important role in genome 
expansion (Charles et al. 2008; Fu and Dooner 2002; Ma et al. 2004; SanMiguel et al. 1996; 
Wicker et al. 2001). To date, a large insertion of mitochondrial DNA into wheat genome has not 
been demonstrated. In this study, a BAC clone 36I14 carrying NUMT was uncovered in the 
process of the BAC sequencing of the Sr2 region on chromosome 3B of hexaploid wheat 
Chinese Spring (Wicker et al. 2009, in preparation; Choullet et al. 2009, in preparation). In 
addition, the orthologous BAC clone 406B11 was identified from the tetraploid wheat Langdon 
BAC library by Southern blotting. We characterised the structure of the 52kb mitochondrial 
insertion including 2 separated fragments in tetraploid and hexaploid wheat, in order to 
characterize their generation and evolution in the wheat genome. Materials and methods
Plant materials
To analyze genome variation in the NUMT a set of 74 different wheat materials (Table 1) were 
used as templates to perform PCR.
BAC clones
BAC 36I14 is from the MTP of Sr2 region on 3BS of Chinese Spring (Breen et al.2009, in 
preparation). BAC 406B11 was identified in a tetraploid wheat Langdon BAC library (provided 
by Yongqiang Gu, USDA/ARS, WRRC-GGD) using the specific primers identified in the 
following section.
Identifying of the BAC clones carrying NUMT
After shotgun sequencing of a series of BACs on chromosome 3B of Chinese Spring, we 
performed BLAST search against the non-redundant nucleotide database of NCBI and identified 
the wheat mitochondrial segment from BAC 36I14. All the gaps of this BAC clone were closed 
and the BAC sequence was used as query to BLAST against the wheat mitochondrial genome, 
leading to the identification of the 52kb NUMT segment. The junctions DNA of the 
mitochondrial insertion were used as probes to screen high-density filters of tetraploid wheat 
cultivar Langdon and the tetraploid BAC 406B11 was identified. 
BAC shotgun sequencing 
E. coli-freed DNA from BAC clones was extracted with Qiagen Large-Construct Kit (QIAGEN, 
Cat. No. 20021) and mechanically sheared with HydroShear to generate a concentrated smear ~3-5  kb in length. The sheared fragments were blunt ended with mung bean nuclease and 
dephosphorylated with Shrimp Alkaline Phosphatase (SAP). Then, the short fragments were 
tailed with A at the end by PCR method (standard protocol from suppliers of DNA polymerase) 
and fragments ranging from 3-5 kb in size were isolated and ligated into a pCR4-TOPO vector 
for transforming into TOP10 electrocompetent cells (Invitrogen, Cat. No. K4580-01). The 
clones were sequenced in both directions with T3 and T7 primers using BigDye3.1 termination 
chemistry and analysed on an ABI Prism 3730 XL capillary sequencer (Applied Biosystems, 
Foster City, Calif., USA). Base calling and quality assessment were carried out using PHRED 
(Ewing and Green 1998) and assembled by Lasergene v5.0 software with the parameters Match 
Size 46 and Minimum Match Percentage 96. For gap filling, a primer walking procedure was 
employed to sequence clones whose sequences are located at the end of different contigs, the 
dGTP BigDye Terminator chemistry (Applied Biosystem) and DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) 
were used in the sequencing reaction system to resolve the problem of potential secondary 
structures caused by high G/C content in the gap region. In addition to the Sanger method by 
ABI 3730XL, the new generation of sequencing technology, 454 Technology (Roche) was also 
utilised to confirm the presence of the mitochondrial insert and improve the assembly of 36I14. 
High purity BAC DNA of 36I14 was extracted as above. DNA was prepared on a separated area 
of the chip and 4496376 bases of 13010 reads were generated, following the standardised 
procedures recommended by Roche. 
Annotation of genomic sequence
Repetitive sequence identification. Repetitive sequences were identified by BLAST searches 
against three repeats databases locally: TREP (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/ITMI/Repeats/), TIGR 
Plant Repeat Databases (Ouyang and Buell 2004; http://plantrepeats.plantbiology.msu.edu/index.html) and RepBase (Jurka et al. 2005; 
http://www.girinst.org/repbase/index.html). First, BLASTN searches against three repeat 
databases (described above) were performed. Second, BLASTX searches against the PTREP 
were performed. Remaining sequences were used to perform tBLASTx against the three 
databases. The structure and the boundary of the individual repeat were identified by the 
characteristic features, such as LTRs and TSDs of the subject repeats, and dotplot analysis 
(Krumsiek et al. 2007).  
Gene prediction and function assignment. Gene prediction was performed using FGENESH at 
softberry website (http://www.softberry.com) and GENESCAN. Then, BLASTP against nr 
(non-redundant) amino acid database from NCBI, and BLASTN against EST database were 
subsequently conducted. If the BLAST hits were the components of the transposable elements, 
these genes would be eliminated. Genes were functionally assigned by the criteria of the 
guidelines from IWGSC (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/ITMI/Repeats/gene_annotation.pdf).  
Insertion time estimated based on LTR-retrotransposons
The composition distances of the two LTR sequences was calculated by MEGA 3.0 (Kumar et 
al. 2004) using the Kimura 2 model followed by an estimation of the nucleotide substitution 
rate. In the present paper, we used the average substitution rate of the adh1 and adh2 loci of 
grasses which is 6.5×10
-9 substitutions per synonymous site per year (Gaut et al. 1996). The 
insert time formula is T=Kimura 2 substitute rate/2×(6.5×10
-9).
Identification of wheat NUMTs and comparison of orthologous NUMT loci
We performed BLAST searches (Zhang et al. 2000) using the wheat nuclear genome sequences 
as query against the released wheat mitochondrial genome sequence (GenBank accession AP008982; Ogihara et al. 2005) with no filters. The BLAST hits were inspected manually in 
Excel. The NUMT boundaries were determined according to the BLAST results. The length of 
NUMTs was calculated from the start position to the stop position of the BLAST hits. 
Comparison of the two BAC sequences was carried out by BLAST (locally). Multiple and 
pairwise sequence alignment was conducted by MegAlign of DNAStar software.
Reverse transcription PCR of     nad7     gene    
Total RNA was extracted from young leaves, stems and roots of Chinese Spring using the 
TRIZOL Reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), according to the protocol suggested by the 
supplier. RNA concentrations were estimated using a spectrophotometer and the quality was 
checked by running on 1.5% agarose gel. For reverse transcription, 5μg of RNA was treated 
with 1 unit of RNase-free DNase I and incubated at 36℃ for 30 minutes before use. DNase I 
was inactivated with EDTA and incubated at 65℃ for 10 min. Then 2μg of RNA was reverse-
transcribed using M-MLV reverse transcriptase according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
The PCR was performed using the cDNA as template and the genome-specific primers. Wheat 
tubulin gene provided an internal control.
Results
Identification of BAC clones carrying NUMT from hexaploid chromosome 3B and tetraploid 
wheat BAC librariesThe source of the genome sequence analysed in this study derives from the Sr2 gene region 
mapped to the 3BS (Kota et al. 2006), and the sequence assembled in laboratories collaborating 
in International Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium (Paux et al. 2008). 
Preliminary assembly and sequence analysis found three overlapping BACs containing NUMT. 
Among the three BACs, 36I14 from Chinese Spring chromosome 3B spanned the whole 
mitochondrial insertion and hence was completely sequenced. Primers were designed based on 
sequences of the mitochondrial insertion borders and the DNA fragment was amplified using 
36I14 as template. This DNA fragment was used as a probe to hybridize to filters of the 
tetraploid wheat BAC library (Cenci et al. 2003). From the screening, the positive BAC clone 
406B11 was selected to be sequenced.
Organization of orthologous BACs carrying NUMT
The insert size of BAC 406B11 is 152605bp. The BAC contains five genes and nine repetitive 
sequences. The NUMT size is 52592bp representing 34% of the whole BAC and 12% of 
mitochondrial genome (452,528bp, AP008982). The insert size of BAC 36I14 is 179501bp. 
This BAC occupies five genes and ten repeats and the NUMT size is 51615bp accounting for 
29% of the whole BAC and 11% of the wheat mitochondrial genome. The two orthologous 
BACs have the same total number of gene content and almost the same length of the NUMT. 
Five genes from 406B11 were identified, which included one gene with 520bp 99% similarity 
to wheat EST BQ483469, two expressed genes (with 98% similarity to wheat EST BQ752787 
and BM138011 respectively), one BTB-domain containing protein-encoding gene and one NB-
ARC-domain containing protein-encoding gene (TABLE S1). The 36I14 sequence also contains five genes including two expressed genes (based on 99% similarity to wheat ESTs of 
BM138011 and BQ752787 respectively), one gene with 523bp 100% similarity to BQ483469, 
one EXPB11 pseudogene and one EXPB11 gene (TABLE S2). Comparison of the two sets of 
genes from tetraploid and hexaploid reveals that the synteny (Figure1) exists in the two 
genomes with genes 406B11.1, 406B11.2 and 406B11.3 sharing high similarity even though 
the respective genes in 36I14 DNA showed an opposite transcription orientation. The existence 
of a large inversion between the two genomes was investigated further because it helped to 
solve the structure of this region in the reference genome of Chinese Spring (Wicker et al. 
2009, in preparation).  As part of the annotation of repetitive elements (TABLE S3 and 
TABLES4), two CACTA elements flank the region of interest. Utilizing primers that were 
specific to the regions immediately juxtaposed to the proposed boundaries (ISBPs, Paux et al. 
2006), PCR on the genomic DNA from a range of hexaploid and tetraploid species were carried 
out. The data in Figure2 demonstrated that the boundaries matching the Chinese Spring 
reference genome occurred in tetraploid DR147, DR148, DR149, PO6, TG4 and hexaploid 
Kite, Frame, Chinese Spring, whereas they were missing in tetraploid DS1, DS9, DS10, DM12, 
DM46, DM49, Langdon, TI1, PS5, PS6, TR1, TG19 and hexaploid varieties Glenlea, Orca, 
Rescue. These data indicated that only some tetraploid and hexaploid wheat lines had the 
inversion segment and that the inversion event occurred recently.
As the predominant elements in the wheat genome, a large amount of repetitive sequences were 
identified in the polyploid wheat BAC sequences (TABLE S3 and TABLES4). Tetraploid wheat 
BAC 406B11 includes nine repetitive DNAs which comprise of seven RNA intermediated LTR-
retrotransposon and two transposons. Three LTR-retrotransposons were designated as complete 
transposable elements according to their characteristic LTRs whereas four were identified as truncated due to BAC end and nested insertion. Truncated repeat 6 and 8 were separated into 
two parts by the insertion of repeat 7, and the target site duplication only had a T/C SNP 
(TABLE S3). Additionally, repeat 5 was identified as a solo-LTR because of the BLAST hit of 
3' LTR of RLGa_Sabrina_TA3B95F5-1, and its emergence could have been through illegitimate 
recombination. One of the two transposons is a MITE which possesses a classic palindrome 
sequence that can form a stem structure and the other one is a fragment of transposon. 
Hexaploid wheat BAC sequence of 36I14 showed ten repetitive DNAs including eight LTR-
retrotransposons and two CACTA transposons. Two LTR-retrotransposons are exactly the same 
as those on BAC clone 42J02. For example, repeat 2 (RLX_Ronda_36I14-1) is 100% identical 
to the BLAST hit RLX_Ronda_42j2-2, and repeat 9 (RIX_Wendy_36i14-1) is 100% identical 
with the RIX_Wendy_42j2-1. The seventh and the tenth repetitive sequence were identified as a 
solo-LTR because of similarity with AM932685 and TREP3343. Two CACTA transposons, 
repetitive sequences 1 and 6, share high similarity (93%) but are oriented in different directions 
(Figure 3). In addition, two copia LTR-retrotransposons, repetitive sequences 5 and 8, share a 
little identity (25%) and have opposite orientations. 
It is generally accepted that both LTRs of a single LTR-retrotransposons are usually identical at 
the time of its insertion into the host sequence. Consequently, it is possible to date the insertion 
time of LTR-retrotransposons since its insertion due to the divergence of the two LTRs. Here, 
all the complete retrotransposons with two LTRs were dated (TABLE S5). The oldest 
retrotransposon is repeat 6+8 (the two repeats seen as a complete one) of 406B11 (Kimura 2 
substitution rate is 0.063, 4.85MYA) and the youngest one is repeat 8 of 36I14 (Kimura 2 
substitution rate is 0.005, 0.4MYA). Two of four repeats of 406B11 were estimated to be greater than 3 million years old, however, most of the repeats of 36I14 (three of four) were less than 3 
million years, a figure that is consistent with other estimates of the age of the retrotransposons 
of the B genome (Charles et al. 2008). 
Conserved NUMT region shared the same gene haplotype 
The NUMT, 52591bp segment in BAC 36I14 and the 51614bp segment from 406B11, shared a 
high sequence similarity to the respective segment from the standard mitochondrial genome 
annotation (GenBank AP008982). Mitochondrial genes located in these DNA segments 
included eleven genes: six tRNA genes, two rRNA genes, one ribosomal protein-coding gene 
and two NAD genes. The eleven genes and the intergenic regions share more than 97% 
similarity (see TABLE S6). Gene content and order is perfectly collinear between the tetraploid 
and hexaploid and the orthologous regions share high similarity (98.7%) even though sufficient 
time separates the segments for a 950 bp INDEL difference between the two NUMT sequences. 
Gene expression studies indicated that gene nad7, one of eleven genes with an exon-intron 
structure in mitochondria, was expressed in the tissues analysed (Figure 4a). Genome-specific 
primers were designed to ensure the difference between the mitochondria and genome copies of 
the gene could be assayed (Figure 4b). RNA extracted from hexaploid Chinese Spring root, stem 
and leaf was used to perform reverse transcription PCR and positive amplification from three 
organs was obtained indicating that the nad7 gene was active in the wheat nucleus. By 
sequencing the cDNA of nad7 transcript, all the primer sequences were shown to be the same as 
the genome-specific primer and nineteen RNA editing sites were found. All the editing sites 
were C to U types. Among all the eleven genes, ten genes were all nearly identical between the NUMT and 
mitochondrial DNA, although some point mutations were evident. The trnP-1, trnfM-2, trnD-1 
and trnI genes were 100% identical, and the rrn5-2, rrn18-2, trnS-2, nad4L, rps19-P and trnN 
genes showed more than 97% similarity between the NUMT and mitochondrial DNA copies. In 
order to investigate their expression, EST searches were performed. An analysis of wheat ESTs 
supported the proposition that the genes were expressed. The trnN gene showed the greatest 
number of ESTs hits (158) while rps19-P had the least number of ESTs hits (4).
Variation and evolution of the nuclear mitochondria in wheat 
The orthologous regions encoding the NUMT DNA segments in the tetraploid and hexaploid 
wheat genomics regions analysed (Figure 1), actually extended beyond NUMT region.
To assess the conservation of the mitochondrial insertion in the history of wheat evolution, we 
amplified a set of 74 DNA samples including diploid ancestors through to the modern hexaploid 
species, using the primers designed from the junction, which spanned the insertion boundaries. 
The material analysed included fourteen accessions from the A genome, twenty-four accessions 
from S genome, five accessions from D genome, twenty-three accessions from AB genome, one 
accession from AG genome and seven accessions from ABD genome were analysed. 
Based on the amplification results, two groups could be distinguished. The first group did not 
produce any amplification band. This group comprised all diploid wheat species (A genome, S 
genome and D genome), and some of the tetraploid and hexaploid wheat accessions (Figure 5a). 
The second group amplified the positive band. This group comprised only tetraploid and 
hexaploid wheat accessions. The results suggested that the NUMT insertion occurred in the period of tetraploid speciation, 1-3 MYA and was thus transferred to the hexaploid lines. The 
positive band amplified in tetraploid cv. Langdon (Figure 5a) was larger than the bands 
amplified in other species and sequencing indicated that this was due to a 44-bp nucleotide 
INDEL (Figure 5b).
 
Sequence comparisons of two orthologous BACs from tetraploid and hexaploid wheat
Sequence comparisons between tetraploid (406B11) and hexaploid (36I14) wheat showed that 
they share 122978bp of sequence in total, which accounts for 80.6% of 406B11 and 68.5% of 
36I14. 
Through global alignment of the conserved segments, nucleotide insertion and deletion were 
defined and used to account for the size variation between tetraploid and hexaploid wheat 
sequences studied. According to the alignment of the two orthologous BACs, eight segments 
were produced which were assigned as segment 1 to segment 8 along the orientation of the BAC 
sequence (TABLE S7). According to the annotation results of the sequences, for 406B11, the 
segment 2 which had the largest deletion (1505bp) is in the junction between repetitive sequence 
1 and 2. For 36I14, segment 2 is within repetitive sequence 3. Segment 4 is the NUMT region, 
which had the largest insertion (1195bp). The overall length of insertion and deletion is 2209bp 
and 1860bp respectively. Thus, the InDels contributed to the genome size variation.
Discussion
In this study, we analysed two orthologous BAC sequences carrying NUMT from tetraploid 
wheat cv. Langdon (406B11) and hexaploid wheat cv. Chinese Spring (36I14). Based on the 
sequence data, the genome organization and evolutionary dynamics were investigated. Genome size variation between the orthologous regions carrying large fragment of NUMT in 
tetraploid and the hexaploid wheat
In terms of genome size variation of wheat the mechanisms responsible for the genome 
expansions and contraction include gene duplication and subsequent loss of functionality for one 
of the duplication (Zhang, 2003), intron size expansion (Deutsch and Long 1999), organellar 
transfer to the nucleus (Martin and Herrmann 1998; Woischnik and Moraes 2002; Martin 2003; 
Richly and Leister 2004a, b; Bonen 2006) and retrotransposon activity (Wendel 2000). Increases 
in gene numbers were often by segmental or full genome duplication (Bennetzen 2002). The 
contraction process is less understood although unequal intrastrand recombination (SanMiguel 
et al. 1996), double strand break repair (Kirik et al. 2000) and illegitimate recombination 
(Wicker et al. 2001; Devos et al. 2002; Ma et al. 2004; Bennetzen et al. 2005) might be critical 
to the process. Here, we compared two BAC sequences from a tetraploid and hexaploid within 
the wheat lineage harboring a large nuclear mitochondria segment. For 36I14, the overall effect 
of evolutionary processes resulted in the genome expansion (compared to 406B11) to which the 
mitochondrial insertion, gene insertion, retrotransposable element duplications and InDels 
contributed (Figure 6). 
Genome organization of modern hexaploid wheat has experienced major genomic 
recombination and rearrangements
Genome conservation and mosaic rearrangements have been demonstrated to exist in the grass 
family, mainly as a result of retroelement insertions, gene amplification and gene movement 
(Song et al. 2002). A likely evolution model for the genome formation of tetraploid wheat and 
hexaploid wheat is shown in Figure 6.The key step in the model is the transition stage, from which the tetraploid and the hexaploid 
genome evolved. For the tetraploid genome, the evolutionary process must have had a transition 
stage during which a contraction in size of the CACTA transposon occurred. For the hexaploid 
genome, first, the CACTA transposon duplicated and followed by the inversion event. Using the 
right border sequence-based primers, PCR on the genomic DNA from a range of hexaploid and 
tetraploid species were carried out (Figure 2). The results showed that the inversion occurred in 
different tetraploid and hexaploid lineages. It is inferred that recent CACTA transposon activity 
contributed to the generation of the inversion. It is also evident that a fragment with one 
retrotransposon and two genes inserted into the genome during these evolutionary events. 
Therefore, the genome organization status of the modern hexaploid was as an expanded format. 
Large mitochondrial DNA segment transfer and its evolution
The divergence of NUMT sequences between closely related species is well established in 
mammalian studies (Hazkani-Covo and Graur 2007). In the present study the first analysis of a 
NUMT sequence between tetraploid and hexaploid wheat using pairwise alignment is presented. 
Comparison of the two orthologous NUMT sequences shows very high similarity (96%), 
however, a 55-bp InDel was identified (Figure 7a). It is assumed that the hexaploid wheat 
NUMT evolved from the tetraploid wheat NUMT, and that a slippage of replication, as a result 
of the two triplet nucleotide sequences TTA, caused the InDel (Figure 7b). The potential reason 
for the slippage is the striking secondary structure of stem-loop of the 55bp deleting sequence. 
The absence of the 55bp sequence in tetraploid and the presence in the hexaploid suggests that the evolution of the NUMT is a continuous and dynamic process, similar to that in other 
organisms (for example in the honeybee, Apis mellifera; Behura 2007). Repetitive sequence-rich 
regions flank the NUMTs described in this study and these have been suggested to form the 
basis for insertion of the NUMTs (Behura 2007). 
It is interesting that although the gene haplotype of the two orthologous NUMTs are identical, 
the NUMT DNA insert characterised in our study derived from two parts of the mitochondria 
genome (Figure 8a). We suggest (Figure 8b) that a recombination event within the circular 
mitochondrial genome preceded the insertion evident into the nuclear genome, in order to 
account for the structure described. The NUMTs are composed of two parts of the mitochondrial 
genome that share an “rrn5-rrn18-trnfM” gene haplotype repeat. The “rrn5-1-rrn18-1-trnfM-1” 
and “rrn5-2-rrn18-2-trnfM-2” are the two copies of “rrn5-rrn18-trnfM” and have been 
designated previously as copy-1 and copy-2 in mitochondria, respectively (Ogihara et al. 2005). 
It is evident therefore that the organization of the NUMTs seems to be outcome of an intra-
molecular recombination of the two mitochondrial DNA segments (trnfM-1-nad1a segment and 
rrn5-2-trnI segment, see Figure 8b) mediated by the rrn5-rrn18-trnfM repeats. Following the 
recombination event, integration into the nuclear genome would have occurred by a process that 
is not clear at present. More important, the recombination occurred at the rrn5-rrn18-trnfM 
repeats and resulted to a single rrn5-rrn18-trnfM haplotype. In the process of the generation of 
the NUMT, the rrn5-rrn18-trnfM continued to remain as a closely linked gene unit suggesting 
an important role within the cell. 
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Figure legends
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the sequence organization and detailed comparison at the 
mitochondrial insertion loci in tetraploid and hexaploid wheat. 
Figure 2. PCR results for amplifying the inversion boundary.
Lane 1-24 were DS1, DS9, DS10, DM12, DM46, DM49, DR147, DR148, DR149, Langdon, 
PO6, TI1, PS5, PS6, TR1, TG4, TG19, Glenlea, Orca, Rescue, Kite, Frame, Chinese Spring and 
H2O, respectively. The two red arrows indicated the inversion occurred between Langdon and 
Chinese Spring in this study.
Figure 3. Repetitive sequence analysis of BAC 36I14 by dotplot visualization. Red ellipses 
represent repeats; black ellipses represent genes. 1 and 6 are transposons and share high 
similarity; 5 and 8 are copia LTR-retrotransposon and share a little similarity; Repeats 4, 7, 9 
and 10 are not marked on the plot due to truncated LINE and solo-LTR.
Figure 4. (a) Gene expression analysis of nad7 of nucleus. M is 100bp marker. Lane 1 to 12 is 
root (RT
-), stem (RT
-), leaf (RT
-), root (RT
+), stem (RT
+), leaf (RT
+), root (RT
-), stem (RT
-), leaf 
(RT
-), root (RT
+), stem (RT
+), and leaf (RT
+) respectively. RT
+ represents cDNA template from 
reverse transcript and RT
- represents template without reverse transcript. Lane 1 to 3 and lane 7 
to 9 did not generate amplification and indicated the cDNA sample did not have DNA 
contamination. (b) Alignment of cDNA sequences of nad7 gene. The left column represented the sequence 
names, and letters before nad7 showed the origination of the cDNA. m-, g-, r-, s- and l- was 
mitochondria, genome, root, stem and leaf, respectively. The sequences with the underlined 
black lines are the genome-specific primers used in the expression analysis. The vertical black 
lines represented the exon borders. The black triangles indicated the RNA editing sites.
Figure 5. (a) Detection for mitochondrial insertion among wheat species. M is 100bp marker. 
From lane 1 to lane 74, there are diploid, tetraploid and hexaploid wheat respectively. The 
details see table 1. The positive band is the left junction between the nuclear and mitochondrial 
DNA of tetraploid cv. Langdon and hexaploid cv. Chinese Spring. The amplification pattern of 
the nuclear mitochondria insertion of the right junction is the same as the left junction (data not 
shown). Lane 67 is tetraploid wheat Langdon with larger size than other bands due to a 44 bp 
insertion.
(b) Sequence alignment of the left border of the NUMT insertion. The black box indicated the 
44bp DNA insertion in Langdon compared to Chinese Spring, TG2 and TR1. The two black 
triangles indicated the left border site of the NUMT insertion.
Figure 6. Schematic representation of the evolution model for the upstream of the tetraploid and 
the hexaploid NUMT. Red shapes indicated the genes in genomes. Gray shapes indicated the 
retrotransposons. Purple shapes indicated the transposons. Purple arrows indicated the paired 
LTRs and the blue arrows indicated the solo-LTRs. The red numbers indicated the repetitive 
sequence numbers and the black numbers indicated the gene numbers.
Figure 7. (a) Alignment of deletion sites in NUMT and mitochondrial region. Dashes indicate a 
55bp nucleotide fragment deletion. Black boxes indicate the target site duplication. (b) Chain slippage in replication of DNA resulting in the 55bp nucleotide deletion. A and B indicated the 
two TTA duplication. The sequence between A and B is prone to form a stem-loop structure 
which could block the DNA polymerase combine with the DNA template. 
Figure 8. (a) Schematic presentation of composition of wheat NUMT compared to the 
mitochondria. Purple line indicates the conserved rrn5-rrn18-trnfM three-gene cluster. Red 
arrow indicates the trnfM-1-nad1a gene haplotype. Blue arrow indicates the rrn5-2-trnI gene 
haplotype. 
(b) Generation and integration of wheat NUMT. “rrn5-rrn18-trnfM” haplotype of wheat NUMT 
originated from the recombination of the trnfM-1-nad1a and the rrn5-2-trnI haplotype of 
mitochondria meditated by IR repeat (copy-1 and copy-2).Figures
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Table 1 Wheat species used in NUMT variation detection
Genome Species Lane # No. material Amplification
*
A
T. urartu
1 UR200 0
2 UR201 0
3 UR202 0
4 UR203 0
5 UR206 0
T. boeoticum
6 BO1 0
7 BO8 0
8 BO103 0
9 BO104 0
T. 
monococcum
10 MO1 0
11 MO4 0
12 MO5 0
13 MO101 0
14 MO102 0
S
Ae. speltoides
15 Y423 0
16 Y590 0
17 Y2005 0
18 Y2006 0
19 Y2046 0
Ae. longissima
20 Y2137 0
21 Y2139 0
22 Y2141 0
23 Y2142 0
24 Y2145 0
Ae. searsii
25 Y2132 0
26 Y2133 0
27 Y2134 0
28 Y2192 0
29 Y2193 0
Ae. 
sharonensis
30 Y606 0
31 Y608 0
32 Y610 0
33 Y2176 0
34 Y2178 0
Ae. bicornis
35 Y2180 0
36 Y2181 0
37 Y2182 0
38 Y2183 0
D T. tauschii 39 Y2262 040 Y2268 0
41 Y2280 0
42 Y2281 0
43 Y2282 0
AB
T. dicoccoids
44 DS1 0
45 DS4 0
46 DS8 1
47 DS9 0
48 DS10 1
T. dicoccum
49 DM12 0
50 DM23 1
51 DM46 0
52 DM49 0
T. persium 53 PS5 0
54 PS6 0
T. turanicum 55 TR1 1
56 TR3 1
T. turgidum
57 TG2 1
58 TG4 1
59 TG9 0
T. polonicum 60 PO6 0
T. durum
62 DR15 0
63 DR147 0
64 DR148 0
65 DR149 0
66 DR484 0
67 Langdon 1
AG T. timopheevi 61 TI1 0
ABD T. aestivum
68 Chinese Spring 1
69 Kite 1
70 Frame 1
71 Cheyenne  0
72 Rescue 0
73 Orca 0
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DNA sequences. J Comput Biol 7: 203-214.Appendix II: Example of Bioinformatics Code Written in 
Thesis
Bash shell (annotateWheat.sh) to integrate command line programs 
#!/bin/bash
# BLAST
blastall -p blastn -d nrTREP -i $1 -o $1.nrTREP.bls -e 0.01 -v 5000 -b 5000 
$2
blastall -p blastn -d est -i $1 -l triticum_aestivum -o $1.est.bls -e 0.01 -v 
5000 -b 5000 $2
blastall -p blastx -d nr -i $1 -o $1.nr.bls -e 0.01 -v 5000 -b 5000 $2
blastall -p blastx -d TREPprot -i $1 -o $1.TREPprot.bls -e 0.001 -v 5000 -b 
5000 $2
blastall -p blastn -d tigr_o_sativa_pseudomolecules_5 -i $1 -o $1.os-
genome.bls -e 0.01 -v 5000 -b 5000 $2
blastall -p blastn -d jb_Brachy_supercontigs_fasta -i $1 -o $1.brach-
genome.bls -e 0.01 -v 5000 -b 5000 $2
blastall -p blastn -d INE_rice-cDNA_nt -i $1 -o $1.cDNA-nt.bls -e 0.01 -v 
5000 -b 5000 $2
# RepeatMasker
repeatmasker3 -s -species "wheat" $1 $2
for suffix in cat log masked out tbl; do
   if [ -e "$1.$suffix" ]; then
       mv $1.$suffix $1.repeatmasker.$suffix
   fi
done
# censor
censor -lib pln -s $1 $2 
for suffix in found idx map masked tab; do
  if [ -e "$1.$suffix" ]; then
       mv $1.$suffix $1.censor.$suffix
  fi
done
# glimmerhmm
glimmerhmm $1 rice $2
# genscan
genscan Maize $1 $2 > $1.genscan.maize
genscan Arabidopsis $1 $2 > $1.genscan.Arabidopsis